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You know that silent internal ongoing conversation you have with God while you’re homeschooling?...
“Aargh! God, I don’t know how to get this through to him. We’ve been over this lesson 3 dozen
times. I could use some help here...”
“Oh, God, I’m exhausted. I can’t keep up with all of this. I could use some help here...”
“God, they hate each other! Fight...argue...pick-pick-pick! I don’t know how to get them to love
each other. I could use some help here...”
“God, I don’t know how to teach this! I never learned it when I was a kid and it makes no sense
at all. I’m floundering! Is homeschooling the right thing for my kids? I’m afraid I’m ruining them...”
David prayed prayers like this as well. Look at Psalm 25:45 and tell me if his sounds like those
quick desperate prayers you’ve sent up. (It certainly sounds like mine!) Psalm 25:4-5 “Make me to
know your ways, O LORD; teach me your paths. Lead me in your truth and teach me, for you are the
God of my salvation; for you I wait all the day long.” Like us, David prayed, “Show me the way!”
God delights to answer prayers like that! Here’s what David wrote: Psalm 16:11 “You make

known to me the path of life; in your presence there is fullness of joy; at your right hand are
pleasures forevermore.” God did it. He showed him the way!

He affirms that God did answer him, DID show him how to do it - showed him the path. But
do you know what I find even more assuring? The path included God’s presence, fullness of joy and
pleasures forevermore. Keep sending up those prayers to your Father. KNOW His presence is with
you as you homeschool.

Meet our Family! All of our kids and daughters-in-law have been homeschooled: (From
oldest, with spouse, to youngest) Dale & Susie, Michael (30) and his wife Lianna, Dwayne
(28) and his wife Rachel with their kids Riley (7), Caden (5), Wesley (3), and Emma (2); Chris
(26) and his wife Krista, with their son Damon (2) and their daughter Brynlee (1); Josh (24)
and his wife Bri, with their daughter Everly (2) and their son Silas (1); Ben (22) and his wife
Kelsey; Stephen (19) and his girlfriend Sierra, Monica (17), Rebecca (14), and Caleb (10).

Visit Schoolhouse Publishing...

(Request Susan as a speaker by emailing info@shpublishing.com)

3/20-22 • SouthEast Conv, Greenville, SC (vending, speaking)
4/24-26 • MidWest Conv, Cincinnati, OH (vending, speaking)
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conventio 5/16-17 • ENOCH, Edison, NJ (vending, speaking)
6/5-7 • HEAV, Richmond, VA (vending, speaking)
6/13-14 • SEARCH of PA, Souderton, PA (vending, speaking)
We love hanging out with all our homeschool friends! Subscribe to our blog (www.susankemmerer.
com), and follow us on Facebook, Pinterest, and Twitter! Our blog has articles, reviews, easy
recipes, and great ideas! On Facebook you can dialog with other homeschool moms, ask and answer
questions, and be part of the community. On Twitter you can get a project of the day for you and your
kids to do together. On pinterest you can find great educational ideas and tips to streamline your
home and homeschool.
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About the cover photo:
Monica (age 16) works on her
math in her favorite learning
environment: curled up by the
fire with a cup of hot chocolate,
listening to worship music...
What’s your student’s favorite
learning environment?
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Some Radical Thoughts on
Raising and Homeschooling Boys

13 year old Grant examines
a millipede, bravely picking
it up to get a closer look.

4 yr old Caden and 6 yr old
Riley climb all over the ironfilled boulders, banging them
with hammers to make them
ring. The best activity for boys:
hammers, rocks and noise!

If God had told me at the beginning that He would
bless me with 7 sons, fill them with abundant energy
and a dislike of all things academic, then call me to
homeschool them...sigh...I imagine I would have run
screaming. I’ll admit that homeschooling boys was 30 year old Mike shows his 9 year old brother how to play with fire.
never easy. But, it was never boring and has been Caleb is a quick study. Oh, boy!
tremendously rewarding. If you are privileged to be
homeschooling boys and are pulling out your hair in the process, let me challenge you
with some ideas. These aren’t new or innovative, but rather old and practical (which is
why some might consider them radical). Granted, these ideas are generalities. They will
describe many, but not all, boys. My thoughts may be a bit radical...but I hope they’re
grounded in God’s Word...so you’ll find them enlightening and encouraging!
God did not wire boys....
1. God did not wire boys (for the most part) to sit still at a desk or table doing
book work for hours. Sitting at desks is an arrangement necessitated by mass education.
Thankfully, you homeschool! Picture how God would have taught Adam in the garden and you can be sure it wasn’t at a desk with a book. Man’s first educational experience/
job was all hands-on, an honorable task , taking dominion over the animals, working
in the dirt and learning to garden. (See Genesis 2:15)
9 yr old Cal
eb does a m
an’s
2. God did not wire boys to play it safe all the time. We’re so busy shielding jo b , h e lp in g
to o p e ra te
th e lo g sp li
them, feminizing them, keeping them safe, we completely ignore that God has
tt er. O h , y ea
h!
called them to be strong and brave and courageous! How can they grow in that
area if we fill them with fear, wrap them in bubble wrap, and shield them from every
difficulty? Do you celebrate your son’s brave and courageous deeds?...or do you yell at
him, “Get out of that tree! Stop that running! Don’t touch that knife!...” (See Josh 1:9)
3. God did not wire boys to be quiet. Boys seem drawn to intensity and excitement
and challenge. They are exuberant and energetic. Don’t assume this is necessarily a lack of
self-control as much as it is the way they’re wired and called. (Psalm 95:1-2)
4. God did not wire boys to feel, emote, or nurture like girls do. That is not to say
they’re incapable of affection and nurturing (they are actually very good at that), but it will
look differant than they way girls do it. God validated this difference by recognizing Adam
needed a helper fit for him. (See Genesis 2:18-24)

9 yr old Caleb, 26 yr old
Daniel, and 13 yr old Grant (all
cousins) enjoy a good wrestle.

5. God did not wire boys to be controlled by women. This is probably the trickiest
of all. As a mother, you need to have authority over your son, but at the same time, your
job is to teach him how to be an authority...and this can’t be done in a vacuum. You
need to find the balance to being an authority over him while deferring to him as he
grows older and allowing him to grow as a leader. (See Eph 5:22-23 and 1 Cor 11:3)
God Did Wire Boys....
1. God did wire boys to be doing and moving and working. Utilize this fact in your
homeschool. Fill your homeschool with physical opportunities to work hard - as well
as academic opportunities. Couch their academics in physical activity, allowing them to
move and wiggle while doing their school. (See Colossians 3:23)
2. God did wire boys to be courageous conquerors. Wrestling and conquering are
part of their makeup and should be encouraged and guided rather than hindered. The
bible uses forceful masculine language in describing the Christian walk - telling us to run
the race and fight the fight. Use this in your homeschool. (See 1 Cor 9:24 and 2 Tim 4:7)
3. God did wire boys to make a joyful noise and to be exuberant. Utilize this fact.
Encourage them to sing and shout math facts and historic dates. Times of guided exuberance
can help them to learn and to express themselves. (See Ps 98:1, 4, 6 and 100:1)

This sam e nois y, craz y,
wrestling 9 yr old tenderly
loves and protects his 2 yr
old nephew.

Caleb sports a target on
his back, compliments
of an older brother. He
ENJOYS being the
target!

Caleb’s 21 year old brother
teaches him to hunt. He is
more proud of this than of
that 100% on his spelling test!

4. God did wire boys to be protectors and problem solvers. Their
form of nurturing often takes the form of protecting. Even the wiggliest
goofball will be protective when it comes to a baby. It’s amazing. This is
a God-thing, and can be utilized in your homeschool. (See Genesis 1:26)
5. God did wire boys to be in authority over women and
to be helped and completed by women. Teaching leadership in
your homeschool and allowing them to lead as often as possible 9 yr old Caleb drives the lawnmower with a
should be your goal. (See 1 Corinthians 7:12 and 1 Timothy 2:12-13). load of fire wood to be unloaded.
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Early Education
The Reading Lesson
I wasn’t having much success teaching Caleb (my kindergartener
at the time) to read with the programs that had worked so well
with my other children. To be honest, he
was having a hard time even learning the
alphabet! However, when I gave him
this new curriculum, Caleb was instantly
captivated by the easy-to-use, delightful,
and economical program. Caleb was reading
simple words by the third day! His favorite
part of the program is the CD Rom (Mac or
PC) games featuring Giggle Bunny. Giggle
Bunny plays numerous games with your
little reader. The games are tailored to the
lessons to reinforce the new concepts and
review previous ones. Games include letter
and word identification, reading games, typing
and spelling games, matching, and so on. Caleb
loves the Giggle Bunny games (sold separately), and has worked
ahead in his workbook because of the reinforcement afforded by
the CD Rom games. The games aren’t integral to the program,
but are a very valuable addition that add the pizzazz so important
to today’s child. Also sold separately is the Story Book CD, which
provides stories for your child to read, keyed to each lesson - a great
way to get additional practice on the new concepts being learned!
The subtitle, Teach Your Child to Read in 20 Easy Lessons, is a
little misleading. There are indeed only 20 easy lessons; however,
each lesson can take a week or longer to accomplish. Caleb, with
his short attention span, only does 1 or 2 pages each day, and each
lesson is about 15 pages long. Of course, if your child picks up the
concepts quickly, you could easily move through this book in just a
few months. The textbook is consumable, and is full of workbookstyle activities for your child to practice his newly-acquired skills.
I love this program and highly, highly recommend it.
The Reading Lesson text book (consumable)
List $27.95........ Our price....$22.35
The Reading Lesson Giggle Bunny CD Rom
List $29.95........ Our price....$23.95
The Reading Lesson Story Book CD Rom
List $29.95........ Our price....$23.95
Alpha-Phonics
I have tried a number of phonics programs over
the
years. One of my favorite programs to teach
reading is the award-winning Alpha-Phonics
program. Author Samuel Blumenfeld devoted
much of his life researching the decline in
American literacy. He has poured his heart and
soul into reversing those negative trends. AlphaPhonics
is the result of his research and passion for literacy. What this
program is not: it is not glitzy, game-filled, full of color, or
packed with activities. “Well,” you might ask, “what makes the
program so great?” Alpha-Phonics is a simple program that
will build a solid phonics-based foundation for your child. Each
lesson is designed to be done with a parent and child (a la, curled
up on the couch again) with the book between you. There are no
distracting illustrations. Several of my boys were easily distractible,
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Learn to Read
and the illustrations in some of the other homeschool phonics
programs we used made it too easy to lose focus on the lesson at
hand. One of my boys relied heavily on illustrations for contextual
clues rather than reading for meaning. For these reasons, I prefer a
simple, uncluttered program. Add to it the fact that you don’t have
to try to coordinate lessons between teacher’s manual, workbook,
and readers, and you have a strong, seamless program that really
works. This book scripts what to say as you work through the
lessons together with your child. Also, in the very first lesson, your
child will already be reading simple words - so he gets immediate
gratification! Finally, if you have an older child who struggles
in reading, Alpha-Phonics is not insulting to his intelligence.
The program is perfect as a remedial program. I would recommend
that you read lots of real books to and with your child to supplement
what he is learning. Add some readers (like the ones on page 6-7)
for a complete reading program. List $29.95.. Our Price....$23.95
Ordinary Parent’s Guide to Teaching Reading
I love the gentle pace of this book, which
contains an entire script to use in teaching
children to read. Brilliant! The first 26 lessons
are designed gently and foundationally to
teach the alphabet and its sounds. By lesson
29, your child is reading full sentences.
Includes ideas for games and helps for resistant
readers. List $29.95....... .Our price....$23.95

Learning Language Arts Through Literature
The Common Sense Reading Program, the Blue Book, for
first grade skills, is a great reading
program for beginning readers.
Lessons include phonics instruction
using the “Successful Reading for
Beginners” series. Your student begins
reading stories right away! A complete
language arts program in a box for
beginning readers! Solidly academic,
sweetly relational, and literatureoriented. See page 17 of this magalog for more info, or see
the complete description on our website. Each kit comes with
everything you need: readers, games, activities, lesson plans, and
more. Little-to-no teacher prep needed! Additional components
also available.
LLATL, Blue Book (Grade 1) Kit
(includes Teacher Book, a Student Activity Book, 28 readers,
and a materials packet, all packaged in a convenient box)
List $98.00........ Our price....$74.95
LLATL, Blue Book (Grade 1) Student Activity Book
List $27.00........ Our price....$21.49
LLATL, Red Book (Grade 2) Kit
(includes Teacher Book, a Student Activity Book, and 6 readers,
all packaged in a convenient box),
List $88.00........ Our price....$69.95
LLATL, Red Book (Grade 2) Student Activity Book
List $27.00........ Our price....$21.49
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Learn to Read
First Language Lessons for the Well
Trained Mind
The classical approach - essentially a
day-by-day script for parents. It contains
everything you need to teach grammar...
even reminders to encourage your child.
Levels 1 and 2 are non-consumable.
FLL Level 1
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
FLL Level 2
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
FLL Level 3 Instructor
List $29.95........ Our price....$23.95
FLL Level 3 Student Workbook
List $18.95........ Our price....$14.95
FLL Level 4 Instructor
List $29.95........ Our price....$23.95
FLL Level 4 Student Workbook
List $19.95........ Our price....$15.95
Explode the Code series:
Each contains exercises that incorporate
reading, writing, matching and copying.
So easy to use! My son actually likes doing
these little workbooks!
Get Ready for the Code A (gr K-1)......................................$5.95
Get Set for the Code A (gr K-1) List $8.30.......... Our price......$5.95
Go for the Code A (gr K-1) List $8.30.......... Our price......$5.95
EtC 1 or 1 1/2 (gr K-1)
List $9:40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 2 or 2 1/2 (gr 1)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC Teacher for books 1-2 1/2 List $8.60.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 3 or 3 1/2 (gr 1)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 4 or 4 1/2 (gr 2)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
Beyond the Code 1 (gr 2) List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC Teacher for books 3-4 1/2 List $9.35.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 5 or 5 1/2 (gr 2)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 6 or 6 1/2 (gr 3)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
Beyond the Code 2 (gr 2-3) List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC Teacher for books 5-6 1/2 List $9.35.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 7 (gr 3-4)
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
Beyond the Code 3 (gr 3-4) List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC 8 (gr 4 )
List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
Beyond the Code 4 (gr 4) List $9.40.......... Our price......$6.95
EtC Teacher for books (gr 7-8) List $9.35.......... Our price......$6.95
Pancakes for Breakfast:
Fun and simple writing project idea!! Your student (grades
2-5) will love this clever idea for a writing project.
Pancakes for Breakfast is delightfully illustrated...
but there is no text. My daughter wrote an adorable
story to accompany the illustrations. She typed them
onto labels and stuck them in the book. What a
delightful way to encourage your student to write!
		
................... Our price......$4.79
Cuddling up in an old sleeping
bag or a fluffy quilt on a cold
winter’s day with a good book
can encourage your young reader
to read. Make reading time cozy
and inviting! Don’t forget the
smiles and plenty of affection!
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Early Education
Shape Sorter Clock (By Melissa & Doug Toys)
Not only did my preschooler enjoy
fitting the shapes into their holes and
matching numbers, but it also proved
extremely helpful to my second-grade
daughter as she was learning to tell
time. The clock has wooden moveable
hands clearly marked “hour” and
“minute.” How often can you find a sturdy, wooden toy of this
quality for this price?
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
Design & Drill
A wonderful educational toy that kept my
preschooler busy for nice, lo-o-ong chunks
of time. The Activity Center comes in a
box with a 100-hole board, 20 activity cards, a
drill, and 120 bolts. The Take Along Toolkit has a
64-hole board that folds into a carrying case, 10 activity cards, a
working power-screwdriver, and 60 bolts. Batteries required.
Design & Drill Activity Center (pictured)
List $39.99........ Our price....$34.95
Design & Drill Take Along Toolkit (inset)
List $29.99........ Our price....$24.95
Lacing Beads (By Melissa & Doug Toys)
These beautiful lacing beads come with colorful,
oddly-shaped wooden beads and two long lacing
strings. Younger toddlers will enjoy stringing
patterns of colors and shapes. Older preschoolers
can sort and arrange numbers on the string.
They come in a convenient storage box for easy
clean up. List $16.99........ Our price....$13.95
Alphabet Train Puzzle (By Melissa & Doug Toys)
In this cute floor puzzle, each letter is represented
by an animal. A colorful 10 feet long puzzle,
with 26 large pieces, it’s longer than he is tall!
List $12.99.......Our price......$10.95
Language Lessons (By Sandi Queen)
Mason method - Sandi Queen’s Language Lessons.
I love these! I have found them especially helpful
for my wiggly boys with their short attention spans.
Sandi has done a marvelous job - Charlotte Mason
style - of eliminating educational twaddle. This leaves
you with a sleek, thorough, twaddle-less program. My
kindergartener loved the story he wrote (er...dictated)
using Sandi’s LL Very Young 1. He would repeatedly
ask, “Mom, can you read me my story again?!” Each
book contains phonics, reading, grammar, creative writing,
copywork, and much more! Please see page 18 in this catalog
for more options or our website for more information on these
wonderful books. (We are not allowed to discount these books.)
LL for Little Ones 1 (ages 3-5)...........................................$22.95
LL for Little Ones 2 (ages 4-6)...........................................$22.95
LL for Little Ones 3 (beginner readers)............................$22.95
LL for the Very Young 1 (gr 1-2)........................................$22.95
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Children’s Literature
Step into Reading and I Can Read graded readers
My kids have always enjoyed these readers. For one of my
struggling readers - when he was old enough to feel insulted
to read phonetic readers - these are the books that eventually
helped him conquer reading.
Balto, The Bravest dog Ever (P) (Level 3) An I-Can-Read book
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Drinking Gourd (P) (Level 3) An I-Can-Read book about the
Underground Railroad.
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Hill of Fire (S) (Level 3) An I-Can-Read about Mexico’s
Paricuton volcano eruption. List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Long Way to New Land (SP) (Level 3) An immigrant story.
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Long Way West (SP) (Level 3) An I-Can-Read book
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Pompeii...Buried Alive (S) (Level 4) A story of ancient Greece.
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Sam the Minuteman (P) I-Can-Read story about the
Revolutionary War.
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Trail of Tears (GI) (Level 5) A story of the Cherokees.
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Bright Future Series
The Jingle in My Pocket: Sound Money Principles
Kids Can Bank On - Gary Bower.
Help kids develop healthy attitudes toward money:
saving, giving, spending, honesty, diligence, and more...
HARDCOVER
List $11.99....... Our price......$9.95
The Person I Marry: Things I’ll Think About Before
(And After) Saying “I Do” - Gary Bower.
We love this charming, rhyming story. A captivating way to
get your kids thinking about relationships viewed through
wisdom rather than through who’s cute or popular.
HARDCOVER
List $11.99....... Our price......$9.95
There’s A Party in Heaven - Gary Bower.
This award-winning book is filled with breathtaking
art, Bible promises, and hope. It’s a great comfort and a
wonderful tool for when your kids ask tough questions.
HARDCOVER
List $11.99....... Our price......$9.95
What Do Heroes Wear? - Gary Bower.
Not your typical “what-I-want-to-be-when-I-growup” book, it explores some of the ways people make a
difference by serving others. Who has acted heroically on
your behalf? A teacher? A caregiver? A family member?
HARDCOVER
List $11.99....... Our Price......$9.95
The Garden Where I Grow - by Gary Bower.
This is a children’s book - teaching children how
they can cultivate those relationships closest to
them! Beautifully illustrated. “Duggar Approved”
HARDCOVER
List $11.99........ Our Price......$9.95
Bright Future 5-book set
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List $59.95....... Our price....$47.95

Great Literature for Young Readers
A word about Required Reading lists.
Many of us are using literature-based unit studies with
extensive “required reading” lists. We’ve done some of the
legwork for you, and have provided you with an easy-to-use
key in this catalog. Find your current curriculum below and its
matching icon, then search the book lists in this catalog for that
icon, and you’ll know that’s a book being used at some level in
your chosen curriculum. May this be a blessing to you!
Please note that all the literature in this catalog works with
TruthQuest, but we’ve singled out the TruthQuest Spine Books.
Five in A Row F
Illuminations I
Learning Language Arts
Thru Literature L
My Father’s World M
Notgrass History N

Progeny Press P
Sonlight Curriculum S
Tapesty of Grace G
Trail Guides to Learning T
TruthQuest spine books Q

“Thinking of Others” Series
(By Gary Bower. Illustrated by Jan Bower)
If you’ve never seen a Bower book, let me just say you’re in for
a treat. Not only are the stories charming, interesting, and full of
great character lessons pertinent to young readers; but they’re
gorgeously illustrated with stunning paintings. Each of the four
books in this series features a different season. Included in the
back are comprehension questions as well. The Bowers have 11
children and know from firsthand experience the lessons children
most need to learn.
Tessa’s Treasures
A story about cherishing one another. Little Tessa and
Luke are playmates, but their taste in “treasures” run
totally opposite each other. Tessa likes rainbows and
flowers while Luke enjoys spiders and frogs. Tessa
finally realizes that the most precious treasures of all
are the people in our lives.
HARDCOVER List $16.95..... Our price...... $13.95
Wyatt’s Wagon
A story about including others. Wyatt is excluded from
playing with the neighbor boys. When his grandpa
initiates an impromptu hayride, Wyatt displays Christlikeness by including all the neighbor kids - even the
boys that had excluded him.
HARDCOVER List $16.95..... Our price...... $13.95
Cody’s Castle
A story about encouraging others. Little boys just seem
to naturally enjoy teasing little girls - especially little
girls with short fuses. But, when this group of friends
takes a trip to the beach, these little boys learn to enjoy
boyish fun AND encourage at the same time.
HARDCOVER List $16.95..... Our price...... $13.95
Thinking of Others 3-book set
HARDCOVER List $50.85..... Our price..... $39.95
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Great Literature for Young Readers

Children’s Literature

I’m sure you can tell by my selection of elementary programs that my
favorite method of teaching young’ns is to cuddle up with them and a
good book. There are so many advantages to this method, including
building love and trust between teacher and student (invaluable as
your kids get older), instilling confidence in them, and even being
able to include preschoolers in your lessons. The following classic
children’s stories also have educational value. Some are historical,
others are geographical, and still others are scientific. Some are just
plain fun. These books form the core of many popular programs,
including Five In A Row, Learning Language Arts Thru Lit (page
17), and Illuminations (page 26) just to name a few. And, they
make great additions to your homeschool library!
Clown of God, The (F)
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
Follow the Drinking Gourd (GF)........................................$6.95
Glorious Flight, The (F)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
How to Make an Apple Pie (MF)
List $6.99......... Our price......$5.95
Harold and the Purple Crayon (F)......................................$5.95
Katy and the Big Snow (F) List $6.95.......... Our price......$5.95
Lentil (F)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Little Red Lighthouse, The (F).............................................$6.95
Madeline (LF)
List $7.99......... Our price......$6.95
Make Way for Ducklings (LMF)
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
Mike Mulligan & Steam Shovel (LF)..................................$6.95

More Lit and Classics For Ages 4-12
A Tree is Nice (L) Caldecott Award. Ages 4-8..... $5.95
Bedtime for Frances (L) Hoban. Ages 4-7......... $5.95
Billy and Blaze (L) Anderson.............................. $4.95
Blueberries for Sal (L) Caldecott Honor............ $6.95
Balto, Bravest Dog Ever (LS) Gr 1-3................ $3.49
Caps for Sale (L) Gr 1-2...................................... $5.95
Corduroy (L) Freeman. For grades 1-2............... $5.95
Goodnight Moon (LS) Brown. Ages 5-8............ $5.95
Harry, the Dirty Dog (L) Zion. Ages 5-8........... $5.95
Little Bear (MLS) Minarik. Ages 5-7................. $3.49
Little Island (L) Ages 5-7. Caldecott winner...... $5.95
Old Hat, New Hat (L) Berenstain. Ages 5-8....... $7.95
Runaway Bunny (L) Brown. Ages 5-6............... $5.95
Snowy Day (LG) Ages 5-8. Caldecott winner.... $5.95
Who Took the Farmer’s Hat? (L) Ages 3-7..... $5.95
If you are having trouble keeping up with school because
you have little ones and are homeschooling, there is one thing
you can do for them even if you have no time to do anything
else. I believe this takes precedence over housework and
schoolwork. If you have time for only one thing, choose reading.
Read to your little ones.With just that one activity you are
accomplishing so much! By reading to your kids you are providing
reading readiness. You are building a love of good literature.
You are feeding their spirits and their intellect. You are building
relationship. You are educating. You are utilizing your time wisely.

A tip..

www.shpublishing.com

Miss Rumphius (PF)
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
Mrs.. Katz and Tush (F)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
New Coat For Anna, A (GPF)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Storm in the Night (F)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Story About Ping (SF)
List $5.99.......... Our price......$5.39
Story of Ferdinand, The (FML)
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
Tale of Peter Rabbit, The (FSLGM)
List $3.99......... .Our price......$3.49
Three Names (F)
List $6.99......... Our price......$5.95
When I Was Young in the Mts (F) ......................................$5.95
The 20th Century Children’s
Book Treasury (SG)
40+ of the most beloved children’s
books of our time: classics such
as “Ferdinand the Bull,” “Mike
Mulligan,” “Madeline” and “Curious
George”; Caldecott Medal winners
such as “Make Way for Ducklings”
and “Where the Wild Things Are”; and
family favorites such as “Goodnight
Moon,” and “Winnie-the-Pooh.” What
a marvelous way to save money while
building your library! You’re paying
less than $1 per story! Of course, the bulky size of this lovely
book might be intimidating to little ones or difficult for little hands
to handle (it’s always nice to have a few favorite individual books
on hand for new readers to call their own), but if you find yourself
wanting to build your library with quality books and limited budget,
then this literary treasure is for you! For the complete booklist, see
our website.
List $40.00........ Our price....$31.95
You are exercising your brain and theirs.
You are sparking their imaginations. You
are giving them wisdom and knowledge.
You are building a foundation for all
future learning. You are cuddling with
them. You are creating a positive learning
environment. And, you are relaxing. So,
if time is limited, choose reading...and
let the other stuff go. You are choosing
wisely and accomplishing so much!
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Books Boys Love...

(Girls Like Them Too!)

Favorite Science Books for Boys (and Girls!) These are my
son’s current favorites. He “plays” with them again and again.
(Hint: These are a great way to captivate reluctant readers!)
Dragons, Legends and Lore of Dinosaurs
Read eyewitnesses accounts by Cicero,
Marco Polo, Alexander the Great and
others. Each page has many surprises: flaps,
foldouts, and mini-books - but this is NOT a
book for little ones. It’s an interactive book
full of history and evidence that dragons
really existed.
Dragons (large hardcover, full color)
List $17.99........ Our price....$14.59
Mini Weapons of Mass Destruction
Learn how to turn common household items
(such as clothes pins, tape dispensers, paper
clips, toilet paper tubes, etc.) into fun weapons
like catapaults, mini mint bazookas, and pea
shooters. Lots of fun for little engineers!
(Warning: Careful not to poke out an eye with
these weapons!)
Mini Weapons: Build Implements of Spitball
Warfare. List $16.79....... .Our price....$13.49
Mini Weapons 2: Build a Secret Agent
Arsenal. List $16.79........ Our price....$13.49
Mini Weapons 3: Build Seige Weapons of the
Dark Ages. List $16.79........ Our price....$13.49

New!

“Wow. The book ‘Mini Weapons
of Mass Desctruction 3’ has
been in our house less than 24
hours and it has kept ALL my
children occupied for longer
than any other activity so
far this summer. Seriously,
I’m loving this book! The
children have created at
least 7 of the projects,
just by using common household
items (I haven’t even been hit up for a “list” of
things we need to buy, like usually happens with project
books). The oldest (17) down to the youngest (3), boys AND
girls alike, are just fascinated with the construction and
implementation of these machines that DO actually work.”
~Carrie, Homeschooling in Alabama
Man Vs. Wild by Bear Grylls.
My 9-year-old was less-than-fond of reading. I
want him to love reading. He’s really into playing
“survival.” I saw this book and thought, “I wonder
if this would spark some interest in reading in Caleb.
We gave him the book for his 9th birthday...and he
LOVED it! The book is full of photos on how to
survive in all kinds of situations. It includes stepby-step instructions on some of the craziest stuff - as
well as serious stuff. Written on a high school level,
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this is a fascinating book! And, as I hoped,
Caleb refers to it often...and is reading it!
(Pretty sneaky of me, eh?) Check out Caleb’s
own words about this book on our website. Here
is an excerpt of his review: “It says right on the
front cover, ‘A dangerous book for men.’ It’s not
dangerous…it’s a helpful book for men, and a FUN
book for men…and boys ARE men.” Hardcover.
Illustrated. Full color photos. 253 pages.
List $26.99......Our price.....$21.49
Dangerous Book For Boys
The bestselling book for every boy from
8 to 80, a conglomeration of essential boy
knowledge: The Greatest Paper Airplane
in the World, Soccer Rules, 7 Wonders
of the Ancient World, The 5 Knots Every
Boy Should Know, Slingshots, Building a
Treehouse, Making a Bow and Arrow, Fishing,
Tripwires, Baseball’s MVP’s, Famous Battles,
Spy Codes, Making a Go-Cart, Navajo Code
Talkers’ Dictionary, Cloud Formations, Navigation, The Declaration
of Independence, Making a Periscope, The 10 Commandments,
Tree ID, Grow Your Own Crystals, and so much more!
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.99

New!

Backyard Ballistics
This bestselling DIY handbook now enables
ordinary folks to construct 16 awesome
ballistic devices using inexpensive household
or hardware store materials. Clear instructions,
diagrams, and photographs show how to build
projects ranging from the simple match-powered
rocket to the more complex tabletop catapult
and the offbeat Cincinnati fire kite. The classic
potato cannon has a new evil twin--the piezoelectric spud gun and the electromagnetic pipe
gun has joined the company of such favorites as
the tennis ball mortar. With a strong emphasis
on safety, the book also gives tips on troubleshooting, explains the
physics behind the projects, and profiles scientists such as Alfred
Nobel and Isaac Newton.

New!

“If you want to make a potato souffle, pick up a book by Julia Child.
If you want to decorate your holiday cards with hand-cut potato stamps,
look to a Martha Stewart manual. If, however, you’d like to launch a potato in
a blazing fireball of combusting hairspray from a PVC pipe, your best source is
Backyard Ballistics, by William Gurstelle.” -- Time Out New York

List $16.95........ Our price....$13.49
Bob Schultz books.
This series is different than many other “how to
be a man” books. I’ve tried many of these with
my boys, and generally they respond with a
yawn at best or, more likely, with a gag reflex.
I was delighted to find these “how to be a man”
books with real guy appeal. Each chapter is a stand-alone
story teaching a valuable lesson: integrity, honesty, a work ethic,
etc. Highly recommended.
Boyhood and Beyond
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
Created for Work
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
Practical Happiness
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
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(Girls Like Them Too!)

New!

Code of Silence Series
These stories are creating quite
a stir among homeschoolers!
We are reading them aloud,
and my kids seriously won’t
let us stop. Murder, robbery,
kidnapping - and Cooper and his friends are witnesses! ...and the
bad guys know it. How will God intervene? Best of all, these are
stories that teach great character qualities. Hardcover. (ages 8-13+)
Code of Silence
List $14.99....... Our price....$11.99
Back Before Dark
List $14.99....... Our price....$11.99
Below the Surface
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.99
Conflict at Chillicothe
An exciting story about pioneers and Indians in Ohio/
PA.When attacked by the Shawnee, is their faith
strong enough to sustain them?...Strong enough to
help them love their enemies?
List $9.99......Our price....$8.95
The Cooper Family Adventure series by Frank Peretti
Features an archeologist family. These books are for younger teens
(middle school), but will keep even you on the edge of your seat:
Door In The Dragon’s Throat (1)........................................$5.95
Escape From the Island of Aquarius (2) ............................$5.95
The Tombs of Anak (3) 		
.........................................$5.95
Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea (4) .................................$5.95
Mayday at 2500 (5) 		
........................................$5.95
Legend of Annie Murphy (6)
.........................................$5.95
Deadly Curse of Toco Rey (7)
........................................$5.95
Secret of the Desert Stone (8) .........................................$5.95
Cooper Family Books 1-4 List $23.96........ Our price....$21.95
Cooper Family Books 5-8 List $23.96........ Our price....$21.95
Cooper Family Books 1-8 List $55.92........ Our price....$39.95

Monster
Combine ‘Big Foot’ with a horrible evolutionary
experiment gone awry. Caution, this book is
very scary and violent. I love the thoughtful antievolution argument presented. I coupled this book
with my son’s studies in “Creation or Evolution”
(page 56)
List $15.99.........Our price....$12.95
Douglas Bond Father & Sons books
Promotes close fellowship between father and son, with
the goal of leading sons toward Christian manhood.
Strengthens the faith and love of fathers and sons.
List $14.99 each.
Stand Fast in the Way of Truth ......... Our price..... $11.99
Hold Fast in a Broken World............. Our price..... $11.99
Father & Son Set (both titles above). Our price....$21.95
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Books Boys Love...
The Mysterious Benedict Society series
I first purchased these because I’ve heard such amazing
reviews. When I had returned from making my purchase,
one of my workers saw my purchase and exclaimed,
“Awesome! Those are the best books I’ve ever read!” I
handed them to another booth worker (13 year old Tyler)
and asked if he’d review them. He came back with stunning
reviews, “I couldn’t put them down! They are amazing!” Here’s
the publisher review: “‘Are you a gifted child looking for special
opportunities?’ When this peculiar ad appears in the newspaper, dozens
of children enroll to take a series of mind-bending tests. (And you can
test your wits right alongside them.) In the end four children will succeed.
Their challenge: to go on a secret mission that only the most intelligent
and resourceful children could complete. As our heroes face physical
and mental trials beyond their wildest imaginations, they have to turn to
each other for support. Will they be able to pass the most important test
of all? Welcome to the Mysterious Benedict Society.”
MBS Mysterious Benedict Society (#1)
List $8.00.......... Our price......$6.39
MBS Perilous Journey (#2) List $8.00.......... Our price......$6.39
MBS Prisoner’s Dilemma (#3)
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.39
MBS Extraordinary Education (#4)
List $7.00.......... Our price......$5.49
Mysterious Benedict Society Set
List $31.00........ Our price....$23.25

New!

Max Elliot Anderson books are back!
Specifically targeting reluctant readers, each book
involves Christian kids doing noble things while solving
exciting mysteries - like a Christian Hardy boys.
Barney and the Runaway learns an important lesson
about family.
List $10.99........Our price........$9.95
Captain Jack’s Treasure - The guys hunt for the next
great treasure.
List $10.99.......Our price........$9.95
Legend of the White Wolf - An award-winner with
wolves, indians, and survival.
..........................$8.95
Lost Island Smugglers - A storm strands the boys on Lost
Island where they discover a smugglers’ hideout.
List $9.99.......Our price........$8.95
North Woods Poacher - An exciting mystery, and lessons
learned about justice and the value of family traditions.
List $13.99.......Our price.......$11.95
River Rampage - The boys face a prospector, his
gold mine, outlaws, and a desperate escape. And then it
gets worse!
List $9.99.......Our price.......$8.95
Terror at Wolf Lake - Eddy’s hero is a dangerous robber.
So it’s no surprise that Eddy is a cheater until he meets
some real robbers.
List $9.99.......Our price.......$8.95
When the Lights Go Out - Ranger training, weapons,
terrorists. Based on the events of 9/11....................11.95
The Curse of Capt LaFoote
Ricky hasn’t sailed the suea, searched for treasure
or battled pirates. But then his home burns down
and he falls into the bay while trying to save a mutt.
Award Winner. List $9.95.........Our price .....$8.95
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Books Boys Love...
The Andrea Carter Circle C books by Susan K. Marlow are
wholesome reading for the entire family. My daughter devoured
these books! Great, wholesome horse stories in a historic setting.
(Many of these titles include historical notes!)
Circle C Beginnings!
Now children ages 6-8 can join the fun with
6-year-old Andi and her horse Taffy on the
Circle C ranch in 1874 California. These new
stories include fun illustrations and easy-to-read
text, for kids who are ready for 1st-chapter
books.
Andi’s Pony Trouble
List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
Andi’s Indian Summer
List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
Andi’s Fair Surprise
List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
Andi’s Scary School Days List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
Andi’s Lonely Little Foal List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
Andi’s Circle C Christmas List $4.99......... .Our price......$4.49
Circle C Beginnings 6-Bk Set List $29.94........ Our price....$23.95
Circle C Adventures!
(Ages 9-14) Somehow trouble always seems to find
Andi. Living on a ranch in California in the 1880s–the
heyday of the Old West–provides Andi with many
adventures. Whether nearly trampling her schoolmaster
on her horse, Taffy, or outwitting an escaped convict,
Andi’s life is never boring. Her hair-raising escapades always end up
teaching her valuable lessons. For FREE study guides, go to Susan
Marlow’s blog: http://homeschoolblogger.com/circlecranch/
A. Carter and the Long Ride Home
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
A. Carter and the Dangerous Decision
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
A. Carter and the Family Secret
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
A. Carter and the San Francisco Smugglers .....................$6.95
A. Carter and the Trouble With Treasure..........................$6.95
A. Carter and the Price of Truth
List $7.99......... .Our price......$6.49
Circle C Adventures 6-Bk Set List $47.94........ Our price....$38.95

Little Britches Series by Ralph Moody
This series was a favorite of my boys. My husband read them out
loud. They’re kind of like a testosterone-injected Little House on
the Prairie. Ralph’s dad dies, leaving his mom with 6 kids. Ralph
takes on the responsibility of being the man of the family. His work
ethic, ingenuity, entrepreneurial spirit, and sense of humor make
these book not only fun, but educational as well. Ages 10 and up.
RM Little Britches
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
RM Man of the Family
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
RM The Home Ranch
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
RM Mary Emma & Co.
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
RM The Fields of Home
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
RM Little Britches 5 Book Set List $74.75........ Our price....$00.95
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Great Series for Boys and Girls
Goldtown Aventures by Susan K. Marlow.
New!
Wholesome reading for ages 8-12. My 9-yr-old non-reader is
loving these books! It’s 1864 . . . The Gold Rush is about over,
but 12-year-old Jem Coulter and his sister, Ellie, find plenty of
adventure in Goldtown. Whether figuring out why Cripple Creek
has mysteriously dried up, or getting trapped in the belly of an old
mine . . . or following clues into a dark and mysterious canyon...
or chasing riverboat robbers, Jem’s life in a gold-mining camp is
always exciting, with plenty of opportunities to learn to trust God.
Badge of Honor
List $7.99.........Our price....$6.95
Tunnel of Gold
List $7.99.........Our price....$6.95
Canyon of Danger
List $7.99.........Our price....$6.95
River of Peril
List $7.99.........Our price....$6.95
Goldtown Adventures Set List $31.96.......Our price..$23.95

Jack & Jenny Mysteries by Anthony Bollback
Carol Robb, the publisher of these mysteries, says this: “Our oldest
daughter read these when they were first published in the 90′s, and
loved them. We know that you will LOVE THEM too! They are
stories with a purpose—which is to point children to Jesus Christ,
and he combines them with mysteries so that the children cannot
put these books down. It is better if they are read in order because
there is a continuing story of God’s intervention in the lives of the
children and their friends.” Ages 8-12.
Smugglers in Hong Kong List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Capture of the Twin Dragon List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Mystery of the Counterfeit Money......................................$7.95
Rescue at Cripple Creek List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
The Tiger Shark Strikes Again .........................................$7.95
Hijacked!
List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Jack & Jenny 6 Book Set List $53.94........ Our price....$44.95

Viking Quest Series by Lois Walfrid Johnson
Exciting historical fiction with edge-of-your-seat adventure sure
to keep you reading! These novels are best read in sequence.
“Page-turning adventure on the high seas! Both entertaining and
educational...a compelling read. Not to be missed!” —author Beverly
Lewis. “A great historical series for the entire family full of warmth,
adventure, suspense, and above all, a reminder of what can happen
when we put our trust in God!” —Bill Myers, author. For ages 10-13.
VQ1 Raiders From the Sea List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
VQ2 Mystery of the Silver Coins
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
VQ3 The Invisisble Friend List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
VQ4 Heart of Courage
List $7.99.......... Our price......$6.95
VQ5 Raiders Promise
List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Viking Quest 5 Book Set
List $40.95........ Our price....$30.95
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Great Series for Boys and Girls
Books by Chuck Black

The Kingdom Series
Journey to Arrethtrae, where good will not bow to evil—and the
future of a kingdom lies in the hands of a young man.
The Knights of Arrethtrae:
A medieval action/adventure series fitting between books 3 and 5.
Each book stands alone and tells of the adventures of individual
knights and teaches a biblical principle. Please see our website for
more information.
Kingdom’s Dawn
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Kingdom’s Call
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Kingdom’s Hope
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Kingdom’s Quest
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Kingdom’s Edge
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Kingdom’s Reign
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
The Kingdom Series Special! (Set includes all 6 books listed above!)
List $59.94........ Our price....$44.95
Sir Kendrick
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Lady Carliss
List $9.99......... .Our price......$7.95
Sir Bentley
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Sir Quinlan
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Sir Dalton
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Sir Rowan
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.95
The Knights of Arrethtrae Special! (Set includes all 6 books listed above!)
List $59.94........ Our price....$44.95

New!

NEW SERIES! Wars of the Realm
What if...there was a world beyond our vision, a world
just fingertips beyond our reach? What if...our world
wasn’t beyond their influence?
Cloak of Light List $11.99........ Our price......$9.49

Peleg Chronicles
(An excellent award winning series.)
Set in the time period between the
Flood and the Patriarchs, when
giants and dragons roamed the land,
these tales will thrill your tweeners and teens! This action-packed
series weaves together Biblical principles within the framework
of Genesis. Exciting page turners that leave you wanting more,
providing Godly heroes to emulate. (See our website for more
info on individual titles.)
Foundlings
List $11.95........ Our price......$9.95
Paladins
List $11.95........ Our price......$9.95
Loresmen
List $11.95........ Our price......$9.95
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Books Boys Love...
Purity and Courtship stories
Don’t wait until your daughters are all caught
up in boy/girl excitement. Believe me, they start
young! Even in our church which encourages
courtship, my daughters have had boys and girls
approach them with “So-and-so likes you. Do
you like him?” Set the stage now with these
beautiful stories of love and purity. Suitable for
elementary ages. Squire and the Scroll is the
story of a brave squire and would appeal to boys.
Beautifully illustrated.
Princess & the Kiss
List $12.99.........Our price......$9.95
Squire & the Scroll (G)
List $12.99.........Our price......$9.95
The Garden Wall
List $5.99.........Our price......$4.95

Gatlin Fields books
I asked my 12-year-old daughter to write the review for this series.
Monica writes: “I thought these books were great. They had very
good lessons and were very exciting. They are set during the Great
Depression. I couldn’t put these books down! I read each book in
a day and a half. Maggie’s Treasure, was about Maggie’s father
getting married to a woman with two daughters after her own
mother dies in an accident. Her father must go work in the mines
in order to support the family, leaving her with her new mother and
step sisters. What happens when an accident occurs at the mines?
In the Shadow of the Enemy Maggie goes to work for a lady who
happens to hate her! Maggie must watch over the lady’s two wild
nephews who want to get Maggie fired. Read what happens when
Maggie decides to heap Biblical coals of kindness on her enemy’s
head...but I must warn you that this is the book that nearly gave me
nightmares!” In When Secrets Come Home, a dark mystery puts
Maggie in peril. First, there was a dangerous intruder. Now, Mr.
Gatlin wants to buy a boxcar home—and he’ll do anything to get
it. But why? The baffling question plunges Maggie into a world
of suspects and secrets. Will she discover the criminal’s identity
in time? Or will she become the tragic victim of a deadly plan?
After the Dust Settles, the final book in the series, is another page
turner! Is the nightmare finally over, or is Maggie’s life in danger?
A hasty decision could prove fatal.
Maggie’s Treasure
In the Shadow of the Enemy
When Secrets Come Home
After the Dust Settles
Gatlin Fields 4-Book Set

List $9.95.......... Our price......$7.95
List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
List $10.95....... .Our price......$8.95
List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
List $42.80........ Our price....$31.95
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Sugar, Spice, Everything Nice...Indeed!
I was incredibly blessed to give birth to six boys before my first daughter was ever born.
Six.
Boys.
Life was amazing and rich and full, and I came to realize how abundantly God blessed
me with these six treasures. I came to understand that God created me to be a mother of
sons. Oh, how I cherished those years. Yes, I longed for a daughter, but my sons were
Ex pr es siv ely en jo
Girls are such nurturers. Give them the most precious of treasures.
yi ng
the rapturous beau
opportunities to care for little ones,
ty of
Then one day God gave me a daughter, a lovely blond-haired blue-eyed daughter. She a
su ns et or th e sn
and encourage them when they are
ow
was quickly followed by another daughter, a lovely brown-haired, blue-eyed daughter. I is pa
patient and kind.
rt of womanhood.
cannot begin to tell you how...weird...it was to go from a completely masculine household
to one that also had little girls. Bulldozers and toy soldiers and pistols made way for dollies and pink lace and tea
sets. And yes, girls are so very different from boys. They emerge from the womb that way. Here is what I’ve learned about
raising daughters, and how I’ve embraced and incorporated those differences into our homeschool for the last 11 years...
1. Teach them to honor their father through your example. Show affection. Serve him. Speak positively about
him (“Daddy works so hard to care for our family. Let’s bless him when he gets home.”) You are demonstrating what a
‘helpmeet’ is. Be a joyful helpmeet.
2. Girls are ‘wired’ to nurture. Incorporate lots of family care into their curriculum...
not as a ‘chore’ or ‘punishment,’ but as a fun and natural part of the learning experience. Have
them cook a meal, then take pictures, and journal their recipes. Put them in charge of keeping the
cookie jar full of homemade cookies. Let them iron daddy’s shirts or create
a centerpiece for your table. How do you make your home smell good? Let
them be in charge of creating pot pourri, candles, room deoderizers, etc.
Many girls enjoy these kind of nurturing things.

Monica takes a class, learning
traditional quilting. What
a beautiful way to express
her womanhood.

3. Give them opportunities (either by teaching them or soliciting
the help of others to teach them) to learn traditional crafts: sewing,
knitting, canning, cake decorating, gardening, flower arranging, etc. Enjoy
sharing patterns and recipes with your daughters (a great use of Pinterest).
Encourage them to gift other people with their creations so that ‘crafting’
becomes an outreach, an opportunity to bless others.

C e l e b r a t e y o u r d a u g h t e r ’s
accomplishments in the home
as they care for your family.

4. Allow them to help decorate your home: the centerpiece on your table, bouquets of flowers,
or writing scriptures on the windows with markers (see photo at right). Allow them to rearrange the
furniture or organize the cabinets. Encourage them to help set the ‘tone’ of your home with beauty.

5. Clean together. This can be such a relationship-builder! Clean as a team. Put on music and laugh
and chatter as you work together, sharing lots of smiles. After all, they will be future homemakers, either in
marriage or as singles. You want them to enjoy homemaking. Your joyful example will serve as the model.
		
6. Enjoy the challenge of finding a ‘look’ together: modest and stylish clothing, pretty
hair styles that draw attention to her countenance, subtle make up, jewelry that accessorizes but
doesn’t demand attention, getting ears pierced. My daughters find it encouraging when I tell
them, “Yes, that dress is so pretty, but it’s not very modest. Our challenge is to find a dress that
is both pretty AND modest...” and we laugh about the challenge, and keep hunting. It’s like a
treasure hunt...and it’s very rewarding when you find that ‘perfect’ outfit or look.
Encourage
your girls
to
7. Giggle together over the private things of womanhood: getting your period, shaving de co ra te ‘t he
do or po st s’ of
your legs, obnoxious flirty boys, serving our sweet men (dads and brothers), chores, etc. yo ur ho m e w it h
sc ri pt ur e.

8. Watch ‘chick flicks’ together, with a box of tissues and cups of hot chocolate, and
discuss them afterward. Which character in the movie does your daughter identify with and
why? How would she rewrite the ending if she could?

Do chores together.
Laugh and chatter
together as you do it.

9. Dance together while you clean or cook or craft. Whether your girls are playing the
music, singing along with it, or listening to it, make music part of your chores and schoolwork
routine. You are teaching them how to set the emotional tone of their own homes some day.

10. Listen to her. Let her talk about her hopes, dreams, fears. Relate to her: “I remember
when the same thing happened to me...” Especially when it comes to boys...your daughter needs to be
able to talk to you about her ‘crushes’ and fears, even as you may embrace a courtship model. Believe me, she
does experience these things. Don’t condemn her for having these feelings. BE that listening ear. Hold her.
11. Send “I love you” texts and messages. Affirm her womanhood publicly (if you have facebook).
Post on her wall messages such as, “Thank you, sweet daughter, for making such delicious cookies for us!
I love how you serve your family...” will strengthen and affirm her in her womanhood.
12. Pray for your daughter.
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Put on the music and sing
and dance your way through
chores with your daughters.
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Language Arts
Comparison charts.
Compare programs at a glance! Though I hope you’ll find this
chart helpful, please remember that the contents are merely my
opinion of particular programs. Seek the opinions of others as
well. Look for other charts throughout this magalog or download
them from our website.

Some kids just do better when they’re learning
with their hands. Here Becca does an activity
from Jump In (pg 14) creative writing. Though
most of these language arts programs are not “hands on,”
if one suggests a hands-on activity, take advantage of those
opportunities for your hands-on students. Another creative
writing program with a hands-on element is Research in
Increments (pg 16).

A tip..

Compare your language arts program
Title
Apples
Spelling
Caution for
Boys/Girls

Teacher
Key*
Needed

Grade

Selfdirected

Suited
Subjects Covered
Style
to
Multi- Grammar Vocab Phonics Creative Literature Thinking Spelling Classical Char. Unit TradiWriting
Skills
Mason Study tional
level

Biblical
World
view**

a

a

a

a

no

5-12

a

a

no

4-9

a

a

no

all

a

no

all

a

yes

1-5

no

all

yes

all

Lively Latin

yes

3-10

Movies as Lit
Progeny
Press
Research in
Increments
Sequential
Spelling
Shurley
Grammar
Step-by-Step
Grammar
Straight
Forward

yes

7-12

no

all

no

5-12

no

all

yes

1-6+

aL

no

4-12

a

a

no

3-12

a

no

middle
grades

no

Write On
Write the
Novel Way

Daily Grams
Easy
Grammar
First Lang
Lessons
Lang Lessons
by S Queen
Learn Lang
Art Thru Lit

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a
a

a
a

a
a
a

a

a

a

a

aL
a

a

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a

a

a

a

a
a

a
a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a
a
a

a

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

aL

a

a

a

a

4-10

a

a

no

3-9

aL

no

5-12

aL

a
a

a
a

Write Your
Roots

no

5-12

aL

a

Writing
Tales

yes

3-5

Winston
Grammar
Word
Artist

a

a

a

a
a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a
a
a

a

a

* On the programs listed here that are marked as not requiring a key, if you are not comfortable with or knowledgeable in that area, you should acquire a key.
** Programs not marked as having a biblical worldview do not have objectionable content. It just means that there is nothing blatantly Christian in them, or that they are
“neutral.”
www.shpublishing.com
L Though designed to be self-directed, I found that my kids preferred my participation with these programs, especially younger students.
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Creative Writing
Stories for God’s Glory
If you have a middle-school aged student
(grades 4-8) who enjoys writing fiction,
you are going to love this interesting, wellwritten, easy-to-use (and self-directed)
curriculum! Written by a homeschool
student for homeschool students, this
innovative book teaches how to write
by first teaching a creative writing
lesson, then showing how the author applied
the same lessons in her own writing, and finally having the
student apply the new skill to his own writing. The lessons are so
incremental, even the most reluctant writer can handle them! My
6th grade daughter used Stories for God’s Glory - and loved it! In
fact, she chose this as her favorite curriculum of her year. Easy to
implement, thorough, and interesting, Stories for God’s Glory will
complement any language arts program.
Stories for God’s Glory
List $29.99........ Our price....$24.95
Speak Up!
This wonderful book will help to meet your public
speaking requirement. However, this is no boring
speech text. The author says, “With this book you’ll
be able to address any gathering, stepping to the
podium fearlessly any time you need to. The best
cure for knocking knees ever!” Each humorously
written chapter ends with a worksheet that can
be added to your student’s portfolio. There are 12 lessons in the
book, which, when combined with speaking opportunities, provide
a semester of work. My kids taught Sunday School, as well as
giving testimony in church, for their public speaking opportunities.
Highly recommended!
Speak Up!
List..$12.95....... Our price....$10.95
Writing Tales
I really like this classical language arts/
creative writing program. The author uses
classic fairy tales and fables to teach your
student basic grammar and creative writing.
Your student will be led through rewriting
these stories and learning how to write well
in the process. The program leans heavily
on basic grammar to help the child learn
how to fine-tune their creative writing. This
program is so easy to use and so thorough! What I like: I like the
stories used to teach creative writing (my daughter loved these
tales), and I loved the variety in the assignments. My daughter wrote
some really wonderful classic-style stories. The results are truly
impressive! Warning: This is a writing program, so it involves lots
of writing. If you have a child that struggles in this area, this might
not be the program for you. Again, this is a wonderful program
(one of the best I’ve seen), but it involves lots of writing.
Writing Tales 1, Stud. (Gr 3-4)
List $19.95........ Our price....$17.95
WT 1, Teacher
List $24.95....... Our price....$22.95
Writing Tales 2, Stud. (Gr 4-5)
List $24.95........ Our price....$22.95
WT 2 Teacher
List $32.95........ Our price....$29.95
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Language Arts
I love creative writing! It is the one subject that I have used repeatedly
throughout my life - whether in teaching my kids, spreading the gospel,
staying in contact with family, planning a vacation, writing to the editor,
or building a business. It’s so vital! So, I really love when my kids catch
my enthusiasm and write creatively. The creative writing programs listed
on this page will suit just about any taste. Whatever your level, taste or
style, we have something for you (pgs 14-16)!

Jump In: A Workbook for Reluctant and Eager Writers
If you struggle with creative writing, you’ll
love this course! It overcomes the reluctant
writer’s fear of writing by using a friendly,
approachable style that makes the text easy
to read. This course can also be used by high
school students who have had little practice
in writing, or who are reluctant writers. I
love how the author took different kinds of
writing, then broke them down into easy
incremental steps. Brilliant! Short, workable exercises, incremental
daily lessons, and non-threatening word counts will help students
to write opinions, persuasive papers, and many types of expository
papers, descriptions, narration, and poetry. The instructor/parent
section includes what to look for in an assignment, how to give a
grade, how to help the student proofread, and a one-year writing
program called “10-Minute Writing Plunges.” Consumable.
Jump In Student
List $30............. Our price....$24.95
Jump In Teacher
List $10............. Our price......$7.95
Jump In Set
List $40............. Our price....$29.95
Writing Fiction in High School OR The
Power in Your Hands
Frustrated with your current high school writing
curriculum? Have your students almost given up
on writing? Do you worry they won’t be ready
for high school or college writing? Well, here’s
what one student said about this course: “This
course was one of the most entertaining and useful classes I took all
year, if not one of my favorites from my entire high school career.”
Writing Fiction in High School contains practical lessons and
interesting assignments, is written in a conversational tone, can be
self-taught, has hundreds of examples from classics to recent novels,
plus has an optional manuscript track for teens who have already
written a story. With The Power in Your Hands: Writing Nonfiction
in High School, they’ll learn what they need to know for high school
and will be prepared for college writing. They’ll write
persuasive essays (including an SAT essay), they’ll navigate
a comparison-and-contrast essay, a biography, a literary
analysis, a research paper with MLA documentation, and
more. With over 100 daily lessons and complete instructions
for 22 essays and reports, this is an engaging course students
will enjoy--or not dread. And, more good news: the course
is self-guided. It almost teaches itself. Really.
Writing Fiction In Hi School List $25.05...........Our price.....$21.95
Writing Fiction In Hi School Teacher
List $9.95.......... Our price......$8.95
Writing Fiction In Hi School Set
List $35............. Our price....$29.95
The Power in Your Hands List $39.98........ Our price....$35.95
The Power in Your Hands Teacher
List $14.98........ Our price....$12.95
The Power in Your Hands Set List $54.96...........Our price.... $44.95
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Creative Writing

Language Arts
Theme-Based Writing Lessons

All Things Fun & Fascinating (Level A) student only.........$29
Bible-Based Writing Lessons (Level A-C) student only.......$29
Fables, Myths, and Fairy Tales (Level A) student only........$29
Geography-Based Writing Lessons (Level A-B) student only.
Based on Holling C Holling’s classic stories: Paddle to the Sea,
Minn of the Mississippi, Seabird, and Tree in the Trail.
See pages 34-37 to purchase these books).................................$19
Character-Based Writing Lessons (Level B-C)
student only		
............................................$29
Rockets, Radar, & Robotics: Technology-Based Writing
Lessons (Level B) student only ............................................$29

A clever creative writing program published by Andrew Pudewa’s
Institute for Excellence in Writing. In his Teaching Writing:
Structure & Style seminar, Andrew teaches students how to write
by leading them through nine logical progressions. That’s where
these theme-based writing lessons come in: They give students
practical opportunity to apply what they are learning. In each
theme-based text, the student is led through the same 9 progressions,
and he utilizes this knowledge in the context of historical themes.
In the Ancient History-Based Writing Lessons, for example, when
the student is learning how to utilize adjectives, he is assigned to fill
in the blanks with interesting adjectives: The _____ pyramids are
_______. Certain adjectives are banned from use, forcing students
to think creatively. “The big pyramids are interesting” wouldn’t
be acceptable, but “the towering pyramids are enthralling” is a
sentence worth reading. The creative writing process is broken
down incrementally, each step building on previous steps learned.
These progressions are demonstrated with examples based on the
history being studied. If a student is asked to create an outline, an
article about pyramids is provided, as well as the example of the
finished outline. Students aren’t left to guess what a good outline
looks like. It is demonstrated first. This approach not only teaches
a student to write well, but also integrates his learning with his other
subjects. My kids always learn better when they see the connections
in what is being taught. Isolating subjects such as creative writing
often tempts kids to ask the dreaded question, “What does this have
to do with anything?” While it is not mandatory, the Teacher’s
Manual is extremely helpful, with vocabulary quizzes, tips for
creatively teaching each lesson, and hints for grammar instruction.
By purchasing any book of theme-based writing lessons, you
will automatically receive a complimentary copy of the Student
Resource Notebook e-book with your order! (Please check the
copyright page for download information.) For approximately
middle school and older. We are not allowed to discount these texts.

Susan Wise Bauer’s Complete Writer Series
Young students who learn to write well need
one-on-one instruction. In The Complete Writer
series, Susan Wise Bauer turns every parent
into a writing teacher. No experience is needed.
Isn’t that encouraging! The program lays out a
carefully-designed sequence of steps that will
teach every student to put words on paper with
ease and grace. Designed for elementary-aged
writers and for older students who still struggle,
Complete Writer builds a sturdy
foundation of basic skills for grades 1–5
(or for the older student who needs more
work). Writing With Ease is for gr 1-4.
Writing With Skill is for gr 5. Diagnostic
tests within the book will help the parent
to determine where the child needs to
start and which workbook the child will
need. The teacher books covers 4 grades,
but each workbooks will cover one grade. The teacher’s book
is very helpful, though if you know what you’re doing, you can do
without. (More levels are being developed.)
Writing With Ease Teacher Book (gr 1-4)
List $29.95........ Our price....$19.95
Writing With Ease Level 1 List $34.95........ Our price....$22.95
Writing With Ease Level 2 List $34.95........ Our price....$22.95
Writing With Ease Level 3 List $34.95........ Our price....$22.95
Writing With Ease Level 4 List $36.95........ Our price....$23.95
Writing With Skill Teacher Book (gr 5-8)
List $32.95........ Our price....$20.95
Writing With Skill Level 1 (gr 5)
List $28.95........ Our price....$19.95

WE ARE CURRENTLY CARRYING THESE TITLES:
Ancient History-Based Writing Lessons (Level A-B) set ....$49
Ancient History-Based Writing Lessons (Level A-B) student.... $29
Medieval History-Based Writing Lessons (Level B) set.......$49
Medieval History-Based Writing Lessons (Level B) Student.....$29
American History-Based Writing Lessons, Vol I
(Level A-B) set		
............................................$49
American History-Based Writing Lessons, Vol I
(Level A-B) student		
............................................$29
American History-Based Writing Lessons, Vol. II
(Level C) set		
............................................$49
American History-Based Writing Lessons, Vol. II
(Level C) student		
............................................$29

A tip..
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Laundry. I believe it is every homeschool mom’s
waterloo. How this happens, I don’t know. It
doesn’t seem to be dependent on the number
of children. I guess overwhelming laundry is simply a
characteristic of busy homeschool families. That being
said, here are a few tips for you. 1) Give each of your
kids, from about the age of 9, the responsibility of doing
his own laundry. 2) Make it as pleasant as possible - with
everyone folding their own laundry while you read them
a story or watch an educational video. 3) We keep a
basket in the laundry room just for ‘give-aways.’ The kids know that
as they’re doing laundry, if they have an item they don’t want or no
longer fits anyone, it goes into the “give away” basket. As soon as the
basket is full, it goes out the door. 4) Lastly, smile when you do laundry.
Laundry is just one more sign that you have a lot to be thankful for!
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Creative Writing
Learn to Write the Novel Way
Carol Thaxton has broken the fiction-writing process
down into logical, gentle, very thorough - and even
fun - steps. Within the assignments she has tucked
in lessons on basic writing (sentences, paragraphs),
usage (punctuation, capitalization), spelling,
grammar, and more. Her assignments are interesting
and innovative. By the end of this complete course,
your 5-12 grade student will have produced an entire
novel! I love this program! What I like: The way
Carol turned a language arts course (typically boring) into a practical,
hands-on writing project. Brilliant! I heartily agree that the study of
language should never be disjointed from its application.
Learn to Write the Novel Way List $39.95.............Our price......$31.95
Learn to Write the Novel Way Teacher
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Word Artist
A delightful, easy-to-use intro to writing poetry,
leading your 4th-10th grade student through three
units: poetic devices, non-rhyming poetry such as
Psalms, and rhyming poetry. Each assignment comes
with samples (many written by other students), ideas,
and a writing challenge. Your student will create a
keepsake book of poetry - some he has written himself,
and some he has copied from other poets. Great for
multi-level teaching, Word Artist even provides easy instructions
on bookbinding!.....................................................................$10.95
Caution: Writing in This Book Might Be Fun Series
The problem with many creative writing
programs is that they push “technique” (a good
thing) while robbing your child of their “voice.”
Writing assignments typically bore your child
or are meaningless. The Caution series is the
only creative writing curriculum “out there”
that seeks to remedy this weakness by giving
kids projects about their own lives - giving them
their voice. And, if you capture your child’s
interest, then he’ll more readily settle into the
more challenging aspects of creative writing.
Mention “creative writing” to most typical boys,
and they’re instantly reduced to mush-brain.
However, the boys’ version of this book was
written by a boy who really hates creative writing.
Stephen, my son, sympathizes with your son’s
writing struggles gives your son (ages 10-15) his voice back with
fun assignments and crazy ideas to write about, encouragements,
suggestions for you (mom), and even a self-editing check list. Boys
will actually enjoy telling their best injury story or their best fire/
explosion story! The girls’ version was written by my lovely daughter
in law, Rachel, and my lovely daughter, Monica. Both girls love all
kinds of girly things - baking, crafting, sewing, pretty styles, and her
family. Their godly femininity comes out in every page of this fun
writing idea-bank for girls. Your girls will love dreaming about and
designing their dream bedroom or writing about their best friend.
Use these books as a supplement to your current writing curriculum
or as a stand-alone creative writing motivational tool.............$10.95
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Language Arts
Write Your Roots
3 of my kids had opportunity to strike up email
relationships with grandparents as they work together
on these assignments. Your student (grades 5-12) will
do research on their family tree, develop sentences and
paragraphs, polish their grammar/spelling/vocabulary
skills, all while creating a wonderful family keepsake.
What I like: This book is well-written and fun. It’s easy
to use, and the end result is so wonderful that it keeps the kids (or
at least some kids) motivated to the end. It encourages relationship
between kids and grandparents (or other relatives). There is so
much to like about this book! What I don’t like: The success of
this curriculum partly hinges on your interviewee’s cooperation. We
often had to wait for those stories to come back via email! Obviously
that’s not the fault of this curriculum, but it is something you’ll want
to keep in mind.
Write Your Roots
List $39.95........ Our price....$31.95
Write Your Roots Teacher		 .........................................$4.95
The Creative Writing Score Card
This tiny little booklet will help you, the teacher, evaluate
your student’s creative writing and award him with a
grade point average. Did your student write a boring
paper, but put lots of time and effort into it? Perhaps he
complained through the entire writing process, turning out
an entertaining paper that was full of careless mistakes. The
Score Card will help you average together the strengths
and weaknesses of each writing endeavor, enabling you to
easily award a solid grade. So simple to use that your student can use
it to self–evaluate his work before turning it in!.........................$4.00
Write On - The Kid-Friendly Mother-Pleasing Gentle
Way to Learn to Write
I am really excited about this program! Designed
for 3rd-8th grade, with four levels (beginner through
master), this delightful guide is suitable for multi-level
teaching (always a plus). The course contains 100
writing projects from composing simple sentences to
writing a thesis. This book could last you throughout
your student’s middle school years and into high
school. In Write On each page gives the student some simple
objectives, several samples, and a creative writing assignment.
I don’t think you can get a creative writing program much
more simple, thorough, mom-friendly, and gentle than this!
Photocopy permission is granted for your own kids. Bound in a
3-ring binder.
List $19.95........ Our price....$17.95
Research in Increments
An easy-to-use guide that breaks the writing/research process
down into small steps easy enough for a 4th grader to follow,
but thorough enough for a high schooler. Your student can
create a terrific paper in as little as 10 minutes/day if you
break the process down into small steps – which is exactly
what Research in Increments does! Most importantly,
research is presented from a Christian perspective, teaching
that it is not just an exercise in futility, but has a purpose – to
help your student in his biblical purpose of growing in knowledge
and wisdom. Lesson plan included. Consumable..............$12.95
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Language Arts
Learning Language Arts Through Literature
I used this award winning program nearly 20 years
ago...and absolutely loved it! Using great classic
literature, your student will be taught all his basic
language arts skills. What I like: Everything is right at
your fingertips. Easy to use, creatively taught. My kids
enjoyed it. The publishers avoid grading these books,
so you can place your student where he is comfortable
without having him feel over-challenged by some arbitrary
grade level.
The Blue Book Teacher or Student (1st gr)......................$21.49
The Red Book Teacher or Student (2nd gr).....................$21.49
Student Books: The Yellow Book (3rd gr), Orange Book (4th
gr), Purple Book (5th gr), Tan Book (6th gr), Green Book
(7th gr), OR Gray Book (8th gr) (specify level)................$16.49
Teacher guides: The Yellow Book (3rd gr), Orange Book (4th
gr), Purple Book (5th gr), Tan Book (6th gr), Green Book
(7th gr), OR Gray Book (8th gr) (specify level)................$21.49
Gold Book American Lit (Hi Sch) (all inclusive)..............$21.49
Gold Book British Lit (Hi Sch) (all inclusive....................$21.49
Progeny Press
Integrate literature with your
language arts program! First
decide what time period you’re
studying in history, then pick out
some literature that is set in that
period and use Progeny Press
guides to integrate your language
arts, Bible, and history. You can
buy Progeny Press guides for all
grade levels (making it great for
multi-level teaching), either on
an interactive CD or printed. (It
is considered to be a consumable book.) Each Progeny Press guide
gives your student a synopsis of the book he is reading, information
on the author and the historical setting, comprehension questions,
character studies, critical thinking exercises, scripture application,
vocabulary, puzzles, essay ideas, and project ideas. Answer key
included. Below is a partial list (see our complete list on our website).
All Progeny Prices have been discounted 20%!
Across 5 Aprils
Booklet.....$14.95........ CD....$13.59
Bronze Bow
Booklet.....$14.95........ CD....$13.59
Drinking Gourd
Booklet.....$9.59.......... CD......$8.79
Golden Goblet
Booklet.....$15.19........ CD....$13.59
Hiding Place
Booklet.....$18.99........ CD....$13.59
Little House on the Prairie Booklet.....$13.59........ CD....$12.79
Long Way West
Booklet.....$9.59.......... CD......$8.79
Minstrel in the Tower.
Booklet.....$9.59.......... CD......$8.79
Number the Stars
Booklet.....$15.19........ CD....$13.59
Sam the Minuteman
Booklet.....$9.59.......... CD......$8.79
Sarah Plain & Tal
Booklet.....$13.59........ CD....$12.79
Sign of the Beaver
Booklet.....$18.99........ CD....$13.59
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
Booklet.....$21.99........ CD....$15.19
Witch of Blackbird Pond Booklet.....$15.19........ CD....$13.59
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Literature Studies
Christian Reading Companion for 50 Classics
by James Stobaugh.
I love this book! I honestly think this book should be on
the shelf of every homeschooling family - especially if you
incorporate literature into your studies. Fifty classics are
addressed (see our website for a list), with a short descriptions
of each title, objective and discussion questions (like a quiz),
a list of vocabulary words in their context, quotations, and
more. I worked through the lesson on Jane Eyre, since I
had just finished reading that book (it’s a favorite of mine). It was
fun and challenging - and I truly enjoyed it. My daughter chose this
as her curriculum for the year and loves it. Whether supplementing
an existing curriculum (like TruthQuest) or doing a special survey
course on classic literature (isn’t THAT a great idea!), this wonderful
guide will help you to incorporate literature into your portfolio.
Includes answer key.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.95
Literature Curriculum by James Stobaugh
This is a wonderful, college-prep course for high
schoolers. The text starts with a mini-course in
world view philosophy. An important concept, your
child will be taught to analyze literature according
to the world view of the author and to compare it to
the Christian world view! Brilliant! - Enjoy classics
while developing vocabulary, reading, and critical
thinking skills!
Each is a one-year course equipping students
to think critically about philosophy and trends
in culture, and articulate their views through
writing. The best feature: selections from
classic literature (prose, poetry, and drama) are
included in the student’s text! Each course has 34 weeks of
study. The teacher’s guide provides the answers to the assignments
and weekly exercises, and has tests. Personally I feel the teacher’s
guide is necessary to this program. Loose-leaf, 3-hole punched.
What I like: This challenging program is brilliantly crafted to be
easy to use. I love how students are encouraged to learn about other
world views while developing and strengthening their own world
view. I love that this course dovetails perfectly with Stobaugh’s
history curriculum (see page 27), so if you’re studying American
History, your student can also study the literature of that time period!
What I find challenging: the author consistently uses vocabulary
that is unfamiliar to even well-read people. This is done deliberately to
force the student to learn new vocabulary. Sounds like SAT prep to me!
American Literature (10th gr)
List $34.99........ Our price....$27.95
American Lit Teacher (10th gr)
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
British Literature (11th gr) List $34.99........ Our price....$27.95
British Literature Teacher (11th gr)
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
World Literature (12th gr) List $34.99........ Our price....$27.95
World Literature Teacher (12th gr)
List $19.99............................$15.95
Special! Stobaugh 3-Year Lit course (all 3 texts and answer keys)
25% off and free shipping List $164.70...... Our price.......$100
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Literature, Grammer
Critical Analysis Series
10-16 questions per chapter guide your kids to think/write
critically about these great classic works. I LOVE these!
Please see our website for digital options.
The Wise Woman is by C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien’s
mentor, George MacDonald. It is a fairy tale (loved by both
girls AND boys, despite the title) that packs a punch. For
ages 4-90, it goes down smooth, but, wow!, does it reveal
a lot about human sinfulness. Kids will beg you to keep
reading! They love it. The best feature is that the full text
is included! Mere Christianity, by CS Lewis, engages the
reader in all things moral. If you are using the Journal with
a middle- or high school student, be forewarned: Lewis
traverses deep waters and mature themes. However, he
does so with great skill and grace. The world shouts its
perspective from myriad media screens. Rather than allow the world
to introduce moral matters to your children, seize the opportunity
to present a perspective they are not likely to stumble upon while
surfing the web. You will need to purchase Mere Christianity to
use this analysis.
The Wise Woman Literary Analysis Journal...................$28.95
Mere Christianity Critical Analysis Journal....................$28.95
Mere Christianity by CS Lewis .......................................$11.95

New!

Shurley English
The program teaches grammar, creative writing, and study skills. It
is because it is very level-specific, making it difficult to use if you’re
multi-level teaching. However, it is the cadillac of English programs.
Set prices are listed here, but you can buy individual components
as well. Please see our website for more information and options.
Shurley English Level 1 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
Shurley English Level 2 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
Shurley English Level 3 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
Shurley English Level 4 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
Shurley English Level 5 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
Shurley English Level 6 Set List $70............. Our price....$55.95
First Language Lessons for the Well Trained Mind
The classical approach - essentially a day-byday script for parents. It contains everything
you need to teach grammar...even reminders
to encourage your child. Levels 1 and 2 are nonconsumable.
FLL Level 1
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
FLL Level 2
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
FLL Level 3 Instructor
List $29.95........ Our price....$23.95
FLL Level 4 Instructor
List $29.95........ Our price......$23.9
FLL Level 3 Student Workbook
List $18.95........ Our price....$14.95
FLL Level 4 Student Workbook
List $19.95........ Our price....$15.95
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Language Arts
Straight Forward English
Specifically target problem areas and boost standardized test scores.
They are not graded, since they are skill specific. Tests and answer
key included. See our website for more info.

Capitalization Includes punctuation rules.............................$4.95
Nouns and Pronouns
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Verbs Tense, subject/verb agreement, etc...............................$4.95
Adjectives & Adverbs
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Sentences
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Prepositions, Conjunctions, Interjections...........................$4.95
Clauses & Phrases 80 pgs. List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
Mechanics 80 pgs. Abbreviations, capitalization, parentheses,
hyphens, etc.
List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
Troublesome Grammar 120 pgs. Agreement, modifiers, case,
possessives, contractions, voice, etc.
List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
Movies as Literature
A complete 1-year course for high school (gr 7-12).
There are 17 movies to be analyzed (for a complete
list, see our website). Don’t be fooled. This is a very
challenging course! Perfect for auditory and visual
learners who need a challenge. The student workbook
is optional.
Text book............................................$32.00
Workbook..........................................$16.00
Language Lessons
An easy-to-use, delightful language arts program utilizing the
Charlotte Mason method - Sandi Queen’s Language Lessons. Please
see our website for more information on these wonderful books.
LL for Little Ones 1 (ages 3-5) .......................................$22.95
LL for Little Ones 2 (ages 4-6) .......................................$22.95
LL for Little Ones 3 (beginner readers)..............................$22.95
LL for the Very Young 1 (grades 1-2).................................$22.95
LL for the Very Young 2 (grades 3-4).................................$22.95
LL for Elementary Child 1 (gr 4-6)...................................$22.95
LL for Elementary Child 2 (ages 8-12)..............................$22.95
LL forSecondary Child 1 (ages 10-15)..............................$22.95
LL for Secondary Child 2 (Jr -Mid Hi)..............................$22.95
LL for the High School Student 1......................................$22.95
LL for the High School Student 2......................................$22.95
LL for the High School Student 3......................................$22.95
Answer Keys Available for all levels except Little Ones 1,2 and
3. Please specify the Answer Key you need ...........................$4.95
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World
Language
and Early
Arts US History 1600-1800 Grammer, Penmanship
Easy Grammar
Please specify the level you want.
Easy Grammar Levels 3 - 6 ..................$10.95
EZ Gram Levels 3 - 4 Teacher .............$22.95
EZ Gram Levels 5 - 6 Teacher List $26.95.....................$25.55
Easy Grammar Plus (Jr/Sr) List $14.95........ Our price....$10.95
EZ Grammar Plus Teacher List $34.95........ Our price....$26.95
EZ Grammar Tests (specify level)
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Daily Grams
80 ten-minute reviews. Please note that the levels below listed in
brown are classified as part of the Easy Grammar Ultimate Series;
however, they are set up just like Daily Grams, which is why I’ve
included them here. Consumable. Please specify the level you want.

Daily Grams Levels 2-7 student
List $13.95........ Our price...$ 10.95
Daily Grams 2-7 student/teacher (consumable student book includes
answer key in the back)
List $26.95........ Our price....$20.29
DG Jr/Sr stud./teacher
List $26.95........ Our price....$20.29
D G Ultimate Levels 8-12 student
List $13.95........ Our price...$ 10.95
D G Ultimate Levels 8-12 student/teacher (consumable student
book includes answer key in the back)
List $26.95........ Our price....$20.29
The Big Bad Grammar Slammer
What a fun way to learn sentence diagramming! For grades
5-12, it provides easy instruction for a complicated subject.
Your students will find this approach interesting and nonthreatening. Skills are reinforced with a game for one or
more students.
List $19.99....... Our price....$15.95
Step-by-Step Grammar
I consider this to be the best grammar
I’ve yet seen, giving your kids a firm
foundation without wasting time. In book
I, learn sentence diagramming in a simple
manner. Quizzes included. There are also
flash cards available. The 2nd book teaches
punctuation and sentence construction.
Easy to use. Grades 4-adult.
Step by Step Grammar I Set
List $15............. Our price....$11.95
Step by Step Grammar I Student
List $12............. Our price......$9.95
Step by Step Grammar I Flash Cards
List $2.75.......... Our price......$2.50
Step by Step Grammar I Key List $3............... Our price......$2.95
Step by Step Grammar II Set
List $15............. Our price....$11.95
Step by Step Gram II Student
List $12............. Our price......$9.95
Step by Step Gram II Key List $3............... Our price......$2.95
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Patriotic Penmanship Series
This new series by Mary Ellen Tedrow, is just wonderful!
Patriotic Penmanship features a traditional D’Nealian
script, elegant and classic. These consumable workbooks
teach penmanship in such a logical manner. Using famous
quotes and Bible verses, your student is first introduced
to an entire quote (for example, “Going to church doesn’t
make you a Christian any more than going to a garage
makes you a car.” ~Billy Sunday). A portion of the quote
is presented as copywork (“Going to church doesn’t make
you a Christian.”) Your student then copies words and phrases from
the quote several times (“church, church, church; doesn’t make,
doesn’t make, doesn’t make”), and finally the entire sentence. These
are beautiful books!
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 1 .......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 2 .......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 3 ......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 4 .......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 5 .......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 6 .......................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 7/8 ....................................$12.95
Patritotic Penmanship Grade 9-12 ..................................$12.95
Italic Handwriting Series
This is my favorite program for teaching penmanship.
Italic cursive is easy-to-read, easy-to-learn, and elegant.
The transition between printing and cursive is so much
easier in this program, because the cursive letters look
just like their printed counterparts! (You can see examples
of this by checking the s and r in the samples of italics
below and D’Nealian above.) There are 7 books, covering
approximately K-6. If you have an older student who
resists using cursive, I would recommend starting in
Book E. Book G is a mini-course in calligraphy as well
as a cursive penmanship practice book. For more info
check our website.
Book A (Grade K)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book B (Grade 1)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book C (Grade 1-2)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book D (Grade 2-4)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book E (Grade 3-5)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book F (Grade 4-6)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95
Book G (Grade 5-7)
List $11.75........ Our price......$8.95

Character Italics
The Italic Handwriting books (see above) are
relatively short. Most of my kids really need more
practice. I was delighted to find this program that
provides additional practice in italic handwriting
using excerpts from classic literature and focusing
on character qualities.
Character Italic Basic Print
(should have completed at least level B in Italic)
List $18.95........ Our price....$15.95
Character Italic Beginning Cursive (should have completed at
least level D)
List $18.95........ Our price....$15.95
Character Italic Advanced Cursive (should have completed at
least level F)
List $18.95........ Our price....$15.95
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Languages, Spelling, Vocabulary
Lively Latin
Please see our website for more info.
Here’s what you get on this cd version:
A teacher’s book and student worksheets
(over 400 pages each), art appreciation
(with full-color reproductions of
masterpieces), Roman history, grammar,
spelling, vocabulary, an audio file to teach pronunciation, and
more. The program will take 1-2 years to go through. Designed the
program for middle students, but since none of us has ever studied
Latin, I felt it was appropriate for my 11th grader and for me as
well! What I like: My kids enjoyed the varied assignments. It’s so
easy to use! The CD format made it more affordable, since I printed
the books out myself for my 4 students (grades 3-11). Also, taking
this course helped my girls tremendously in their Spanish studies.
List $79.00........ Our price....$63.49
Greek Alphabet Code Cracker

Language Arts
Sequential Spelling - Revised!
(Now comes bundled with an elementary-style response book;
however, you can buy the teacher book separately and add an
older-student response book.) This is a twaddle-free spelling
program. Just give your kids a “spelling test” each day - without
first teaching a lesson. They correct each word immediately. They
practice the same group of words for several days before moving
on to a new word family. Though the series is intended for grades
K-12, I wouldn’t recommend starting this series before 2nd grade
(for good spellers) or 3rd grade (for poor spellers). Regardless of
their grade, start them in the first book I used the first book for my
8th grader. What I like: So easy to use, twaddle-free, multilevel,
and so economical! What I don’t like: The author’s philosophy
is that spelling rules confuse the student, so you shouldn’t introduce
the rules. I disagree and make sure I explain the rules to my kids
as I go: “Remember to double the -t- before adding the -ing,” etc.
For an older student you can add Apples (left) for a perfect spelling
course. Each Level includes a teacher’s book and one student book.

This book only teaches the Greek alphabet, but
in such a unique way. This was the program they
begged to do each day! The book is set up like a
giant mystery that your student has to solve; however,
all the clues are written in Greek letters, need to be
deciphered, and solved. Beautifully illustrated, easy to
use, and very appealing to boys and girls. Everything
you need is includedI used it with my 3rd, 6th, and
8th graders. Consumable. What I like: So fun and easy! The
innovative design caught and kept my kids’ attention (so unique!).
Greek Alphabet CC
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.55
Apples Daily Spelling Drills for Secondary Students
Have you ever felt like taking your older student
(jr high or high school) back to the
beginning with phonics - but hesitate
to do so because the available phonics
books are so....elementary!? Apples is
different than any other spelling program
out there, taking into consideration the unique
needs of poor spellers. Weekly your student
is introduced to a spelling rule, applying it in
all kinds of spelling situations: puzzles, fillin-the-blank, complete-the-Bible-verse, etc.
Apples builds another important skill in poor
spellers. A good speller can look at a word,
and even if they aren’t sure how to spell it,
they know it doesn’t “look right.” Apples encourages this skill
by teaching him to recognize mispelled words in sentences with
carefully-controlled vocabulary and specific rules. While some of
the rules in Apples 2 are reviews of the rules covered in Apples,
it also introduces new rules (constant review is important to poor
spellers). Apples 2 provides practice to aid memorization of
words that do not follow a rule. I realize spelling will always be
a struggle for my boys (some people will never be good spellers),
but I believe they finally have the tools to overcome this struggle.
Use it in conjunction with your current language arts program.
Answer key included. Consumable.
Apples 1 or Apples 2		
...............................$14.95 each
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Sequential Spelling Levels 1-7 bundles (specify level
when ordering)
List $24.95........ Our price....$19.95
Sequential Spelling Student Workbook (For older students one size fits all.)
List $10.95........ Our price......$8.95
Sequential Spelling Student Workbook (For younger students specify level when ordering.)
List $10.95.........Our price...$8.95
Sequential Spelling Teacher Book Only (must specify level
when ordering.)
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.55
Wordly Wise
The classic vocabulary program. Kids are presented
with approximately 300 vocabulary words,
including: roots, prefixes, suffixes, antonyms,
synonyms, dictionary-style word lists, and more. We
carry all grade levels (K-12), as well as answer keys
(Grades 2-12) and tests! (See our website for more
info.) Please specify grade level when ordering.
Prices are as follows (3rd edition):
Wordly Wise Student Wkbks (Gr 2- 3 )
List $11.70........ Our price......$8.95
Wordly Wise Student Wkbks (Gr 4-8)
List $12.40........ Our price......$9.49
Wordly Wise Student Wkbks (Gr 9-12)
List $13.25........ Our price.....$ 9.95
Wordly Wise Keys (Gr 2-12)
List $5.65.......... Our price......$4.45
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One Hot Homeschool Mom

(Subtitle: 5 Tricks That Will Make Your Marriage Zing, That Cost Nothing, That Will Make Your Friends
Jealous and Your Kids Exclaim “Ew! Gross!,” and That You Can Pass On to Your Future Generations...)
I know, I know.‘Hot’ and ‘homeschool mom’ is an oxymoron; and, besides, being ‘hot’ is not
and has never been your goal. ‘Hot’ is reserved for sleezy teenagers who don’t understand
modesty or for women going through menopause. It has no place in marriage, and certainly
not in a homeschool mom’s life...and definitely not in a Christian homeschool mom’s life.
Fair enough...but hear me out on this. (By the way, if you’re a husband and you’re reading
this, feel free to substitute masculine pronouns for the feminine titles and pronouns. It’s a twoway street and applies both ways.)
A good marriage is food for the soul. When you’re in the midst of the homeschool
season of life, uber-busy, and giving-giving-giving, you need something to refresh you.
I’m talking more refreshment than a night out to Starbucks with your friends.
Something sustaing.
You already have Jesus, and with that you have everything, but remember that Christ most often works through His people, and He
has given you this man as your ‘better half’ - the other half of your personal equation. There is SO much power and refreshment available
in a hot marriage - and it will refresh you, not drain you, during your season of homeschooling. Make it your goal to be ‘hot.’
For the sake of clarity, let’s define ‘hot’ - at least as I am using it in this article. Being ‘hot’ means that your love burns sacrificially to
the point that it’s compelling in its warmth, captivating in its light, burning away mistakes in its forgiveness, its brightness blinding you to
faults, and satisfying in its energy and power. As I’ve said in the past, a passionate ‘hot’ marriage is incredibly evangelistic as well. So, for
the sake of the gospel and the God whom you serve, BE a hot homeschool mom and love your husband the way Christ loves you. (By the
way, you can do this even if he doesn’t.) Here are 5 simple tricks to get things sizzling and satisfying:
1. Be unfailingly and sincerely polite. No, really. Think about it. We demand courtesy from our kids. We force them to say ‘thank
you,’ ‘please,’ and ‘sorry.’ We make them do it over when they offer ‘politeness’ with attitude. So, the question is, are you polite to
your husband? Do you smile at him and say thank you whenever he makes a kind gesture? Do you say please when you ask him to do
something for you? Do you apologize quickly and sincerely when you’ve wronged him? Do you serve him with joy when he’s hungry or
thirsty? - without rolling your eyes or giving an attitude? Simple common courtesies cost you nothing, create an example for your kids
to follow, and demonstrate “honoring” one another. Easy!
2. Flirt with your guy. Capture his fancy and bowl him over. Now, don’t shut me down here. By ‘flirting,’ I mean that subtle (and notso-subtle) language that two people who are attracted to each other share. If ANYBODY should be flirting, it’s married folks! Flirting
declares “I find this guy attractive. He is mine. He is always on my mind. I can’t live without him.” It’s a deliberate language we speak. I
said deliberate. You CHOOSE to speak this language. Again, this costs you nothing, yet this simple ‘investment’ yields tremendous returns.
Catch your husband’s eye across the room - and smile at him each time he looks your way. Greet him with a kiss and an “I love you” every
time he walks in the door. Tell him he looks handsome today. Look him full in the face when he’s telling you something - so that he knows
he has your full attention. Admire his strength, smarts, abilities - and tell him so. Laugh at his jokes and puns. Cuddle up next to him on the
couch. Send him romantic/sensual texts while he’s at work. Kiss him in front of the kids and when they all scream, “Ew! Gross!”...just grin
and say, “What? I like kissing daddy!” (Kids are tremendously reassured by parents who are in love.)
3. Stop shopping. Stop spending. Stop being discontent. Nothing wears down a marriage more than a never-satisfied woman. ..and stop
wishing you had more/bigger/better. You do not need more ‘stuff.’ You do not need a bigger house. More ‘stuff’ won’t make you happy. It
won’t satisfy you. It won’t bring you joy. Stop convincing yourself that you ‘need’ just one more thing to make life easier/better/happier.
You’re just setting yourself up for more unhapiness, and your hsuband will have to work harder to pay for your dissatisfaction. And you will
be always highlighting his inadequacy in this area. Make it your goal to not spend outside your means.
4. Look around you and be thankful/grateful for what God has provided through your husband. Thank God (and your husband) for the
clothes you have, your home, your furniture, your car, the food you eat. Few things can build up and encourage a husband more than to
be assured that he is fulfilling his biblical calling to provide for his family. We had 8 kids in an 1,100 sq ft home with only 2 bedrooms.
More than half our clothing is thrift shop deals or hand-me-downs. I didn’t own my first set of real, matching dishes until our married kids
gave us a set after we’d been married for 30 years. Our vehicles (both of them) have nearly 200,000 miles on them. And, I am so very,
very grateful for how hard my husband works to provide for us so abundantly, and no one visiting us focuses on the second-handedness of
our surroundings...because we don’t focus on it. Because, it doesn’t matter. It. Does. Not. Matter. Be grateful. Be content. And thank your
husband. This is God’s will for you. Always remember that heaven is your real home.
5. Treasure what he treasures. Okay, let’s be blunt. Right off the bat you know what your husband treasures. The list is parading through your
mind right now. Because HE matters to you, do you talk to him about those things? Do you join him in those things - or at the very least,
make it inviting for him to enjoy those things (such as making snacks for him and his friends to enjoy during a football game)? And, to be
really, really honest, what about ...you know...sex. Do you treasure it the way he does? You should. The Bible makes it clear that this should
be very important to you too. I cannot begin to tell you how important this is. It’s one of those things where God would delight to meet you
in helping you. He created sex and deemed everything He created as good. He WANTS you to enjoy your husband sexually.

So, there you have it. Five simple, timeless, cheap ideas to becoming a hot homeschool mom. Just think of the awesome
eternal lessons you’ll be teaching your kids through your joyful, grateful, gracious, polite, content, loving example! Now THAT’s
real homeschooling! And, you want to REALLY have fun? Discuss these thoughts with your husband and get HIS input.
Have fun, hot mama!
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History and Geography

Compare your history program
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* On the programs listed here that are marked as not requiring a key, either there isn’t an answer key or the answer key is included.
** All of these programs can be adapted up or down to suit your needs. Several of them include additional work for older students.
@ These programs cover different subjects in seperate books/DVD’s, so you have to purchase the particular subject matter you want to cover.
#I have not yet used this program or have only used parts of it (like I’ve used the story book for Story of the World, but not the activity book), so my information may not
be accurate. They come highly recommended by friends.
L Though designed to be self-directed, I found that my kids preferred my participation with these programs, especially my younger kids.

Adam’s Chart of History - a Timeline
A vintage reproduction of this famous illustrated timeline of earth history first published in 1871. This thing
is HUGE and beautiful. It folds out to be more than
20 feet long! The fold-out chart features detailed,
full-color drawings of various stages of history,
from Adam and Eve to the late 19th century, with
handwritten commentary throughout with 21 full-size
panels. Discover ancient cultures like the Assyrians,
Babylonians, Persians, Greeks, and more! Delight
in the mysterious Seven Wonders of the World and
learn where they once stood.
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Get the big picture of history and how it falls
in line with a biblical world view! Have a
virtual library conveniently at your fingertips.
The timeline includes detailed biblical history,
ancient history (including Greek and Roman),
inventions, discoveries, and events, European
and American early history, and many other details. Starts with
creation at 4004 B.C. and goes to 1870 and our 19th President,
R.B. Hayes. You can get a FREE Downloadable Teacher’s
Guide (see our website for details). It comes packaged with
64 Page Key (Booklet).
List $39.99........ Our price....$31.95
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History and Geography
Games! 10 Days in...
These fun games are a
painless way to teach your
kids simple geography. For
2-4 players, ages 10-adult.
The object is to be the first
person to complete a 10-day
trip. The catch, however, is that
you can only travel to adjacent states/countries, unless you
motor your way to a more distant location. As you and your students
play this game, your geography and critical thinking skills will
painlessly be much improved! Highly acclaimed, and the winner
of 12 different awards. Please note: The maps on the game boards
were current as of the dates listed.
10 Days in the USA (2003) List $27.99........ Our Price....$23.95
10 Days in Africa (2003)
List $27.99........ Our Price....$23.95
10 Days in Europe (2005) List $27.99........ Our Price....$23.95
10 Days in Asia (2006)
List $27.99........ Our Price....$23.95
10 Days in the Americas (2010)List $27.99........ Our Price....$23.95
Cooking your way through History and
Geography
Hey, if you can learn something
by eating, well, yippee! So, why
not let your kids eat their way
through history and geography?
Included in the books are food
profiles, cultural tidbits, food
journaling opportunities, and
much more. Many of the recipes in
the Eat Your Way books are keyed to
Geography Through Art so you can
be cooking and doing art with your
kids while studying world history
and culture! Likewise, many of the recipes in
the Little House Cookbook are referenced in the Prairie Primer
(pg 19). Grades K-12.
Eat Your Way Around the World
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
Eat Your Way Through the USA
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
Little House Cookbook
List $9.99.......... Our price......$7.99
Cantering the Country and Galloping the Globe
Learning geography is an adventure. These unit study
courses teach a wide range of academic disciplines
using geography as a starting point. You don’t have to
put aside one subject to make time for another. They’re
all connected! This comprehensive unit study (grades
1-5) includes: geography, science, language arts,
literature, character building, and history. Your
students will create a U.S. notebook chock-full of
wonderful information and fun memories. Included: an Activity
CD-ROM jam-packed with even more reproducible content!
Cantering the Country OR Galloping the Globe
(please specify title)
List $29.95.....Our price.......$23.95 each
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Trail Guides
A delightful geography program that you can tailormake to your school year. Basic or in-depth, all grades
(a multi-level treasure), with an optional literature unit
study. You choose how much or how little geography
you want to do! We’ve used this program for a
number of years. You can also purchase an activity/
notebooking CD (Mac or PC) to accompany these, making it easier
than ever! See our website for more information.
Trail Guides to US, World, OR Bible Geography
(please specify title)
List $18.95 Our price.......$15.15 each
Trail Guides to US, World, OR Bible Geography Student
Notebook CD
(please specify title)
List $34.95 Our price.......$27.95 each
A Child’s Geography, Vol 1, Explore His Earth
- Ann Voskamp.
The introduction begins like this: “There is nothing
nicer than curling up with a good book...and your
children.” (Haha! I love it already! My sentiments
exactly!) “Come. Snuggle. Explore. Discover.
Delight. Worship our creator.” That’s typical of
Voskamp, if you’re familiar with her blockbuster One
Thousand Gifts (see page 45).
A Child’s Geography contains 11 units, each beginning with an
“adventure” - a narrative masterfully written by Ann. Some of these
narratives are fun. Some are deep-packed with lots of information.
Many of them cross over the line into science (geology, meteorology).
In fact, may I suggest that the year you do this curriculum, you also
study geology and/or meteorology for a perfect dovetail of subjects.
(See pages 53-54, 56, and 58 for some suggestions.)
You could read aloud, or have your child read, each of the 11
adventures - and that alone would provide a marvelous intro to
geography. The book also provides narration prompts, projects, and
notebooking projects providing lots of creative writing, vocabulary
words, copywork, and reading lists for each chapter. YOU choose as
much or as little as you want. Directions for each project are given.
A “suggested schedule” is also given. The guide is full of scripture,
always pointing the student back to the creator.
Sample service project: Make a blanket. Donate it to ministry for the
homeless (contact info is provided).
Sample activities: Go on a rock hunt. Identify the rocks. OR make a
barometer with simple household items.
Voskamp ends her book with the following: “He ‘made the
heavens, the heaven of heavens with all their host, the earth, and all
that is in it, the seas and all that is in them. [He] gives life to all of
them and the heavenly host bows down.’ (Neh 9:6) And so do we.
We worship Him.” Great way to end a curriculum, don’t you think?
List $32.95........ Our price....$25.95
Geography Through Art
Something for everyone, grades K-12 - one
of those books you’ll keep on the shelf to use
year after year. Every project comes with easyto-follow directions, materials list, and more.
Reproducible maps and templates included.
Geography Through Art
List $19.95.......Our price......$15.95
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Drive Through History - 4 new titles!
Dave Stott lives history--in fast, easy-to-digest road trips. Take, for
instance, the trip to the Coliseum in Rome where Dave accidentally
picks a fight with one of those cheesy “Roman guards” who’ll pose
for a picture for a couple of euros. Suddenly, Dave is Maximus in
a fight to the death (in his mind, that is). My kids are loving these
DVD’s! Stott is hilarious and has a knack for making a deep subject
more than palatable. Each interesting, off-beat DVD takes you on
a real-life tour of historic places. Meet the personalities that made
those eras what they are. Stott makes history come alive, connecting
for us the providence of God and the influences of ancient and
historic personalities on our lives today. My kids consider it a treat
when I announce that we’re going to watch a DTH DVD! They’re
so much fun, the kids hardly realize they’re learning!

DTH Egypt to Qumran
List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Jerich to Meggido
List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Bethlehem to Caesarea List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Jerusalem to Calvary List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Holy Land Set (incl. 4 DVD’s above)
List $79.96....... .Our price....$54.95
DTH Greece & the Word List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Rome If You Want To List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Turkish Delight
List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH East Meets West
List $19.99........ Our price....$14.95
DTH Ancient Set (incl. 4 DVD’s above)
List $79.96........ Our price....$54.95
DTH Columbus, the Pilgrims, Early Boston....................$14.95
DTH Patriots, Penn, and the Freedom Trail....................$14.95
DTH NY, NJ, and Washington’s Warrior’s......................$14.95
DTH Soldiers, Jamestion, Heroes of VA...........................$14.95
DTH American Set (incl. 4 DVD’s above)
List $79.96........ Our price....$54.95
DTH America (gr 6-12) comes with a history curriculum (about
a semester’s worth)
List $49.99........ Our price....$37.49

Draw & Write Through History books
Designed to give your child drawing lessons that integrate
with his history studies. Each picture is broken down
step-by-step, then presented in full color. Each picture
also gives a cursive handwriting copywork lesson about
the historical event being drawn. These gorgeous books are
done in full-color and are non-consumable. Please note that
the pictures are detailed and may be a little difficult for an 8
year old. If you have a child who isn’t yet fluent in penmanship
or hasn’t achieved manual dexterity, these may be frustrating. Save
them for your older students. Please note that these books provide a
biblical historical young earth point of view - which in my opinion is
truth. My 11 year old daughter enjoyed these. Ages 8+. List $12.95
D&W Creation Thru Jonah		
.........................................$9.49
D&W Pilgrims, Pirates, & Patriots.....................................$9.49
D&W Greece and Rome		 .........................................$9.49
D&W Napoleon Thru Lady Liberty...................................$9.49
D&W Mid Ages & Renaissance .........................................$9.49
D&W Invention, Exploration, War: 20th Century...........$9.49
Time Traveler Series
These amazing unit studies on CD
contain everything you need, including
text, lap book projects (templates to
print out), reading lists, creative writing
ideas, science projects, recipes, craft
projects, games, teachers helps, photos,
answer key, and more! These are so
much fun. Designed for 3-8th grade, this would be your history for
the year. More are being developed. Check our website for more
information on individual titles.
New World Explorers		
.......................................$28.95
Colonial Life		
.......................................$28.95
American Revolution		
.......................................$28.95
Early 19th Century		
.......................................$28.95
Civil War 		
.......................................$28.95
Industrial Revolution/Great Depression...........................$28.95
World War II		
.......................................$28.95
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Trail Guide to Learning
I am so excited about this
amazing program! Designed
for students in grades 3-5, it
can be adapted to older and
younger students. Paths of
Exploration (grades 2-6)
starts with Columbus, and
focuses on early American
history. Paths of Settlement
(grades 3-7) covers
Colonial America through
the westward movement.
Paths of Progress (grades
4-8) covers the Industrial
Revolution into the 20th century. You may be shocked at the
price, but you get SO much for your dollars! Each set comes
with 2 hardcover volumes (800 pages total!) and a CD. The
volumes contain all your lesson plans, tests, activities, dictation
assignments, and journal pages covering all your language arts
(spelling, creative writing, literature, phonics, etc.), history,
geography, science, art, and even Bible. You could purchase
this one program (which will cover all your elementary kids), add
math - and that’s it! The “text” contains step-by-step instructions
to journaling your way through wonderful literature, incorporating
great learning activities, and encouraging critical thinking skills
and creative writing and speaking. Daily schedules and scripts are
provided. (Now the price makes sense, eh?...an entire curriculum
for multi-level teaching at such a reasonable price!) Brilliant!
Fun! Academic! Easy to use! This product qualifies for free
shipping! Please see our website for more complete information
and book lists.
Paths of Exploration Set
List $150.......... .Our price..$119.95
Paths of Settlement Set
List $160........... Our price. $127.95
Paths of Progress Set
List $160........... Our price. $127.95
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Notgrass History
These programs are
fantastic! Thorough, so
easy to use...but not “easy”
courses. Your student will
be challenged with a
thorough, literature-based
education. For high school
level, there are 4 courses:
World History, American
H i s t o r y, E x p l o r i n g
Government (pg 40) and
Exploring Economics (pg
41). Exploring World History and Exploring American History
each come with 2 textbooks, a source document book, complete
lesson plans. Tests are available in a separate book. For junior
high students there are currently 2 courses available: America the
Beautiful and Uncle Sam and You (pg 40). Each of these courses
comes with 2 hardcover textbooks and a document sourcebook.
America the Beautiful also comes with one consumable map book
and one consumable timeline book. (Additional copies may be
purchased separately.) You can also purchase separately (for both
of these junior high courses) consumable student workbooks (for
grades 5-6) or student lesson
reveiw books (for grades 7-8).
All of the Notgrass courses
combine history, literature, and
Bible. Students read the history
narrative and classic literature,
complete writing assignments,
and study what the Bible says
about issues. Easy-to-use for
parent and student. A focused
student can direct his own
study, and the parent can offer
as much interaction as needed. Each of these courses has a required
reading list. Most of the books can be found in the library, but
you can also purchase them through Schoolhouse Publishing.
We are not allowed to discount these courses; however, if you
purchase a complete package, including the literature, we offer
deep discounts (25% off) on the literature! Check our website for
detailed literature lists. Package prices are listed on page 38. I am
thoroughly impressed with this curriculum
Exploring World History 		
.......................................$89.95
Exploring World History Quiz & Test pk........................$14.95
Exploring World History - (Includes curriculum set, quiz pack,
and 10 novels)
List $203.17...... Our price..$178.95
Exploring America		
.......................................$89.95
Exploring America Quiz & Test pk...................................$14.95
Exploring America (Includes curriculum set, test pack, and 13
novels)
List $174.37...... Our price..$156.95
America the Beautiful		
.......................................$99.95
America the Beautiful (Includes curriculum set and 10 novels
see photo below of lit)
List $158.92...... Our price..$151.95
AtB Timeline booklet Set price .........................................$6.95
AtB Maps booklet Set price		
...........................................8.95
AtB Lesson Review (Gr 7-8) Set price.................................$9.95
AtB Student Workbook (Gr 5-6) Set price........................$11.95
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The Mystery of History - (Grades K-12)
by Linda Lacour Hobar.
To quote (and I concur) “Classical, chronological,
complete - a user-friendly family curriculum. MOH
is a historically accurate, Bible-centered approach to
learning history. Written by a proponent of making the
classical method easier to use. Learn how God, since
the beginning of time, has sought to reveal Himself
to man. Plenty of worthwhile projects will occupy
the younger set while older students are doing their
completely planned lessons, making this a dream
course for busy homeschoolers.” How refreshing
to have a curriculum that is fun, academically and
biblically sound, complete, and multi-level! Here’s
what is included: lively text, lesson plans, review,
historical photos, quizzes, tests, projects (some
included, some you put together yourself), timeline
and mapping assignments, teaching suggestions,
answer keys, and supplemental reading and video lists.
MOH1 and MOH2 have included student activity
pages, however, we offer a CD which you can print off
activity sheets for each child with ease. MOH3 is set
up entirely differently. The stories are in a hardcover
text book with beautiful color illustrations. All the
activities, tests, quizzes, lesson plans, etc., are in a
separate consumable book OR you can purchase it
on a CD where you can print off as many copies of
each page as you want. MOH 1 covers ancient history
(creation to the resurrection). MOH2 covers the early church and
middle ages. MOH3 covers Renaissance and Reformation.
MOH, Vol. 1
List $49.95........ Our price....$37.49
MOH, Vol. 1 Audio 		
.......................................$42.95
MOH 1 Reproducible CD List $19.95........ Our price....$17.95
MOH, Vol. 2
List $49.95........ Our price....$37.49
MOH, Vol. 2 Audio		
.......................................$48.95
MOH 2 Reproducible CD List $19.95........ Our price....$17.95
MOH, Vol. 3
List $59.95........ Our price....$44.95
MOH 3 Activity Book
List $39.95........ Our price....$29.95
MOH 3 Activity CD
List $29.95........ Our price....$26.95
My kids have so much fun and remember so
many great lessons because of the interesting
and simple projects that fill MOH. To the right
Caleb is “painting the Sistine Chapel” just like
Michelangelo did!
Below is Becca’s finished rendition of the Sistine
Chapel (you can see the original -included in
MOH 3 - above Becca’s ). Every time we do
MOH my kids love it!
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Illumination
So, let me tell you about
amazing Illuminations.
Are you tired of
planning curriculum
all yourself? Wish it
could be Bible-based,
PRACTICAL, AFFORDABLE, and FUN?! “Illuminations
– Lighting Your Path Toward Excellence” is an all-inclusive
curriculum, covering Bible, Language Arts (grammar, writing,
copywork, spelling and vocabulary), Literature, Science,
Humanities (poetry, theatre, music, and art), Geography, History,
Life Skills, and Projects. Two levels: 3rd–8th and high school.
Practical…Illuminations is built to fit your schedule and needs.
The programs are pre-scheduled and often run on a 4-day-a-week
basis. Multi-level teaching is easy with Illuminations…
Fun…Our literature guides and other programs are filled with
hands-on projects catering to all learning styles and personalities.
Make (pleasant) memories this year with Illuminations…
Affordable…This program is reusable, available in multiple
levels (with combo discounts) and comes shipping-free as a digital
download. Illuminations is ready to fit anybody’s budget. (For
your planning purposes, the Illuminations curriculum guides that
tie everything together are $120 each; and these include lesson
plans, literature guides, and more.)
And remember, we carry all the history, science, and literature
you need for Illuminations here at Schoolhouse Publishing, at
greatly discounted prices...
To order Illuminations, go to the Schoolhouse Publishing home
page and click on the link on the right hand side. The link will
take you to our affiliate page at Bright Ideas Press.
All American History
There are 32 weekly lessons in each
volume. The student activity book is full
of maps, timelines, flag studies, review
worksheets and more - AAH is complete
and easy to use. Though not exactly like
a textbook curriculum, if you are more
comfortable with a standard textbook
approach, you’ll like AAH. What I like: So
easy to use. Designed to be self-directed. Contains everything you
need (timeline images, maps, flags, etc. ). Great additional activities
in the teacher’s guide. When I used it for my 11th grader, I was
thrilled with how much he learned and how easy it was to implement
(definitely self-directed).
All American History Vol 1 (1600-1860, Gr. 5-12):
AAH I Reader
List $44.95........ Our price....$35.95
AAH I Activity book
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.55
AAH I Teacher Key
List $18.95........ Our price....$15.15
AAH I 3-pc set (text, act., key) List $80.85....... .Our price....$59.95
All American History Vol II (1860 to present, Gr. 5-12):
AAH II Reader
List $44.95........ Our price....$35.95
AAH II Activity book
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.55
AAH II Teacher Key
List $18.95........ Our price....$15.15
AAH II 3-pc set (text, act., key) List $80.85........ Our price....$59.95
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The Prairie Primer
A delightful unit study of US history (1800’s)
using the 9 Little House on the Prairie series as
the main text for the 9 units. True to unit-study
form, “Prairie Primer” is really an idea bank,
leaving it up to your imagination and creativity.
Don’t let this throw you! Author Margie Gray
starts each unit with detailed lists of the things
you can study, do, or make. She then breaks
the units down into weeks and days based on
the chapters in the Little House books. On
Day One she tells you to read chapter one in “Little
House in the Big Woods.” From there she suggests all kinds of
activities covering history, science, Bible, Language Arts, crafts,
and so on. Here’s where your creativity comes in. She’ll say that you
should make a corn cob doll with your child. She doesn’t tell you
how. So, you google “corn husk doll,” download the directions, and
proceed. In the first week alone she gives you dozens of ideas and
studies. We chose just one each day: a mini-report on black bears,
making homemade butter, diagramming a flint-lock musket, and so
on. You could conceivably make this your sole curriculum for the
year and actually do all of the wonderful projects and suggestions.
We, however, are using it only as history (though much of what
we’re doing doubles as science, language arts, etc.). We are also
creating lap books. Geared toward students in grades 3-6, it is
adaptable for kids older and younger because of the activities. I did
it with my 9th grade son, my 7th and 4th grade daughters, and my
kindergarten-age son. Yes, there is plenty for both boys and girls,
all ages, all tastes and styles. We are loving this book!
List $50.00........ Our price....$39.95

So many fun projects in the Prairie
Primer: making homemade biscuits
and making butter (pictured), quilts
and cornhusk dolls, and much more.
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History for High School - by James Stobaugh

I am so excited about this course! Twelve years in the making, this
thoughtful, interesting, and intensive (but easy to use) course leads
your student through history without revisionist or anti-Christian
perspecitives. This beautifully illustrated course also teaches world
view, helping the student to develop and be grounded in his own
world view. How brilliant is that! The course includes ancient and
modern source material, which the student will read and write
thoughtful essays about their developing world view. 34 weeks of
lessons, review, and tests in each. Mr. Stobaugh is a fascinating
writer, and anticipates excellence from his students. I would
suggest the student keep a vocabulary journal as he works through
this course. These would be fun to do in a co-op setting, because
of the fascinating essay and discussion topics. American History
covers 1400’s to the present. British History covers ancient Rome
to the present. World History covers Ancient Mesopotamia to the
present. For an even more complete program, your student can study
American literature, British lit, or world lit at the same time he is
studying history! Check out Stobaugh’s corresponding literature
courses on page 17 of this magalog. A perfect dovetail of subjects!
JS American History (10th) List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
JS American History Teacher
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
JS British History (11th) List $24.99........ Our price....$19.95
JS British History Teacher List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
JS World History (12th)
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.95
JS World History Teacher List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
Story of the World
Each volume takes the child through history in short vignettes of
people and events. The books can stand alone as history readers.
You can also purchase Activity books, audio books,
and test books to make it a complete curriculum.
SOTW Vol 1 covers from the earliest nomads to
the last Roman emperor. SOTW Vol 2 covers the
Middle Ages (AD 400-1600). SOTW Vol 3 covers
1600-1850. SOTW Vol 4 covers 1850 to the present.
The SOTW Activity Books have a parent’s guide
and student pages. SOTW 1, 2, 3, OR 4 text
List $16.95........ Our price....$12.95
SOTW 1 OR 2 Activity Book List $34.95........ Our price....$26.29
SOTW 3 OR 4 Activity Book List $32.95........ Our price....$24.95
SOTW 1, 2, 3, OR 4 test
List $12.95........ Our price......$9.95
SOTW 1 Audio Book
List $39.95........ Our price....$29.95
SOTW 2 Audio Book
List $44.95........ Our price....$33.95
SOTW 3 Audio Book
List $49.95........ Our price....$37.95
SOTW 4 Audio Book
List $54.95........ Our price....$41.95
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TruthQuest
Here’s what author, Michelle Miller, says about
history: “…Western civilization has put God on the
sidelines of life, so that most history is taught as
the story of mankind, as if people were the ‘prime
force’ of the universe…How presumptuous!...
History has become a dull ‘obligation.’ (No wonder
it was so boring!) It should be a personal encounter
with the King of the Universe…!” Let me give
you a warning. TruthQuest is like no other curriculum I’ve seen.
It contains no tests, no worksheets, no Q&A, no activities, and no
lesson plan. But, listen to what else the author says, “… ‘Ok. Tell
me how I should plan each week.’ Well, that’s up to you. But you
mustn’t panic!...You know what’s best because you’re the one who
is seeking God for His plan for your family! He certainly doesn’t
have a one-size-fits-all plan for His children…Assuredly, I don’t
know what that plan is, so what right do I have to schedule your
day? Heaven forbid! (Literally!)” So, what exactly do you get?
You get an amazing historically-chronological listing of literature
(classic and current). The lists are broken down by topic and grade
level (including grades 1-12 all in one book!). Each list is prefaced
by teaching commentary (for you or for your self-directed kids)
and is designed to prime your kids to identify God’s activity in the
stories they read. Then you pick a couple of books from that section
to either read together or read alone. This is a guilt-free curriculum
designed to give your child the vast scope of history as designed
by our sovereign God. Also includes essay assignments. Use the
award-winning guides as your core curriculum or as an invaluable
resources. We are not allowed to discount this curriculum.
TQ Beginnings (Creation - Egypt) (K-12)........................$29.95
TQ Ancient Greece (K-12)		 .......................................$24.95
TQ Ancient Rome (K-12)		 .......................................$24.95
TQ Middle Ages (K-12) 		
.......................................$24.95
TQ Renaiss. & Reform (K-12) .......................................$24.95
TQ US History I (K-5) 		
.......................................$24.95
TQ Age of Revolution I (K-12) .......................................$29.95
TQ US History II (K-5) 		
.......................................$24.95
TQ Age of Rev. II (K-12) 		
.......................................$29.95
TQ US History III (K-5) 		
.......................................$29.95
TQ Age of Revolution III (K-12) .......................................$34.95
H. A. Guerber reprints
Beautifully illustrated with famous paintings / photographs. Maps,
timeline, and more. We are not allowed to discount these titles.
Story of the Ancient World		
.......................................$25.95
Story of the Greeks (Q)		.......................................$23.95
Story of the Romans (Q)		 .......................................$21.95
Story of the Middle Ages (Q)
.......................................$27.95
Story of the Renaissance/Reformation (Q).......................$25.95
Story of the Thirteen Colonies (Q)....................................$23.95
Story of the Great Republic (Q) .......................................$23.95
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History Resources and State History

Pennsylvania Puzzle
My father, Gert Andraeas, creates
heirloom-quality, educational
puzzles. Each puzzle is handcrafted
on 1/4” Baltic Birch Plywood. All
edges are finished and the puzzle is
varnished, creating a lovely, durable
keepsake. Use your imagination to utilize your puzzle to play
games with your kids. For example, you can time your children
as they assemble the puzzle. Each day see if they can beat their
previous time. Your heirloom puzzles come packaged in a sturdy
box. The 67-piece Pennsylvania Puzzle is divided by county. It
comes with a cleverly-written student workbook containing word
puzzles, worksheets, and trivia about the state of Pennsylvania
to further enhance your student’s learning. Also sold seperately.
Use the workbook to enhance a literature-based unit study of
Pennsylvania. It’s wonderful!
PA Puzzle with 1 activity book .......................................$36.95
PA Puzzle Additional workbook .........................................$8.95
Keystones
Keystones is both fun and interesting.
The student text and the activity pack are
integral to the program. The teacher key
is only necessary if you need an answer
key or if you want to add literature to your
study. Keystones can supplement your current
studies or stand alone as a full history/literature
course (one-year lesson plans included in
teacher key). All the work has been done for you. Grades 3-7.
Keystones Student Text		.......................................$10.00
Student Activity Pack		
.......................................$15.00
Keystones Teacher		
.........................................$6.00
Special 3-Piece Keystones set List $31...... Our Price....$28.00
“We absolutely LOVE the way this history package is laid out…
Keystones has made history happy, fun and interesting
for us this year in a way I never thought history could be.
My children are retaining everything!”
- A Homeschool Mom
Keystones2
(Keystones 2 is currently available only on CD.) A PA
history course for high schoolers that uses real books!
Keystones 2 comes with a daily lesson plan, special
reading assignments, over 2 dozen additional activity
sheets, charts, maps and timelines. (Check our website for
the required reading list.).....................................$10.95
The Accidental Voyage
“Just what kind of books are the Mr. Pipes stories?
Are they lessons in church history? Guides to family
devotions? Unit studies on hymnody...? Basic theological
primers? They are all these...These are the kind of books
every family is going to want to reread.”
~ George Grant. 		
.........................................$7.95
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State the Facts
A state history guide that leads your student
through writing over 30 mini research
projects. These are actually fun! One day
your student might write a letter to his state
senator. The next day he’ll draw his state
flag, research the state bird, or visit a famous
attraction. By the time he is through, he will
have compiled an impressive notebook on
every aspect of his state. My son’s notebook
was over 30 pages in length! Written at a 4-6th grade level, my
son was a senior when he did it. After all, the research ideas are
pertinent regardless of your age! The only thing I didn’t like was
that the author assumes most of your research will be done at the
library, with many references to “ask the librarian...” We adjusted,
and did our research on the computer. All in all, this is an excellent
book! We are not allowed to discount this book.
State the Facts		
.......................................$13.95
Unveiling / Unwrapping series
These books are amazing - a definite valued addition
to your ancient-history studies. Unearth the history of
Egypt and Israel. Far from being a book of myths, the
Bible is an amazing historical record, and each year,
more archaeological discoveries continue to prove
its validity. The photos in these books are stunning
(coffee-table style). The books cover biblical
history, then give archaeological evidence. The
author has actually been there - done the digs,
handled the evidence. Unwrapping the Pharaohs
even comes with a bonus DVD. Better yet, if
you’d like to turn these books into a full high
school science credit in biblical archaeology, see
page 58 for a lesson planner and details.
Unwrapping the Pharaohs (Q) .......................................$23.95
Unveiling the Kings of Israel (Q).......................................$23.95

A word about Required Reading lists. Many of us are using

literature-based unit studies with extensive “required reading” lists.
We’ve done some of the legwork for you, and have provided you with
an easy-to-use key in this catalog. Find your current curriculum below
and its matching icon, then search the book lists in this catalog for that
icon, and you’ll know that’s a book being used at some level in your
chosen curriculum. May this be a blessing to you!
Please note that all the literature in this catalog works with TruthQuest,
but we’ve singled out the TruthQuest Spine Books.
Five in A Row F
Illuminations I
Learning Language Arts
Thru Literature L
My Father’s World M
Notgrass History N

Progeny Press P
Sonlight Curriculum S
Tapesty of Grace G
Trail Guides to Learning T
TruthQuest spine books Q
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Profiles in History
Take a fresh look at familiar faces. Along with beautiful
illustrations and fascinating stories, this book encourages students
to think about the motivations of twenty historical figures.
Activities and discussion questions help students recognize
the effect these individuals have had on history. Vol 1: Polo,
Gutenberg, Bradford, Squanto, Galileo, John Smith, da Vinci,
Pochahontas, Shakespeare, Michelangelo, James Cook, Handel,
Franklin, Lewis and Clark, Jefferson, Sacagawea, Mozart, Pike,
Millet, Applegate. Vol 2: Patrick Henry, Revere, Thomas Paine,
Nathan Hale, Mary Ludwig, Samuel Adams, John Adams,
Dolley Madison, Tecumseh, Webster, Tubman, Thomas Jackson,
Barton, Chamberlain, Booker T. Washington, Samuel Clemens,
Oakley, Sousa, Juliette Low, Will Rogers. Vol 3: Amos Fortune,
Washington, Hamilton, Gallaudet, Webster, McGuffey, Stowe,
Lincoln, Bell, Ford, York, Hellen Keller, Sendler, Churchill, Dr.
Drew, Eisenhower, ten Boom, Jackie Robinson.

Profiles in History, Vol 1
Profiles in History, Vol 2
Profiles in History, Vol 3

History
Pearl, The (GL) Steinbeck. Gr. 7 and up..............................$7.95
Phantom Tollbooth (SGI) List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Pilgrim’s Progress (MNSGI) Modern English...................$11.95
Robinson Crusoe (ISL)		.........................................$3.95
7 Men Who Rule the World From the Grave (Q)
		
.......................................$11.95
Shadow of the Bull (IS)
List $5.99.......... Our price......$4.95
Summer of the Monkeys List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Thru the Looking Glass (SGI) .........................................$2.50
Trial & Triumph (QGM) List $21............. Our price....$16.95
Trumpet of the Swan (L) E.B.White....................................$5.49
Where the Red Fern Grows (L) .........................................$5.95
Wrinkle in Time (I)
List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95

List $16.95........ Our price....$13.49
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.49
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.49

Classic Literature
Abolition of Man (MN) by C.S. Lewis................................$8.95
Big Red (L) Kjelgaard. (Ages 9-12).......................................$7.95
Dangerous Journey (MGI) Hunkin.Pilgrim’s Progress.....$19.95
Don Quixote (I) de Cervantes. List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.95
Favorite Poems Old & New (S)
List $26.99........ Our price....$21.95
Great American Short Stories (L) (Gr 9-12) ......................$6.95
Heroes in Black History (T) Jackson..................................$11.95
Homer Price (SGNO) McCloskey. Ages 9-11......................$4.95
Horse and His Boy, The (SL) C.S.Lewis. ............................$5.95
How Should We Then Live (Q) Schaeffer ........................$15.95
Imitation of Christ (MN) Kempis. High school...................$2.50
In His Steps (MN) Sheldon. List $5.99.......... Our price......$4.95
Julius Caesar (MN) Shkspr Made Simple............................$5.95
Kidnapped Prince (SI)
List $5.99.......... Our price......$4.95
Last Book in the Universe List $6.99.......... Our price......$5.95
Major American Poets (L) List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
Mama’s Bank Account (N) List $11.00......... Our price......$8.95
Mere Christianity (MNS) Lewis. (Gr 9-12)......................$11.95
Minn of the Mississippi
List $11.95........ Our price......$9.95
Moby Dick (ISL)
List $5.00.......... Our price......$3.95
More Stories to Solve (I)
List $4.99.......... Our price......$4.49
More Than a Carpenter (MNSI) McDowell.......................$5.95
Much Ado About Nothing (GLI) Shakespeare....................$3.95
Old Man and the Sea, The (GSL) Hemingway...................$9.95
Out of the Silent Planet (I) List $14............. Our price....$11.95
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History

Ancient Civilizations, Egypt, Greece & Rome

Ancient history selections: titles are in alphabetic order.
We don’t have room to list all the wonderful selections we
carry! For more info, please see our website. Key on pg 20.
Adam & His Kin (IQLG) Beechick. Gr. 7-12.............. $7.95
Adara (GI) Gormley. Gr.4-7
List $8.50.....Our price...... $6.95
Archimedes & the Door of Science (IGSM) Ancient
Greece. Gr 4-10. (250 BC) List $14.95...Our price.....$11.95
Augustus Caesar’s World (MS) Foster. Gr. 4-8........ $17.95
Beowulf (MIPS) Seamus. Gr. 9-12..............................$11.49
Beowulf Prog Press CD Gr. 10-12............................. $17.59
Beyond the Desert Gate (S) Ray. Gr. 3-8..................... $9.95
Black Ships Before Troy (GM) Sutcliff........................ $4.95
Bronze Bow (PIMGSL) Speare. Newberry................. $5.95
Bronze Bow Prog Press CD Gr. 4-8........................... $13.59
Cat of Bubastes, The (NM) Henty. Gr. 4-9................... $5.95
Children’s Homer, The (M) Colum. Gr. 7-9............... $8.49
City (GI) Macaulay. Gr. 4-7.
List $10.99...Our price...... $8.95
Classic Myths to Read Aloud (I) Russell....................$11.95
Classic Treasury of Aesop’s Fables (GSM) Gr. 3-4.
Beautifully illustrated.
List $9.95.....Our price...... $7.95
Cleopatra (GI) Stanley.
List $7.99.....Our price.......$6.95
D’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths (SG) Beautifully
illustrated. Gr. 5-8.
List $19.95...Our price.... $15.95
Detectives in Togas (S) Gr. 5-9 .................................. $5.95
DK Eyewitness Aztec, Inca, Maya (I) ....................... $13.95
DK Eyewitness Ancient China (I).............................. $13.95
Eagle of the Ninth (GS) Sutcliff. Gr. 6-9...................... $6.95
Li’l Yellow Study Guide for Eagle/9th Gr. 6-8.......... $16.95
End of All Flesh, The - Wetmore. Exciting!................ $12.95
Famous Men of Greece (Q) Biographies for Gr. 3-7.
By Green Leaf Press
List $16.95...Our price.... $13.59
By Memoria Press
List $16.95...Our price.... $13.59
Famous Men of Rome (QG) Biographies for Gr. 3-7.
By Green Leaf Press
List $15.95...Our price.... $12.76
By Memoria Press
List $16.95...Our price.... $13.59
Galen and the Gateway to Medicine (M) Gr. 3-8..... $12.95
Genesis: Finding Our Roots (IQ) Beechick.............. $14.95
God King (GS) Gr. 3-8. 700 BC .................................$11.95
Golden Goblet (GS) Newberry Award.......................... $5.59
Grain of Rice (IS) Pittman		
.................................. $4.49
Great Wall of China (IGS) Fisher................................ $6.95
Hittite Warrior (GS) Gr. 4-9
		 ................................ $12.95
Hostage Lands - Bond.
Gr. 9-12...............................$9.95
How Should We Then Live
(Q) Gr. 9-12................ $15.95
Ides of April (GS) Gr. 8-12
................................ $10.95
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Julius Caesar (MN) Shakespeare Made Easy............... $5.95
Librarian Who Measured the Earth (IG) Lasky...... $14.95
More Stories to Solve (I) Shannon................................ $4.49
Mummies/Pyramids (Magic Treehouse Research) (I)
		
................................... $4.95
Our Island Story (QG) English history...................... $15.95
Pearl Maiden (I) Haggard. List $13.99...Our price.....$11.19
Peril & Peace: Chronicles / Ancient Church (GI)...... $7.95
Pirates of Pompeii (I) Lawrence .................................. $8.95
Pompeii...Buried Alive (S)		
.................................. $3.59
Riddle of the Rosetta Stone (I) Giblin.......................... $6.95
Roman Ransom (GS) Gr. 5-9 ...................................$5.95
Story of the Ancient World - by H. Guerber.............. $25.95
Story of the Greeks (Q) by H.A. Guerber................... $23.95
Story of the Romans (QG) by H. Guerber................. $21.95
Streams of Civilization, Vol. I (QM) Stanton. Gr. 9-12.
Creation to 1620
List $21.99...Our price.... $17.59
Till We Have Faces (IS) C.S. Lewis.............................$11.95
Tirzah (GI) Travis. Gr. 2-6. List $9.99.....Our price.......$7.95
Tower, The (3rd in the Promise Series)........................ $13.95
Trial & Triumph (QMG) Like Foxes Book of Martyrs for
today’s reader		
............................... $16.95
Trojan Horse (GM) Step-Into-Reading level 5.
List $3.99.....Our price...... $3.59
Twice Freed (GIML) St. John ...................................$7.95
Two Trees, The - Wonderul! Gr. 7-12.
List $13.95...Our price.....$11.95
Victor Journey Thru the Bible (M) Geers. Gr. 8-12.
List $29.99...Our price.... $23.95
Victory on the Walls (GI) Hyman............................... $10.95
Wanderings of Odysseus (MG) Sutcliff....................... $5.49
What’s Your Angle Pythagoras? (I) Ellis.................... $6.95
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Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation

History

Literature for the Middle Ages

Literature of the Renaissance/Reformation

Adam of the Road (S) Newberry Honor ..................... $5.95
Augustine Came to Kent (I) Willard........................... $9.95
Augustine’s Confessions (I) Wills.............................. $15.95
Beorn the Proud Gr. 4-12		
.............................. $12.95
Beyond the Myth (I) Brooks.
List $8.95........Our price.... $7.95
Big John’s Secret (AD 1218)
................................ $9.95
Black Horses for the King (IS)
List $6.95........Our price.... $5.95
Brethren: A Tale of the Crusades Gr 8-12................ $11.19
Castle Diary: Tobias Burgess (IS) Platt. .................... $5.95
China’s Bravest Girl (I) Chin. ................................ $6.95
Crispin, the Cross of Lead (IP) Avi............................ $6.95
Door in the Wall (MPSG) Newberry winner............... $5.19
Door in the Wall Prog. Press CD.............................. $13.59
Famous Men of the Middle Ages (GQ) Gr. 3-7.
By Green Leaf Press
List $16.95.....Our price...$13.59
By Memoria Press
List $16.95.....Our price...$13.59
Girl in a Cage, The (I) Yolen. ................................ $5.95
Hidden Treasure of Glaston - Newberry................ $12.95
If All the Swords in England (I)............................. $11.95
In Freedom’s Cause (I) Henty ................................ $5.95
Joan of Arc (IG) Stanley		
................................ $7.95
King’s Shadow, The (I)
................................ $5.49
Leif the Lucky (IG) d’Aulaire..................... $14.95
Minstrel in the Tower (PSGI)............... $3.49
Minstrel in the Tower PPress CD........ $9.59
Monks and Mystics (I) Withrow......... $7.95
Our Island Story (QG)..................... $15.95
Raiders from the Sea (I) Johnson...... $6.95
Red Falcons of Tremoine Gr. 4-6...... $10.95
Rolf and the Viking Bow (I) ...........$12.95
Single Shard, A (IS) Newberry.........$5.95
Son of Charlemagne (IG)............... $11.19
Story of the Middle Ages (Q) Guerber
		
.............................. $27.95
Story of Liberty (Q) Marshall.................... $15.20
Traveling Man: Ibn Battuta (I) Rumford... $6.95
Trial & Triumph (MGQ)........................... $16.95

Against the Tide True story. (AD 1680’s).......................$9.59
Along Came Galileo (GI) Bendick................................$9.95
Around the World in 100 Years - Fritz. (AD 1400s) ....$7.19
Betrayal Gr. 9 -adult (AD 1530’s)...............................$11.95
Beware, Princess Elizabeth List $6.99..... Our price.....$5.59
Bible Smuggler (IG) Vernon.
...................................$7.95
Doomed Queen Anne Gr. 7-9 (AD 1500’s)......................5.95
Duncan’s War (I) Gr. 6-9 List $10.99.... Our price.....$8.95
Explorers Who Got Lost (IG) Dreher............................$7.95
Famous Men of the Renaiss. and Reformation (GQ) Green
Leaf Press for grades 3-7. List $16.95.... Our price...$13.55
Good Queen Bess (ISG) Stanley .................................$15.95
I, Juan de Pareja (ISG) Trevino ...................................$5.95
King Alfred’s English - Love!!! .................................$16.95
King’s Arrow Gr. 6-9 (AD 1670’s)................................$8.79
Leonardo Da Vinci (IS) Stanley ...................................$5.95
Man Who Laid the Egg (I) Vernon.................................$7.95
Mary, Bloody Mary (S) Gr. 7-9 ...................................$5.59
Mosque (IG) Macaulay		
...................................$8.49
Otto of the Silver Hand (SG)
...................................$7.95
Patience, Princess Catherine
...................................$5.95
Perilous Gard (IS) Pope		
...................................$5.95
Peter the Great (ISG) Stanley .................................$14.95
Rebel’s Keep Gr. 6-9 (AD 1670’s).............................$8.79
Red Hugh Prince of Donegal
.......................$11.95
Samurai’s Tale (IS) Haugaard ......................$5.95
Second Mrs. Giaconda (ISG) .....................$7.95
Secret of the Andes (IS) Clark ........................$4.95
Shakespeare Stealer (IS) Blackwood ................$5.95
Spy for Night Riders Jackson. Gr. 3-8 ...............$5.95
Story of the Ren/Reform. (Q) Guerber/Miller ...$25.95
This Country of Ours (QG) Marshall.
List $15.99............Our price........... $13.59
Thunderstorm in the Church (IG) Vernon .........$7.95
Trumpeter of Krakow (IS) Kelly.....................$4.95
Wings Like a Dov 		
.....................$9.59
World of Capt John Smith Foster..................$17.95
World of columbus & Sons (S) Foster............$17.95
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An Apple on My Desk
Let me ask you a question.
Does “relaxed” describe your homeschool? “Relaxed” certainly didn’t describe my
homeschool for many years. Time for confessions. I remember back to my first years of
homeschooling. I thought I was so prepared! I had read the experts. I had attended the
state homeschool convention. I knew exactly what to expect. My homeschool dream went
something like this (you can hear the angelic symphony in the background)...
My oldest son would eagerly attack his scholastic studies every day, devouring
books and soaking up knowledge like a sponge. My globe would sit on the desk right
at our fingertips, the flag hanging gracefully over our heads. The encyclopedias would
Becca needs creativity around her - music and a
be dusted off and readily available for frequent forays into their knowledgeable depths.
project - plus a cup of coffee, music, and her books.
[Author’s note: this dream took place in the olden days before computers. Encyclopedias
WERE our computers.] My two preschoolers would play happily on the sparkling floor
of my clean kitchen in their freshly laundered clothes, while my son and I would lovingly smile at each other over all the endless
teachable moments that would occur during our tranquil days. I even had an apple on the corner of my desk, and my kids would
rise up and call me blessed....
That’s the way it’s shown in all the homeschooling magazines, right? Oh, and, we had the added benefit of siring geniuses.
They were born that way. Yep. Castles in the air...
What a rude awakening! Would you like to know what our first year was really like? Dare I admit it? Well, the globe stayed
high on the shelf where the baby couldn’t reach it. We never got a flag. The encyclopedias were never dusted (ditto the rest of the
house). The little ones fussed irritably on the crunchy floor, in their underwear, while my son and I growled at each other over
endless frustrating moments during the chaotic days. My apple had worms, and my kids rose up and called me, “MO-O-O-O-O-MM-M-Y-Y-Y!!!” over and over again in a high-pitched whine.
Now for the encouraging part...Don’t give up! It really does get better. I speak from experience, Sisters! Let me give you a
glimpse of my current days: My house is often messy, usually passable, and occasionally decent. The kids are enthusiastic about
their studies some of the time and resigned the rest of the time. The apples have been strained into applesauce (home ec class) and
are canned, and my kids rise up and say, “God bless you,” when I sneeze.
Seriously, though, God has grown my children so much (6 are now graduated). And me? Well, I have grown in patience,
joyfulness, peacefulness, contentedness, and wisdom...by the grace of God. I’ve seen an increase in creativity, organizational skills,
and stewardship - especially of my time. Galatians 6:9 says, “And let us not grow weary while doing
good, for in due season we shall reap if we do not lose heart.” (The emphasis is mine, but the promise
is God’s!) And, if you’ll bear with me for a few more minutes, I’d like to discuss some tips that have
helped me over the years in homeschooling my nine kids.

Monica’s preferred learning
environment is “cozy” a warm blanket, music, and a
cup of hot chocolate.

Creating a Learning/Loving Environment
First and foremost, let me encourage you NOT to replicate a school environment in your home. Your
child does not need a desk. You do not need a desk. You don’t need to divide your days into ‘periods,’
nor your year into semesters. You don’t need tests, report cards, or even text books...unless it is best
for YOUR children.
What you do need is love. And gentleness. And joy.
Don’t laugh! I know, I know. At times (and in my early homeschool years it seemed like all the
time) it can feel as if ‘homeschool’ and ‘love-joy-gentleness’ are oxymorons. But, as a mom who
deeply desires the best for her children, you know it to be true. So let’s talk about some things you
can do to facilitate the growth of these Holy Spirit fruits in your lives and in your homeschool.
1. Don’t try to make huge changes in your home and methods. Having a school room will not
improve your school (been there, dumped a load of money into the effort, done that, didn’t work). It
didn’t take long for me to realize that my kids learned best either sitting around the kitchen table or
sitting on couches in the living room. Nice and relaxed.
2. Within reason, try to accomodate your child’s favorite learning environment. I have 3 kids
still at home. Monica likes being cozy while she’s doing school. She’ll inevitably be found curled
up with an afghan, a cup of hot chocolate, and her stack of books, listening to music. Rebecca is
my creative genius. Her ‘learning corner’ includes a cup of coffee, music, her books, and a table
of creativity. She’ll have her beading/jewelry-making kit or her paint set, her scrapbooking or latch
hook rug...ready and available for a creative foray while I read aloud. She is motivated by having her
creative outlet nearby. Caleb’s learning environment is much more ‘boyish.’ He needs to have legos
nearby or a pocketknife to whittle a stick to keep his hands busy while he’s listening. And, when he is
doing his ‘alone’ work, he loves to crawl into a ‘fort’ of some kind (on the top shelf of the linen closet
or under a table, for example). (See photo on next page.)
3. Food helps everyone work better! Make nutritious snacks available while the kids are working
on their school work: a bowl of grapes or trail mix, some fresh veggies or slices of cheese. Also, keep
their water bottles handy or hot drinks on those dismal winter days.
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4. Allow your kids to listen to music if it helps them. You can set boundaries on the type of music.
We have found Pandora (a free computer radio station) to be helpful, because we can craft our “station”
to the type of music we want, even personalizing to the level of individual songs and artists: classical,
worship, Christmas music, or even fun music.
5. Allow your children to cuddle with pets (if you have them) while they work. Something
about exhibiting and receiving affection helps them with school so much...and pets can provide that
for your children. They also provide some good laughs.
6. You can determine the dress code for your homeschool. I know many homeschool families
enjoy staying in pajamas all day. It’s so cozy and relaxing...which can be very motivating. We
personally have chosen to dress each day, mainly because we have a mixture of teen boys AND
girls in our family, and so we feel it is appropriate and necessary to maintain modesty. We actually
have an added quirk. My girls enjoy dressing up in pretty dresses just for the fun of it. They’ll
come swirling and twirling into the room, smelling like flowers and looking like sunshine...
and this actually helps them to be motivated to do school. I have learned there is motivation in
looking and smelling pretty, so I’ve joined them and will often ‘dress pretty’ just for the sense of
relaxation it gives.

Caleb needs to have either
‘busy hands’ while learning...
or a hideaway.

The Secret Ingredient
This is all basic stuff, I know. I’m sure you could add to the list of things you’ve done to make your
home a haven for learning. But there is one tip, one main ingredient, I’d like to share with you that
completely changed our homeschool. Here it is: The most important part of your child’s learning
environment is the emotional atmosphere of your homeschool.
I know this may be difficult to embrace, especially if things are tense in your home due to
relational or health or financial issues. But, you know it to be true, so let’s explore some ideas that you
can implement regardless of the issues you face.
1. Fill your home with gentleness: gentle responses to your kids, gentle requests (as opposed to
angry demands), and gentle teaching. Pursue gentleness as it says in 1 Timothy 6:11.
2. Fill your home with affection. Even if the kids are squabbling, you can demonstrate affection.
Stroke their hair gently as you look over their shoulders as they work. Freely hand out hugs...but not
just as rewards for good behavior. Give hugs also when they’re struggling emotionally or academically,
simply because you are gracious (like your heavenly Father is gracious, giving what we don’t deserve).
3. Fill your homeschool with joy. Smile frequently at your children. Again, don’t reserve your
smiles only for when your child ‘performs.’ Liberally pass out smiles because you know that cheefulness is the very medicine they
need to help them! (Proverbs 17:22)
4. Fill your homeschool with encouraging words rather than critical words. Be a grace finder. (1 Thes 5:11)
5. Fill your homeschool with worship. We always have music playing in the background. Worship is happening around us.
In the oddest moments, like during a math test, I’ll see my kids subconciously singing along to a worship song. Worship music
disciplines our spirits to turn to God in those rare un-busy moments. It even subconciously helps us to hide God’s word and
theology in our hearts as the words are repeated. It feeds us. (Psalms 95:6)
Bottom line: your homeschool should be a reflection and extension of your home. It should be a relaxed natural place to learn and
grow. You are a family learning together, not a school at home. So, go grab a cup of tea, curl up with your child and his math book,
and give him a big hug and a smile (even if he is grumping). He’ll learn and grow, and so will you.

“May my te
aching dro
p as the
rain, my sp
eech distill
as the
dew, like
gentle rain
upon
th e te n d e
r g r a ss , a
n d li k e
showers up
on the her
b.”
~Deuteron
omy 32:2
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World and Early US History 1600-1800

3 Young Pilgrims (IG) Harness..........................................$6.95
Almost Home (MIGT) Lawton. List $6.99.... Our price...... $5.95
Amos Fortune Free Man (PMLNSGI).............................$5.59
Amos Fortune Free Man Progeny Press CD...............$13.59
And Then What Happened, Paul Revere? (ISG)..........$5.59
Benjamin Franklin (L) Stevenson. (CoFA).$4.95
Ben Franklin of Old Phila (IS) Gr 4-8.............................$5.10
Benjamin West & His Cat Grimalkin Henry...............$13.00
Cabin Faced West, The (ISTL) Fritz................................$5.59
Can’t You Make them Behave, King Geo.? (IS)............$5.95
Carry On Mr Bowditch (PLSGOI) Gr 5-12....................$5.95
Carry On Mr B Progeny Press CD...............................$13.59
Courage of Sarah Noble (PMLTSGI) Dalgliesh..............$4.49
Explorers (I) A fun Fandex! List $9.95.............................$7.95
George Washington (I) Harness........................................$6.95
George Washington’s World (MSG) Foster..................$17.95
Guns for General Washington (T) Reit...........................$5.95
Hostage on the Nighthawk (I) Gr 4-8 (1700)..................$5.95
If You Lived in Colonial Times........................................$5.95
Indian Captive (IS) Lenski. Newbery Honor...................$5.95
Johnny Appleseed (T) Collins. Sowers Series..................$6.95
Johnny Tremain (PMTSGI) Newbery. Forbes.................$5.59
Johnny Tremain Progeny Press CD..............................$13.59
J. Morgan Had a Horse (LTSG).......................................$4.95
Light & the Glory for Young Readers (Q) Marshall.... $11.95
Light & the Glory Gr 9-12. List $19.99......Our Price...$15.95
Light in the Forest Richter................................................$5.95
Lion to Guard Us, A (ITS) Bulla......................................$4.95
Matchlock Gun (LITSG) Edmonds..................................$5.95
More Perfect Union (IG) Maestro....................................$6.95
North American Indian (DK Eyewitness) (IG)
List $16.99........Our price...$13.95
Of Plymouth Plantation (MI) Bradford...........................$8.95
Our Island Story (QG) Marshall.....................................$15.95
Paddle to the Sea (ISG) Holling.......................................$9.95
Pocahontas & the Stranger (ITS) Bulla..........................$4.95
Sam the Minuteman (P) I-Can-Read................................$3.49
Sam - Minuteman Prog. Press CD..................................$9.59
Samuel Eaton’s Day (I) Waters.........................................$5.95
Sarah Morton’s Day (I) Waters........................................$5.95
Scarlet Letter (PMSGI) Hawthorne..................................$3.50

Secret Soldier, The (I) McGovern.....................................$5.95
Sign of the Beaver (PTSGNLI) Speare..............................$5.55
Sound Forth the Trumpet (Q) Marshall........................$15.95
Sound Forth the Trumpet Young Readers................... $11.95
Squanto, Friend of the Pilgrims (MST)...........................$4.95
Story of Liberty (Q) Coffin..............................................$15.19
Story of 13 Colonies (Q) Guerber/Miller........................$23.95
Story of the Great Republic (Q) Guerber/Miller...........$23.95
Surviving Jamestown (IT) Karwoski...............................$6.95
Sweet Land of Liberty (Q) Coffin..................................$15.19
Tale of Two Cities (PMSNLI) Dickens..............................$3.50
This Country of Ours (QG) Marshall.............................$15.95
Trial & Triumph (MGQ).................................................$16.95
Under Drake’s Flag (I) Henty...........................................$5.95
Witch of Blackbird Pond (PMSGI)..................................$5.95
Witch of Blackbird Pond Progeny Press CD...............$13.59
World of William Penn, The Foster............................... $11.95

A word about Required Reading lists. Many of us are using literature-based unit studies with extensive
“required reading” lists. We’ve done some of the legwork for you, and have provided you with an easy-to-use key in this
catalog. Find your current curriculum below and its matching icon, then search the book lists in this catalog for that icon,
and you’ll know that’s a book being used at some level in your chosen curriculum. May this be a blessing to you!
Please note that all the literature in this catalog works with TruthQuest, but we’ve singled out the TruthQuest Spine Books.
Five in A Row F
My Father’s World M
Tapesty of Grace G
Illuminations I
Notgrass History N
Trail Guides to Learning T
Learning Language Arts
Progeny Press P
TruthQuest spine books Q
Thru Literature L
Sonlight Curriculum S
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Literature for World and US History 1800-1865
Literature (some with Progeny Press Guides)
(Industrialization 1800-1865)
Abe Lincoln Goes to Washington (I) follows Lincoln’s life

from the age of 28 to his assassination. Includes maps and
full-color illustrations. List $7.95................Our price......$6.95
Abraham Lincoln (T) Sowers Series..............................$6.95
Abraham Lincoln’s World (SG) Foster.......................$17.95
Across 5 Aprils (LMNPSG).............................................$5.95
Across 5 Aprils Progeny Press CD..............................$13.59
Amazing Impossible Erie Canal (GI) Harness.............$6.95
Bound for Oregon (MNSGT) Van Leeuwen..................$4.95
Caddie Woodlawn (LST) Brink. Newbery.....................$5.95
Civil War Sub: The Mystery of the Hunley (I)
By Kate B. Jerome. A Level 3 reader...............................$3.49
Clara Barton, Founder/Red Cross (LT) CoFA.............$4.95
Co. Aytch (M)
List $14.00..............Our price....$11.95
Daniel Boone, Frontiersman (O) Benge........................$6.95
Daniel Boone, Young Hunter and Tracker (T)............$6.95
Drinking Gourd (P) An I-Can-Read book.....................$3.49
The Drinking Gourd Progeny Press CD......................$9.59
Follow the Drinking Gourd (FG) Winter......................$6.95
Francis Scott Key (T) Collins. Sowers Series................$6.95
Going West: Journey on a Wagon Train to Settle a
Frontier Town - (T) Young readers participate in this story
as a member of a family trekking to Oregon and building
a new life in a frontier town, and meet Daniel Boone, Kit
Carson, and Lewis & Clark. List $12.95.....Our price....$10.49
Huck Finn (GSI) Mark Twain.........................................$5.95
If You Lived at the Time of the Civil War (ST).......... $5.95
If You Traveled West in a Covered Wagon (I)
...................................$6.95
Just a Few Words, Mr. Lincoln (GI)
by Jean Fritz. The Gettysburg Address for
Level 4 readers................................$3.49
Keep the Lights Burning Abbie
(LSIP) Roop......................................$5.95
Kidnapped Prince (SI) Equiano.
List $5.95...........Our price......$4.95
Lantern in Her Hand (L) Aldrich
......................$5.95
Laura I. Wilder, Young Pioneer (T)
......................$4.95
Lewis & Clark Hands On (T)
Their journey was an epic undertaking,
filled with adventure, danger, and triumph.
Join art teacher Sharon Jeffus as she leads
your child through this exciting expedition.
List $12.95..............Our price......$10.95
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Lincoln: A Photobiography (NS) 1988 Newbery Medal
Book. Story of Lincoln with photographs and prints,
providing a vivid look at the life of one of the nation’s great
leaders.
List $9.95..................Our price......$8.95
Little House books - This edition of the Little House comes
with full-color illustrations.
• Little House in the Big Woods (LP).........................$7.79
• Farmer Boy (LMP)....................................................$7.79
• Farmer Boy Progeny Press CD ............................$13.59
• Little House on the Prairie (GN)..............................$7.79
• Little House on the Prairie PP CD........................$13.59
• On the Banks of Plum Creek (M)............................$7.79
• By the Shores of Silver Lake....................................$7.79
• The Long Winter ......................................................$7.79
• Little Town on the Prairie........................................$7.79
• These Happy Golden Years......................................$7.79
Little Women (LN) Alcott...............................................$3.95
Long Way West (SP) An I-Can-Read book for Gr 1-3 (1850’s)
.......................$3.49
Long Way West PP CD...................................................$9.59
Meet Addy (L) an American Girl....................................$5.95
Meet Geo. Wash. (L S) Heilbroner..................................$4.49
Moby Dick (LSI) Melville...............................................$4.95
Munford Meets Lewis & Clark (T) Aramini. Munford
makes an excellent supplement to your geography and
history studies. List $8.95............................Our price......$7.95
Narrative of the Life of Davy Crockett (N) Crockett
autobiography. “King of the Wild Frontier”.
List $5.95.........Our price......$4.95
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (MN)
Douglass autobiograhy.....................................................$1.50
Ox-Cart Man (LGP) Hall. Caldecott Medal.
List$6.99..........Our price......$5.95
Pioneer Girl (T) The story of L I Wilder.........................$5.95
Pride and Prejudice (SGMN) Jane Austen........................$3.00
Red Badge of Courage (LSP) Crane..............................$2.00
Robert E Lee (T) Roddy. Sowers Series.........................$6.95
Samuel F Smith (T) Fitch. Sowers.................................$6.95
Sarah Plain and Tall (LPFSG)
Newbery Medal....................................$4.79
Sarah Plain...Tall Prog. Press CD
...........................$13.59
Seaman (IT) Karwoski.
List $8.95..........Our price........$7.95
Sign of the Beaver (PTSGNLI) Speare......$5.55
Sign of the Beaver Progeny Press CD.....$13.59
Silas Marner (M) Eliot...............................$2.50
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Literature for World and US History 1800-1865

Trail of Tears (GI) Bruchac......................$3.59
Train to Somewhere (I) Bunting.............$6.95
Tree in the Trail (L) The history of the Great
Plains and the Santa Fe Trail is told in text and
pictures by focusing on a cottonwood tree and the
events that happen around it. Illustrated........$9.95
Trouble for Lucy (T) Lucy’s puppy, Finn, gets
into trouble as Lucy’s family travels west
by wagon train in 1843
List $7.99.....Our Price...........$6.95

History

Literature for History 1865-Present

All of A Kind Family (N) Taylor.................................. $5.49
Almost Forever (I) Testa. Vietnam War....................... $4.95
Animal Farm (LGMN) Orwell..................................... $8.49
Basher Five-Two (N) Story of Bosnia.......................... $4.95
Big Wave, The (SP) Buck. Our price............................ $3.95
Blue Willow (SN) Gates. Newbery................................ $5.95
Brighty of the Grand Canyon (N) Henry.................... $4.95
Bully for You T. Roosevelt (GT) Fritz ......................... $4.79
Cay, The (IP) Taylor. ................................................... $5.95
Chicken Sunday (I) A touching story about religious and
race relationships........................................................... $6.95
Children of the Fire (I) Chicago fire............................ $4.95
Children of the Great Depression (IS) ....................... $9.95
Chocolate by Hershey (I) Our price............................. $7.95
Chosen, The (GSI) Potok.............................................. $6.95
Christy (SN) Marshall.................................................. .$6.95
Code Talker (I) Navajo WWII...................................... $6.95
Crucible, The (GSI) Miller........................................ $10.95
Day it Rained Forever ................................................ $4.79
Eric Liddell (LMG) Swift............................................. $5.95
E.Liddell,PureGold (N) McCasland............................ $11.95
Family of Poems (I) Kennedy.................................... .$15.95
First Flight: Wright Bros (GI) Level 4 Reader........... $3.50
God’s Smuggler (GSL) Our price.............................. .$11.95
Grapes of Wrath (GSI) Steinbeck............................ .$12.95
Heart of Darkness (PSGN) Conrad.............................. $1.50
Helen Keller (IS) by Davidson..................................... $4.95
Henry Reed, Inc. (IS) A summertime story.................. $5.95
Hiding Place (LMNPSG) T Boom............................... $6.95
Hiding Place Progeny Press CD .............................. $13.59
Humorous Stories & Sketches (N) Mark Twain. ........ $2.50
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson (IS)
Chinese emigration story............................................... $4.95
Johnstown Flood McCollough................................... $12.95
Katy (N) Notgross. A story of homeschooling.............. $7.50
Letters From Rifka (I) Jewish emigration................... $5.95
Letter to Mrs Roosevelt (SN) A story of the Great
Depression...................................................................... $4.95
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Uncle Tom’s Cabin (IPN) H B Stowe................................$5.49
U.Tom’s Cabin PPress CD..............................................$15.19
Up from Slavery (NS) Booker T. Washington...................$2.00
Where Do You Think You’re Going Christopher Columbus?
(I) Jean Fritz.
.............................$5.95
White Stallion (LG) Shub.
.............................$4.49
Year of the Horseless Carriage Foster. Gr 4-8 ................$8.49

Little Britches (IS) Ralph Moody.............................. .$11.95
Long Way to New Land (SP)....................................... $3.59
Long Way to New Land PP CD.................................. $9.59
Lost on a Mt in Maine (N) List $5.99...... Our price..... $4.95
Maniac Magee (SIP) Spinelli........................................ $5.95
Mailing May -(I) True story of the depression era....... $5.95
Man of the Family (S) Ralph Moody........................ $11.95
Misty of Chincoteague (SN) Newbery Honor.............. $4.95
Mudball (I) A legendary baseball story..... Our price..... $5.95
N. Mandela’s Favorite African Folktales (I)............ $13.95
Number the Stars (SP) Newbery Award. .................... $5.95
Number the Stars Progeny Press CD ...................... $13.59
Out of the Silent Planet (IP) Lewis.......................... $11.95
Pearl Harbor (I) A Level 4 reader................................ $3.49
Phantom Tollbooth (GSI) Juster.................................. $5.95
Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry (SP) Newbery............. $6.95
Roll of Thunder Progeny Press CD Gr 6-8............... $13.59
Ronald Reagan (DK Biography) (I)........................... $4.95
Safely Home (G) Alcorn. (Gr 9-12+).......................... $11.95
Seabird (GS) Holling C. Holling................................... $9.95
Star of Light (SM) St John. Gr 7+................................ $5.95
Story of the Samson (I) Titanic / Shakleton tale.......... $6.95
T. Roosevelt, American Original (T) Benge............... $7.95
Through the Looking Glass (IP) Carroll..................... $2.50
Twenty And Ten (IS) A Holocaust story...................... $4.95
To Kill a Mockingbird (PSGNI) Lee............................ $6.95
Wall, The (I) Vietnam Veterans Memorial.................... $8.49
Wilbur & Orville Wright (L) Stevenson. CoFA......... $4.95
Winged Watchman (S) A story of WWII.................. $11.95
Words By Heart - Sebestyen. 1940’s........................... $6.19
Wright Brothers: How They Invented the Airplane (N)
By Russell Freedman................................................... $11.95
Wrinkle in Time (IP) L’Engle...................................... $5.95
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Literature for History 1865-Present

History

Literature With a Science Theme
(Books recommended in A Child’s Geography by Ann
Voskamp are marked with the following symbol: (C)
Cloud Book, The (C) DePaola. Introduces readers to the 10
most common types of clouds, myths about them, and what
they can tell about coming weather.................................... $5.95
Hill of Fire (C) The eruption of Paricutin--the volcano in
Mexico that burst from a farmer’s field............................. $3.49
House is a House For Me, A (C) A rhyme about houses:
anthill, and a dog kennel, a corn husk and a pea pod......... $6.95
How To Dig a Hole to the Other Side of the World (C)
A child’s imaginary 8,000-mile journey thru the earth...... $5.95
Little Island (L) Caldecott Medal winner about an island.
Learn about the seasons, wildlife, and weather................. $5.95
Minn of the Mississippi The history of the Mississippi River
Valley is told through the adventures of Minn, a snapping turtle,
as she travels downstream. List $11.95........Our price.......... $9.95
On the Same Day in March: A Tour of the World’s Weather
(C) March is a dynamic time. On the same day that it’s icy cold in
the arctic, it’s foggy in Louisiana and sunny in Barbados.......$5.95
Tree is Nice, A (L) This Caldecott Award book. The blessing of a
tree: climb it, swing in it, take a nap under it, roll in it’s leaves....$5.95
Where Am I: the Story of Maps and Navigation (C) The story
of how people began to chart the world will take you on a journey
from Babylonia to Scandinavia, North America to China......... $8.95

A word about Required Reading lists. Many of us are using

literature-based unit studies with extensive “required reading” lists.
We’ve done some of the legwork for you, and have provided you with
an easy-to-use key in this catalog. Find your current curriculum below
and its matching icon, then search the book lists in this catalog for that
icon, and you’ll know that’s a book being used at some level in your
chosen curriculum. May this be a blessing to you!
Please note that all the literature in this catalog works with TruthQuest,
but we’ve singled out the TruthQuest Spine Books.
Five in A Row F
Illuminations I
Learning Language Arts
Thru Literature L
My Father’s World M
Notgrass History N

Progeny Press P
Sonlight Curriculum S
Tapesty of Grace G
Trail Guides to Learning T
TruthQuest spine books Q
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“Real” books about Science
Chronicles of Dinosauria Every legend is said to include some
grain of truth, and for years co-author Woetzel has sought to
separate fact from fiction as he explores mysteries related to
dinosaurs, mankind’s history, and the biblical time-line.
List $16.99..........Our Price..... ..$13.95
Dragons: Legends & Lore of Dinosaurs Takes you back to
the days of these amazing creatures. Read of thrilling historical
battles between dragons, and saints, and their ability to terrorize
medieval castles.
List $17.99...........Our Price....... $14.59
If Animals Could Talk: Creation Speaks for Itself A captivating
book. Study several species from every kind (land, water, air and
creeping) and learn how they were created specifically for the
habitat, climate, etc. in which they live. By the time you finish this
book you will be convinced that every living “critter” on this planet
was “fearfully and wonderfully made”..........................................$7.95
Look at the Evidence This is a daily devotional that gives the
reader the best evidence, from over 70 expert sources, to support
the Biblical account of Creation. List $11.95........Our price...$9.95
Stargazers Guide to the Night Sky Stargazing: an outdoor,
educational hobby to enjoy with friends or family. Regardless of
your circumstances and the economy, you will always be able to
marvel at the beauty of our night sky. List $34.99...Our price...$27.95
Ultimate Proof of Creation Dr. Lisle compiled many letters
from skeptics. Some present ridiculous arguments, which are
dissected and their fallacies explained. But, there are also
many educated skeptics who sent letters, and these are refuted
as well. Fabulous!
List $13.99............................ $10.95
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IEW Geography-Based Writing Lessons package
Are you doing geography this year? For a fully integrated study,
you can add Andrew Pudewa’s IEW Geography-Based Writing
Lessons. which is based on Beautiful Feet’s Geography Thru Lit.
Both guides are based on 4 of Holling C Holling’s classic stories:
Paddle to the Sea, Minn of the Mississippi, Seabird, and Tree
in the Trail. We aren’t allowed to discount Mr. Pudewa’s guide,
but to bless you, we’ve put together a complete package which
includes one IEW Geography-Based Writing Lesson guide, plus
all 4 Holling C. Holling books and the Beautiful Feet Geography
Thru Lit course at 25% off! List $79.75......... Our price....$64.56
BF Geography Thru Lit		 .......................................$11.95

Package Deals
Are you using a literature-based unit study?... We want
to bless you with additional savings when you purchase the
entire package on these 6 great literature-based programs.
25% off the retail price!
Notgrass Uncle Sam and You Pkg

Your Grade 5-8 student will receive credit in Social Studies (civics),
Language Arts, and Bible. We are not allowed to discount these
courses; however, if you purchase a complete package, including
the literature, we offer deep discounts (25% off) on the literature!
Plus, it qualifies for FREE SHIPPING! For more information
on this curriculum, see page 40. The package includes one set
of Uncle Sam and You (2 text books, Citizen handbook, Answer
Key) plus 8 titles: Lincoln - A Photobiography, A Letter to Mrs.
Roosevelt, Brighty of the Grand Canyon, Basher Five-Two, Misty
of Chincoteague, The Long Winter, The Wright Brothers - How
they Invented the Airplane, and Lost On a Mountain in Maine.
Uncle Sam and You Package List $153.79...... Our price. $137.83
A Child’s Geography, Vol 1, Explore His
Earth - By Ann Voskamp.
If you want to turn your Child’s Geography
(which does stand alone) into a complete
literature-based curriculum that includes
geography, history, and language arts, then
we’ve put together a Child’s Geography
complete package which includes Ann Voskamp’s guide plus 12
books that she recommends to round out your study. Just add math
for a solid literature-based year...all at 25% off - plus this package
qualifies for FREE SHIPPING! See page 23 for more details. The
package includes these titles:
A Child’s Geography Vol 1 Explore His Earth, The Cloud Book,
A House is a House For Me, How to Make an Apple Pie, The
Ocean Book, On the Same Day in March, The Weather Book, The
Geology Book, How to Dig a Hole to the Other Side of the World,
Hill of Fire, Where Am I (The Story of Maps and Navigation),
and Around the World in 80 Days
Child’s Geography Package List $135.76...... Our price. $101.82
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Other Notgrass Packages
If you do everything offered in these programs, your student will
receive credit in Social Studies (history), Language Arts, and
Bible. We are not allowed to discount these courses; however,
if you purchase a complete package, including the literature, we
offer deep discounts 25% off on the literature! Plus, they qualify
for FREE SHIPPING! See page 25 for more detail. Check our
website for literature lists.
America the Beautiful Package (Includes curriculum set and 10
novels - see photo below of lit)
List $158.92...... Our price..$151.95
Exploring World History Package (Includes curriculum set, quiz
pack, and 10 novels)
List $203.17...... Our price. $178.95
Exploring America Package (Includes curriculum set, test pack,
and 13 novels)
List $174.37...... Our price. $156.95
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Critical Thinking, World View
Philosophy Adventure
New!
What better way to integrate subjects than to
‘glue them together’ with a study in philosophy?
Philosphy Adventure is offered in a warm style.
Philosophy is studied in historical context and
applied as a creative writing curriculum. It’s
truly a fantastic course with several flexible
options. This course equals a half credit in
history, a credit in language arts, and a half credit
in logic. I love this course! Below are the ‘print’ prices, but there are
digital options available (please see our website for more info). The
set includes the reader, workbook, and teacher materials.
Philosophy Adventure Set		
.......................................$89.95

New!

I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist
All worldviews, including atheism, require faith.
Christianity requires the least faith of all because it is the
most reasonable. In a logical, engaging style, the authors
lay out the evidence that God exists, and that the Bible is
reliable. Coupled with Apologia’s high school apologetics
curriculum students based on the best-selling book, this
study will prepare teens to effectively defend their Christian faith.
I Don’t Have Enough Faith Text
List $17.99........ Our price....$13.95
I Don’t Have Enough Faith Workbook
List $33.00........ Our price....$26.49

New!

What We Believe Series
Apologia Press. Imagine, a student-directed worldview
curriculum for kids ages 6-14. What a brilliant idea!
Designed to teach the essentials of Christian faith, I
think it’s perfect for kids of slightly older age (say 8-14).
Though my 6 year old enjoyed the stories, he wasn’t
able to do many of the activities. The series encourages
journaling.
Who is God? Text
List $39............. Our price....$27.95
Who is God? Journal
List $24............. Our price....$17.95
Who Am I? Text
List $39............. Our price....$27.95
Who Am I? Journal
List $24............. Our price....$17.95
Who is My Neighbor? Text List $39............. Our price....$27.95
Who is My Neighbor? Journal
List $24............. Our price....$17.95
What On Earth Can I Do? Text
List $39............. Our price....$27.95
What On Earth Can I Do? Journal
List $24............. Our price....$17.95
Ultimate Proof of Creation
This defense for creation is conclusive, and has no true
rebuttal. It is an irrefutable argument—an “ultimate
proof” of the Christian worldview. A guide to defending
the Christian faith with a mini-course in logic, here is a
perfect and practical application for your student’s studies
in logic, presented in Art of Argument and Fallacy
Detective. When your student says, “Why do I have to
study logic,” you can hand your student this book and say, “Here’s
the reason why!” (Gr 9-adult)
Ultimate Proof of Creation List $13.99........ Our price....$11.19
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The Art of Argument
Have you ever looked longingly at all those
intriguing logic courses out there, recognizing
the need for your kids to be equipped to logically
defend their faith, their standards, and their
decisions? If so, then you’ll want to check out
these books. My 8th and 10th graders did The Art
of Argument this year and enjoyed it. (My 10th
grade son said it was the only school he ever had
that he actually enjoyed!) It introduces 28 fallacies in a humorous
format, using the character of Socrates, actual current news features,
and 60 ridiculous advertisements to help your kids recognize bad
logic. Writing/thinking exercises are presented throughout the book.
Full of great illustrations (for our visual learners), clear explanations,
and relevance, this book is a gold mine! Best of all, it’s written from
a biblical perspective. It contains an answer key as well as quizzes.
Art of Argument
List $21.95........ Our price....$17.55
Art of Argument DVD video List $54.95........ Our price....$45.95
Art of Argument Teacher List $24.95........ Our price....$19.95
The Fallacy Detective, Thirty-Six Lessons on
How to Recognize Bad Reasoning
Each lesson contains an explanation of a fallacy
presented in a conversational style. This is followed by
exercises where a sample statement is presented, and
the student identifies the fallacy. Answer key included.
I worked through this book with my 4th, 7th, 9th, and
11th graders. We did it as a “read-aloud.”
List $22.00....... Our price....$18.95
The Thinking Toolbox
Like its predecessor, is an introduction in logic and
reasoning skills. Learn about the scientific method,
brainstorming, and even how to present an argument.
The subtitle of this book is 35 Lessons That Will
Build Your Reasoning Skills.
List $22.00........ Our price....$18.95

(We enjoyed doing both of these books as read alouds. They work well with the Art of
Argument as well. For more information on these titles, please check our web site.)

Thinking Like A Christian
This 11-week course (with daily assignments) is
part Bible study, part logic, and part study of world
philosophies and the sciences. My 10th-grade son
was captivated by the compelling logic in this
book! There is also a teaching guide/and DVD
available to complete this course. I didn’t use
the guide/DVD, since I was using this course to
supplement our social studies rather than as a full course; however,
I’ve had other moms tell me I was nuts not to have utilized all the
components of this package.
Thinking Like a Christian List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
TLC Teacher
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.99
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Civics, Politics, Economics

New!

Notgrass Uncle Sam & You
I love this! Uncle Sam & You is a civics curriculum - but it’s so
well-done, thorough, easy-to-use...and interesting! The Uncle Sam
& You 4-piece curriculum comes with 2 hardcover textbooks , an
answer key, and a source document book. It covers one year of
social studies (civics and history), plus language arts (literature,
creative writing) and Bible. There is no teacher prep required.
Your student turns to lesson one and reads the interesting text - a
unique blend of story and teaching text illustrated with beautiful
color and vintage photos. At the end of the lesson will be several
assignments, including a Bible assignment (verse copywork,
discussion of an applicable biblical principle, or a notebooking
assignment), vocabulary work, a literature assignment (reading
a selection from the source document book called The Citizen’s
Handbook or from one of 8 recommended novels), a creative
writing assignment, a research project (very simple ones), and
art work (creating a photo journal or hand-drawn journal). Also
available: optional consumable workbooks (the Student Workbook
for grades 5-6 or the Lesson Review for grades 7-8). We are not
allowed to discount Notgrass curriculum.
Uncle Sam and You Curriculum .......................................$89.95
US & You Student Workbook
.......................................$11.95
US & You Lesson Review		
.........................................$9.95
US & You Package Deal (Includes all 8 novels at 25% off plus
the Uncle Sam & You 4-pc Curriculum AND free shipping.
See pg 38 for more details.) List $153.79...... Our price. $137.83
Exploring Government
(Notgrass Publishing) is a
wonderful one-semester high
school course that covers
Federal, state, and local
government and contemporary
issues in government. Special
emphasis is placed on the
Biblical basis for government
and on the U.S. Constitution. “Our purpose in Exploring
Government is to educate, to inspire, and sometimes to warn you
concerning the governments of the United States, the individual
states, and our local communities.” I am SO impressed with this
course! We are not allowed to discount these books.
Exploring Government 2-book set.....................................$49.95
Exploring Government Quiz and Exam pack....................$14.95
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A Noble Experiment, The History and Nature of the
American Government
I believe most homeschoolers dream of
making a difference in today’s society,
restoring our freedoms and righting
wrongs. We are also aware that this will
never happen unless our students are
well versed in philosophy - in particular,
the Bible and the philosophies of our
founding fathers.
That being said, we found a wonderful
new self-directed program that will
teach your students government and
civics in a thorough, but easy-to-implement
format. A Noble Experiment is a one semester
high school course that meets and exceeds all
the national standards for high school civics
and government. The set comes with 5 DVD’s,
a teacher’s CD, and a wonderful student activity book. Civics is
presented from a Christian worldview. Largely, the DVD’s involve
listening to lectures; however, Mr. Spickler is clear and easy to listen
to. This program is designed to be self-directed.
A Noble Experiment student activity book is marvelous and
walks the student through 48 lessons. Twenty-four of those lessons
utilize the accompanying DVD’s. The other lessons involve reading
source documents, taking quizzes, and other activities. Everything
your student needs is contained in the activity book, including
original source documents, notebook pages, lesson plan, tests and
quizzes, and project ideas.
Your student will learn how to (for example) register to vote,
start a small business, get a marriage license, or even how to run for
a local government position. A Noble Experiment teacher’s CD
includes a syllabus, the answer key, a gradebook (printable), and
even a complete transcript of the DVD’s with important information
highlighted. Check our website for more details on this program!
A Noble Experiment Complete
List $99.98........ Our price....$79.95
A Noble Experiment Workbook only
List $19.99........ Our price....$17.95
A Noble Experiment DVD’s only
List $79.99........ Our price....$69.95
Revolution
A fun civics project for secondary students,
based on the birth of our nation. Your student
is led step-by-step through creating his own
country and presidential candidate, declaring
his independence, designing a flag and money,
and writing and amending a constitution – and
more! Fun, easy, and educational! All the prep
work has been done for you! This is truly a
homeschool-friendly book. Your student will learn more about the
Revolution and our Constitution than you ever thought possible.
Revolution Lesson plan included .......................................$12.95
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Civics, Politics, Economics
Micro Business for Teens
I love this course! Micro Business for Teens is
for homeschooled teens who want to take the
ideas, talents, and ‘whatever they have in their
hands,’ and use them to make money. Learn how
to easily start a home-based business with little
risk - all while learning a lot AND earning money.
Not only for brilliant kids with lots of start-up capital, but also for
typical teens who feel they have little to offer and are desparate for
income. Starting a Micro Business helps the student brainstorm,
evaluate, and apply their business ideas. Running a Micro Business
is a mini course in sales and marketing. Micro Business for Teens
is the consumable workbook that ties it all together.
Micro Business for Teens (3 books)
List $32.85........ Our price....$26.29
Micro Business for Teens extra workbook
List $14.95........ Our price....$12.70
Exploring Economics
From Notgrass is a one-semester high school
course that is written from a perspective of faith
in God and trust in His Word, surveys Biblical
teachings on money, provides an overview of
the economic history of the United States, gives
a clear explanation of terms and concepts used in economics, and
puts our participation in the national and world economies on a
personal level. In a time when economic activity is challenging
classic definitions, Exploring Economics reasserts the importance
of the free market system and enables students to take part in the
economy with knowledge and faith.
Exploring Economic 2-book set .......................................$49.95
Money Matters For Teens
Adapted from materials by Larry Burkett. “If you
don’t have plans for how to spend your money,
plenty of others are willing to spend it for you.
Advertisers. Credit card companies. Fast food
restaurants. Clothing stores. If you don’t want
others to keep spending all of your money for
you, it’s time you read this book.” A biblical
guide for teens.
List $12.99....... .Our price....$10.39
Money Matters for Teens Workbooks
If you are looking for a workbook, written from a biblical
perspective, that teaches your teens how to tithe, balance
a check book, figure taxes, and much more, then this
workbook is for you.
Please specify age level when ordering.
Money Matters Ages 11-14
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.95
Money Matters Ages 15-18
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.95
Money Matters Kids
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
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Uncle Eric Books and Bluestocking Guides
Political philosophy? Economics? How does one drive the other?
I can tell you that these are thought-provoking. They’re a little
inflammatory (in a good way). If you want to put together a civics
or economics course for your kids that will cause them
to think and question the status quo, you would do well
to add some of these titles. My son, Chris, loved the one
he did (Penny Candy). In particular, I enjoyed Are You
Liberal, Conservative, Confused. My husband’s favorite
is Capitalism for Kids. For more information and titles
please check our website!
The Money Mystery		
..........................$8.79
Bluestocking Guide:
Solving the Money Mystery		
..........................$7.19
Capitalism for Kids: Be Your Own Boss............$11.95
Common Sense Business for Kids
List $8.95..........Our price..............$6.95
Personal, Career, and
Financial Security		
........................$11.95
Guide: Building a Personal
Model for Success 		
..........................$8.79
Whatever Happened to Justice ........................$14.39
Bluestocking Guide: Justice		
........................$12.79
Are You Liberal? Conservative? Confused?.....$10.39
Bluestocking Guide: Political Philosophies.......$10.39
Ancient Rome: How it Affects You Today...........$8.79
Bluestocking Guide: Ancient Rome.....................$7.95
Whatever Happened to Penny Candy...............$11.95
Bluestocking Guide to Economics .....................$13.55
Uncle Eric Bundles!
You know that we are homeschooling right alongside you and
are always looking for ways to help you cut the costs of your
homeschool curriculum. With that in mind, we are offering 3
Uncle Eric Bundles - each one at 25% off list price!
Uncle Eric Economics/Entrepreneurship Bundle
This bundle is appropriate for Jr High and High School students.
It includes these 4 titles: Whatever Happened to Penny Candy,
Bluestocking Guide to Economics, Common Sense Business
for Kids, and Capitalism for Kids.
List $55.80.....Our price.....$41.85
Uncle Eric High School Economics Bundle
Includes these 7 titles: Clipper Ship Strategy, Applying the
Clipper Ship Strategy, Money Mystery, Solving the Money
Mystery, Whatever Happened to Penny Candy, Bluestocking
Guide to Economics, and Economics: A Free Market Reader.
List $98.65.....Our price.....$73.95
Uncle Eric High School Civics Bundle
Includes these titles: Whatever Happened to Penny Candy,
Bluestocking Guide to Economics, Whatever Happened to Justice,
Bluestocking Guide to Justice, Are You Liberal? Conservative?
Confused?, Bluestocking Guide: Political Philosophies, Ancient
Rome: How It Affects You Today, and Bluestocking Guide:
Ancient Rome.
List $112.60.....Our price.... $84.45
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Garlic Press Straight Forward Math
I first heard about these wonderful skill-specific math books from
a friend who happens to be a special-education consultant. She
said these books were designed for kids with learning challenges,
so she recommends this series to clients. However, I haven’t
found anywhere in their literature or on their website where this
is mentioned. I’m just telling you so that you are aware that you
might find these books helpful if you are remediating your student.
In the meantime, they are great supplements for any student who
happens to get “stuck” somewhere along the way. Because they
are skill-specific, rather than grade-specific, you can easily place
your student exactly where he needs to be.

Straight Forward Addition List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Straight Forward Subtraction
List $5.95.............. Our price.......$4.95
Straight Forward Advanced Subtraction ..........................$4.95
Straight Forward Multiplication
List $5.95......... Our price......$4.95
Straight Forward Advanced Multiplication.......................$4.95
Straight Forward Division List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Straight Forward Advanced Division ...............................$4.95
Straight Forward Advanced Fractions...............................$4.95
Straight Forward Percent List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Straight ForwardWord Problems 1
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Straight Forward Pre-Algebra 1
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
Straight Forward Pre-Geometry 1
List $5.95.......... Our price......$4.95
More titles and levels available. See our website for more info.
7 Ate 9
A really fun math game that reinforces adding
and subtracting with positive and negative
numbers. Though it’s reinforcing algebra
principles, my 7 year old enjoys this game and is a whiz at it! A player plays a card that
features a number, as well as a math problem.
As quickly as possible, anyone with the answer can play their
card. It’s a really fast and competitive game. For example, if
I play a 2 with a + or - 3, the answer will be either a 5 or a -1.
Since the cards only number 1-10, here is where the math comes
in. If you end up with a negative number, you automatically add
10, so the alternate answer is 9 (2-3+10=9). You must come up
with these answers lightning quick (my kids - even my 7 year
old - beat me all the time) and play your answer cards with all
speed. Lots of fun and laughter for all ages. It’s a family favorite!
List $9.99 ........Our price....$8.49
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Key To…
When it comes to higher math, if either you or your
student lack confidence, then this curriculum may be
your answer. These consumable work booklets are so
well laid out and easy to understand, he’ll finally be
able to say, “I got it!” Simple explanations with lots of
examples, and a handful of well-designed problems on each page.
Answer keys demonstrate, step-by-step, how to do the problems.
Key to Algebra Complete (10 workbooks + keys)............$43.95
Key to Algebra includes 10 workbooks only. ....................$29.95
Key to Geometry complete (8 workbooks + 4 keys).........$49.95
Key to Geometry includes 8 workbooks only.....................$32.95
More titles and available. See our website for more info.
Pizza Fraction Fun Game
Your kids will enjoy this set which can serve both
as games (7 different variations included!) or
as realistic fraction manipulatives. I’ve used
these gorgeously photographed, cardboard
pizzas again and again as my 6th-grade
daughter has struggled to master fractions.
The pizzas are all double-sided, with pizzas
printed on both sides. Pizzas are “sliced” into
1/16ths, 1/12ths, 1/10ths, 1/8ths, 1/6ths, 1/4ths,
1/3rds, and 1/2s. Your student can play games
that will teach adding and subtracting fractions, equivalent
fractions, and more. Some of the games encourage the kids to use
complicated fractions, so you can play these games with students
that are just learning, as well as older students who are learning
more advanced fractions.
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.99
Math U See Stewardship
I admit that Math U See has been my favorite math
program for the last 13 years. Stewardship is a one-year
personal finance course. It is by far the best personal
finance course I’ve found. Stewardship teaches your
kids all they need to know to handle money in the real
world. It contains all the typical lessons on balancing
a checkbook and paying taxes...but it goes further. It
teaches your student so many practical real-life skills.
For example, how do you calculate the amount of
grass seed you’ll need to cover your lawn? Yards of concrete for a
new sidewalk? Gas mileage for a car? Insurance plans? And the real
kicker: how do you compare cell phone plans?
What makes this course even better is that it ties all of the lessons
in with the Bible. Because, Jesus talke about money almost more
than any other subject; and, money has the power to corrupt or to
bless, to destroy a marriage or a life or to enhance a marriage or a
life, depending on how much a person loves or subjugates the love
of money. The way someone stewards money is directly related to
their Christian character. I love this high school math program! The
instruction pack comes with a DVD, teacher’s book, and devotional.
The student kit comes with a workbook and test book.
Math U See Stewardship Instruction Pack...........................$55
Math U See Stewardship Student Kit ...................................$25
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Multi-Level Teaching? Yes, You Can!
Picture a one-room schoolhouse, multiple children of many different levels, busily learning with a single teacher at the front of the
classroom. Sounds like “Little House on the Prairie.” How did they do it back in the day? My father in law attended a one-room school
when he was growing up...and he is well-educated, intelligent, and successful. Is it possible to successfully teach a houseful of kids?
You already know the answer. Of course it is!
Here’s a little background on my own homeschool. The most kids I ever had in our homeschool was six (in grades K through 12)
plus two preschoolers. Those six are already graduated and have moved on to lead successful, productive lives. Three of them have
graduated with degrees and two are entrepreneurs. And I - their mother - still have most of my hair and some of my sanity.
I’m not going to lie to you. It’s challenging. It can be exhausting. It can be downright hard. But, you already knew that..
Encouragement First
Going into it, try to remember that it’s only a season. It may last several years or a decade or more, but it’s just a season. Believe me,
it will be so worth it! Also, remember that God will be faithful to you, making up any deficit. I remember the years where we skipped
days because I had new babies, sleepless nights, and illness. I remember seldom getting full days completed...just too much going on.
I remember blowing off projects, experiments, and all kinds of curricular “extras” because there just wasn’t time or energy. Yet, my
kids still graduated...then graduated from college...and succeeded. I believe that even the sloppiest of homeschool years (assuming that
mom is trying, and it’s not due to laziness but to circumstances) is better than public school. That was blunt. I know. But I believe it,
because I’ve lived it. Last encouragement is that the hardships of those years ARE building amazing character in you and your kids.
Life isn’t supposed to be easy. Hardship grows us. With hindsight, I can say, it has been very, very good!
Some How-To’s
• The obvious first suggestion I have is to use curriculum designed for multi-level homeschools. This is
particularly easy with history, science, and language arts. Add individual levels of math, and you’re all set. This
catalog is full of great multi-level programs. One of my favorites is Mystery of History. The year that I had 6
kids (K-12), they all learned from this book, which provided activities for younger, middle, and older students.
Many of the science programs in this magalog can be used multi-level for K-6 or 7-12, which may necessitate
one science for your younger students and another science for your older. You are also free to NOT follow
the grade recommendations. For example, Apologia recommends General Science in 7th grade. I waited until
my dyslexic son was in 9th grade, then had him and his 7th grade sister do it together. Every program in this
catalog is flexible in this way.
• For your child’s “alone” subjects (like grade-specific math), look for ones that can be self-taught. For
example, I use Math-U-See, because my kids don’t need my input and can do it themselves. Easy Grammar,
Wordly Wise, and Apples Spelling Drills, for example, all lend themselves well to individualized work without
much input from Mom.
• During the years I homeschooled with a child with learning challenges (2 of my sons had dyslexia/vision problems), I tended to
teach to the challenged child. In other words, I took more of the burden of teaching, reading aloud, etc. This did not hinder, hamper, nor
stunt my other students. Much of my day and curriculum revolved around the challenged student...and the end result was just fine. The
other kids rose to the challenge, learned to deal with things themselves, and grew even
“It is good for a man that he bear the stronger. The challenged student benefited greatly by the one-on-one. Again, many of
the multi-level curriculum available caters well to this idea. Do not feel guilty over
yoke in his youth.” ~Lam. 3:27
this dynamic. God planned your family perfectly and they’ll all be just fine in the end.
• Don’t bother with preschool lessons. Your preschoolers don’t need them. Your one-room schoolhouse will be all the preschool
lessons they’ll need. Honestly! Preschool lessons are so time-consuming and add absolutely nothing to your child’s future.
• Don’t be concerned that all the distraction is ruining your older students’ education. Not at all! It’s actually enhancing it! Your older
students are learning real-life skills: how to deal gently with distractions, to see interruptions as sovereign interventions from God.
Your kids will learn to value people (like little siblings) over work and projects. And your kids will grow up more patient and creative
than you. The photo at the right shows my daughter practicing piano while surrounded by little nephews....
• Don’t neglect the projects and labs suggested in the curriculum. These are what make your school come alive. It’s tempting to
drop these when you have so much that needs to be accomplished. My suggestion is to not feel badly about setting aside many of the
projects...but not all of them. Surprise your kids as often as you can with a fun project, but don’t feel ashamed of ignoring the rest.
• Embrace the reality that your school schedule, for a season, may need to include non-traditional times in order to fit everyone in.
You may have to do some school in the evening and even after little ones go to bed at night, or on the weekends, and definitely during
nap times. There was a 2 year period where I literally did school on and off all day from 8 in the morning until 11:00 at night, doing
school throughout the day with my younger students, then helping my college-at-home students after the little ones went to bed. It was
only a season. Grueling, yes, but looking back, I can say I am SO glad we made the sacrifice.
• Incorporate lots of housework and chores into your curriculum. In other words, about mid-morning I’ll tell the kids, “Time for
home ec! Everyone pick a chore!” Then we spend the next 15 minutes or so doing some kind of clean up, or meal prep, or organization
project. Sometimes I take pictures (for portfolios). We laugh, and sing, and work together. It’s actually become a favorite part of our
homeschool...and it helps me to keep up with the housework.
Dear friend, I concur with you that teaching several levels will be one of the hardest things you’ve done, but believe me when I
say you’re going to make it...and your kids will succeed. Don’t give up! Persevere through this season. God promises to keep you and
strengthen you! Much love to you as you homeschool your precious treasures.
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The Homeschool Housewife Gets Some Sleep…NOT!
(c) 2009 by Susan Kemmerer. From the book, Homeschool Supermom…NOT!
If you are one of those blessed women who are able to sleep through the night with nary a break in your
restful repose, feel free to skip this article. This is addressed to those poor brave souls (I count myself
among them) who are awakened night after night, several times a night. We sleep in fits and starts,
suffering from sleeplessness, but not by choice. We often walk about in a fog, cobwebs collecting in the
corners of our brains. We often act silly, incoherent. Our brains, our bodies, our being, crave sleep—
unbroken sleep. Amen. I can probably count on two hands the number of nights I have slept all the way
through the night, unbroken, in the last 23 years (which marks the advent of my childbearing years).
Yet, we have to be mentally and emotionally competent to deal with the education of our children!
Lord, help us!
When my first son was born, I was in for a terrible shock. Did you know babies don’t sleep
through the night? This may sound incredibly naive, but I didn’t know that. My son only slept about
three hours his first night home, bless his heart. I thought something was wrong with him. I called the
doctor first thing in the morning and told him that the baby was up all night. The doctor said, “And,
you called because....” Oh, boy.
I didn’t take it very well the first year. Thank God I wasn’t homeschooling anyone then. The
first thing I did each morning was serve my husband a litany for breakfast of exactly how many times
the baby woke and how long he stayed awake. Complain, complain, complain, ad nauseam. I was
sincerely exhausted, which in turn contributed to my grumpiness and chronic complaints. After two
years of this struggle, son number two was born. Here we go again. The difference was that I was sick and
tired of always being sick and tired. I decided to force myself to go through one day without once complaining about anything sleep-related.
I also would not allow myself to act grumpy. Surprisingly, I carried it off rather well, and I liked myself a lot better at the end of the day. You
see, God was teaching me something. His Word says He has given me a garment of praise in place of a spirit of heaviness (Isaiah 61:3).
As the years progressed and our number of children increased, the problem continued. I had improved my outer attitude, but my
inner heart was focused on sleep. I was determined to get the sleep I needed. I’d let my children cry for an hour or longer to force them to sleep
through the night. We disciplined them. I nursed them. I didn’t nurse them. We gave them snuggle toys and lullaby tapes, and scripture tapes.
We prayed over them. We rocked them. Dale took his turn. We put them in beds together. We put them in separate beds. We put them in our
bed. We did everything humanly possible to induce unbroken sleep, but it is the nature of babies to wake up. It is the nature of toddlers to wake
up occasionally. It is the nature of young children to have to go potty in the middle of the night. It is the nature of kids to have nightmares. It
is the nature of little ones to want their mommy and daddy when it is dark. But what about me and my needs?
At long last I reached a season where all of my nine children slept through the night most of the time, but lo and behold, I began to
struggle with insomnia. I don’t know if it was hormone-induced, stress-induced, or just plain age—but lack of sleep remained a problem! I
pleaded with God, “What about me?! I need sleep!” Well, I’m learning not to ask God for His opinion unless I really want it. First of all, where
in God’s Word does it say that we need seven or eight hours of sleep? That is something we are told by science and health professionals: “In
order for you to stay in optimum health and to retain full mental capacities, your body needs 7-8 hours of sleep per night.” However, God’s
Word does not reflect current research findings. God’s Word says, “Come to me all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest”
(Matthew 11:28-30). And: “My presence will go with you, and I will give you rest” (Exodus 33:14). Still, God’s idea of rest (for three hours
in a night) wasn’t exactly my idea of rest! You see, I had made my need for sleep into an idol. I needed it. I wanted it. I craved it. I couldn’t
be happy without it. I couldn’t do God’s will without it, because I was too tired. Sleeplessness became my justification for all my character
imperfections. The truth is there are two opposing realities: our circumstance and God’s Word. The way we walk will be determined by where
we choose to place our faith, hope, and focus (Philippians 4:8-9; Isaiah 30:15-16). I can choose to focus on the reality of my sleep deprivation
and allow the reality of my fatigue to define me, while ignoring the reality of God’s strength and grace, or I can choose to focus on the reality
of God’s abundant strength that is lavished on His children, and relegate fatigue to the background. God’s strength should define me rather
than my weakness—and then God is glorified.
I also learned that being tired is not necessarily synonymous with being grouchy. It is possible to be physically tired, yet to still be
in a good mood. The Bible doesn’t say “the fruit of a good night’s sleep is love, joy, peace...patience.” The Bible doesn’t make exceptions:
“The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace...patience—unless, of course, you are a mother with a non-sleeping child or a menopausal woman,
in which case this Scripture does not apply.” As you know, the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace..patience (Galatians 5:22-23), regardless
of our circumstance. God is also teaching me that He gives me all that I need, for He is Jehovah Jireh (Genesis 22:14; Philippians 4:19). If He
hasn’t given it to me, then I don’t need it (unless I’ve convinced myself that I do need it). If I really need it (not just my perception of need), He
will give it to me. And if I truly believe that, I’ll live my days accordingly. God is showing me that I am supposed to rely on His strength. The
weaker I am, the stronger He promises to be (2 Corinthians 12:9-10) After all, hasn’t He chosen the weak things of this world (like moms who
haven’t gotten a full night sleep in 365 days X 20 years = 7,300 days) to confound the wise? “How do you do it?” the ‘wise’ exclaim. “Easy,”
I reply. “Let the weak say ‘I am strong...
in the strength of the Lord’” (Joel 3:10,16). This is not a reflection of my ‘holiness’
and competency, but rather a reflection of His mercy and grace. If I wait on Him, He
will give me the strength I need to get victoriously through my day (Isaiah 40:31),
u,
and He is glorified. It’s not like God is deliberately making life rough. Life is rough.
“My presence will go with yo
”
t...
But God teaches us how to live victoriously within the parameters of a fallen world.
res
u
yo
e
giv
and I will
He teaches us minute- by-homeschool-minute, disappointment-by-disappointment,
~Exodus 33:14
night-by-sleepless-night, that all we really need is Him.
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As homeschoolers, it’s entirely up to you when to take a day
off or when to do school. Consider, for example, when a child
is sick. Do you give them a sick day or not? Here is my suggestion:
practice compassion when your little one is incapacitated, but push
them a little if their sickness is only uncomfortable. In ‘the real
world’ we seldom get to take off. Moms never get a day off. Here’s
one more real-life skill you
can pass on to your child while
you homeschool - to lean on
Jesus when they’re feeling
weak, and to work diligently
and cheerfully even when it’s
uncomfortable, because God is
faithful to meet them. Here is
Becca doing a science project
while she was sick.

A tip..

One Year Devotionals
My 3 youngest are using these and they all enjoy
them, including my 9-yr-old reluctant reader. Each
devotional includes 365 daily readings with scripture
and application questions or conversation starters.
The Book of Hope (by Nancy Guthrie) is for those
who are strugglin with loss or discouragement or
lack of hope. Dinner Table Devos (by Nancy Guthrie) are intended
as discussion starters for all ages. Devos for Boys/Girls are put out
by the Children’s Bible Hour.
Book of Hope
List $14.99........ Our price....$12.95
Devos for Boys
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.95
Devos for Girls
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.95
Devos for Teens
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.95
Dinner Table Devos
List $14.99........ Our price....$12.95
Growing Up Christian
I know what it’s like to live a Godless life. Not so for my
husband and children. They’ve been raised in Christian
families and don’t recall a time when they didn’t love
Jesus. Of course they’ve made personal decisions for
Christ, but their lives have always been “about Him.”
They’ve never experienced sin the way I have...at least
that’s what they may think. And that’s exactly what
this book addresses. Your child IS a sinner of the vilest kind and in
desperate need of a Savior. This book will help your teens to truly
understand their most desperate need. Free lesson plan included
with purchase.
List $14.99....... .Our price....$12.75
Our Favorite Books/Devotionals... These titles have blessed us
tremendously! We’ve used them as devotionals or to enhance our
devotions. Be blessed!
Defiant Grace
My favorite book in 2012! When God-in-the-flesh showed
up in Palestine, the religious PhDs rejected him and the social
outcasts flocked to him. Why? Because the open welcome of
divine grace that Jesus offered is not predictable. Such surprises
confound our law-marinated hearts. This good news is defiant.
Exult in the scandalous mercy Jesus loves to pour out on needy
sinners--like you and me.
List $11.99...... Our price......$9.95
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A Gospel Primer
One of the best books I’ve ever read! Mom, take time and
feast on this amazing little book during your devotions. A
great basic theology for your teens as well. Written in beautiful
prose, with applicable scriptures footnoted in full at the bottom
of each page.
List $10.95.....Our price.....$8.79
Just Do Something
(Subtitle: Or How to Make a Decision Without Dreams,
Visions, Fleeces, Impressions, Open Doors, Random Bible
Verses, Casting Lots, Liver Shivers, Writing in the Sky, Etc.)
My husband chose this as one of his books of the year during
his 2 years of unemployment. Too often God’s people tinker
around, worrying that they haven’t found God’s perfect will
for their lives. Or—even worse—they do absolutely nothing, stuck
in a frustrated state of paralyzed indecision, waiting . . .for clear,
unmistakable direction. But God has already revealed his plan for
our lives.
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
Crazy Busy
One of my husband’s picks for 2013. I’m too busy. We’ve New!
all said it. Sometimes being busy seems like the theme of
our lives. Yet this frenetic pace poses a serious threat to our
physical, social, and even spiritual well-being. Subtitled A
Mercifully Short Book About a Really Big Problem , author
DeYoung helps us figure out how to strike well-reasoned
balance between doing nothing and doing everything. With
his usual warmth, humor, and honesty, DeYoung offers up
the restful cure we’ve all been too busy to find.
List $11.99........ Our price......$9.95
One Thousand Gifts - Voskamp.
My daughter chose this as her favorite book. Written in a
unique prose style, it draws heartbreaking beauty out of the
simplest of details - learning the joy of thanksgiving even
when it is painful. Even more beautiful is seeing my daughter
applying these principles in her own life.
List $16.99........ Our price....$13.95
A Praying Life
Another favorite book! Or entire church studied this book
together as a congregation. I’ve always struggled to develop
a meaningful prayer life. How encouraging to hear a prayer
warrior confess that he can’t pray for 3 minutes without his
mind wandering! You mean I’m normal?? Real help from a
person who transparently shares his struggles.
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.99
Delighting in the Trinity - by Michael Reeves.
New!
One of my favorites for 2013, this is a basic doctrine study,
deeply theological yet funny. Reeves demonstrates how the
trinity-ness of God is absolutely essential to God and from
which all the goodness of God stems. Using reason/logic, and
humor, Reeves shows how without this essential component,
God would not be God. One more proof that Christ is the only
way. Highly recommended!
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.99
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Growing Up Super Average
This is my daughter’s favorite devotional.
She’s going through it for the 2nd time. Since
introducing Average Boy to the Clubhouse
readers in June 2003, the monthly humor column
has quickly become the most popular part of the
magazine. A host of topics important to tweens
is covered, such as making and maintaining
friends, sibling relationships, making and
handling money, media discernment, anger,
getting along with parents, etc. Each chapter
includes: A Humorous Story, Above Average Advice, Did You
Know, and God’s Guide devotional application. I’ll let my daughter
speak for herself: “Growing up Super Average is a fun bible study
for kids. I am reading it with my brother right now and it is really
encouraging. Every chapter has a funny story, a “did you know”
fact, a bible study at the end (that goes along with the story) a “Gods
Guide, and a question. They are hilarious stories and really helpful
studies. I think any kid would love this and be moved by it. I love
the stories especially! They are so much fun and they are actually
written by a comedian! I like the one chapter about siblings; it
tells you ways that you could do stuff together and how to do them
without fighting, and they put the lesson into a comical story. I think
it really helps me (especially because I have 8 other siblings) so I
hope that I can learn more from the book and I hope you will like
it! :D” Need I say more? Appropriate for “tweeners.” Softcover.
List $9.99.......... Our Price......$8.95
‘Walking In’ Series - Notgrass.
These are my favorite Bible
studies for kids. Each book in
this series (for ages 7-12+) is
full of puzzles and activities
that encourage your kids to dig
deeply into God’s Word and
apply it. What I like: These are
self directed. My 12 year old daughter claimed them immediately,
and has been doing them nightly on her own. I have never seen
her take to devotions like this before! I also like that there isn’t
a lot of lesson, but instead these allow the Scriptures to speak for
themselves. The author encourages parents to do them with the child
so they child reaps from the parent’s wisdom as well. The price
is amazing, too! I’ll let my daughter speak for herself: “I like to
do my devotions every night before I go to sleep. It’s really fun! I
like to do the puzzles and am learning a lot of scripture verses and
advice. The peace one [Walking in Peace] is actually giving me
peace. For example I have trouble sleeping sometimes, but there is
a lesson called ‘sleeping and peace,’ and doing those verses actually
helped me to sleep better. You have to look up bible verses, then
these will go into puzzles. Sometimes you have to draw or write
about something and use your imagination. You can use any version
of the Bible. I like these books a lot and really, really recommend
them. A lot of times devotionals are hard to understand, but these
really make sense.” Now, how many times have you heard your
young’n’s talk about devotions like that??? Consumable.
Walking in Faith		
.........................................$7.95
Walking in Peace		
.........................................$7.95
Walking in Truth		
.........................................$7.95
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Long Story Short Set
Marty Machowski is getting rave reviews! The
author makes it so easy and profitable to lead family
devotions! Long Story Short gives you 10-minute
daily lessons, complete with object lessons/activities
and discussion questions. Though written for younger
kids, the author gives you ideas to make it customizable
for older kids as well. In Long Story Short , you will
find a systematic approach to the Bible, Genesis
through Nehemiah. In The Gospel Story Bible, Marty
says this: It is possible to simplify Bible stories so
much that you edit out important gospel connections
to God’s larger plan of salvation. We’ve set out to
preserve this theological detail by ending each story
with a short commentary, designed to connect events
in the story to God’s larger redemptive plan. The goal
is to thread each of the 156 Bible stories like beads
on the silk thread of the gospel, creating one picture
with them all.” The second volume, Old Story New
continues the gospel story. It walks through the great
truths of the Christian faith in the New Testament
and helps children understand and remember Jesus’
life, death, resurrection, and the birth of the Christian
church. The recommended plan is to read a story from
The Gospel Story Bible and do a lesson from Long
Story Short or Old Story New each day. Though
each of these books stand alone, together they make
an awesome devotional. “This is simply an outstanding book, and
Christian families need it right now. I have never seen a devotional
book that is so well suited to family devotions and to children, even
as it is faithful in relating biblical truth...” ~ R. Albert Mohler, Jr.
Long Story Short Devotional
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
Old Story New Devotional List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
The Gospel Story Bible
List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
Long Story Old Story Set (Contains all 3 books!) (25% off!)
List $69.97........ Our price....$52.50
Bible Learning Cards
New!
A brilliant idea that you are going to love!
Perfect for busy families who want to memorize
God’s Word. This is a delightful and natural way
to help your children easily hide God’s Word in
their hearts. Twenty large flashcards (5” X 7”),
each has a beautiful illustration on the front and
a Bible verse with discussion starter on the back. You can help
your kids memorize scripture, using them as flash cards, or letting
them lay around the house for easy access at any time. Tuck them
in your purse to take in the car. There are twenty popular scriptures
that every Christian should memorize, arranged in 4 color-coded
catagories (peace, faith, courage, friendship). The cards have a
hole punched in the corner.
Just slip the included
ring through the cards
to keep them organized.
I love these!
List $19.99
Our price $15.95
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Bible Resources
The Most Important Thing You’ll Ever Study
I love it! This chronological overview of the
Bible encourages middle and high school
students to explore God’s Word for themselves,
teaching them about important themes, such as
the role of God as the main character of his own
story and the relationship between Scripture’s
divine inspiration and human authorship. With
800 pages, the set includes 4 student books
and a teacher book. It is designed flexibly, so if you want to study
in-depth, this will last you several years. If you want a birdseye
view, you can move through quickly.
Most Imp. Thing 5-Book Set List $54.99...........Our price.....$43.99
Most Imp. Thing OT Workbooks (2 bks)
List $27.99........ Our price....$23.95
Most Imp. Thing OT Set (2 bks + Key)
List $32.99........ Our price....$26.95
Most Imp. Thing NT Workbooks (2 bks)
List $27.99........ Our price....$23.95
Most Imp. Thing NT Set (2 bks + Key)
List $32.99........ Our price....$26.95
God’s Mighty Acts in Creation
Teach children (ages 8–12) to see the wonder of who
God is through the things he has created and what they
tell us about their Creator. Readings include a key verse,
questions, and engaging activities. 112 pages.
List $10.99........ Our price......$8.79
God’s Mighty Acts in Salvation
Introduce children (ages 8–12) to God’s saving work. Each reading
highlights one element of the gospel, followed by questions and
activities. Meade guides readers to an understanding of doctrinal
concepts such as justification, the priority of Scripture, and the
relationship between the old and new covenants. 96 pgs.........$8.79
God’s Great Covenant
This classical Bible program for ages 7-13 is
delightful! Covering Genesis to Ruth, God’s
Great Covenant 1 has 32 weekly lessons, each
containing a memory page and a worksheet
(puzzles, etc.) plus a quiz sheet. God’s Great
Covenant 2 covers Samuel to Malachi. God’s
Great Covenant NT 1 covers the Gospels.
God’s Great Cov. OT 1 Student
List $22.95........ Our price....$18.35
God’s Great Cov. OT 1 Teacher
List $24.95........ Our price....$19.95
God’s Great Cov. OT 2 Student
List $22.95........ Our price....$18.35
God’s Great Cov. OT 2 Teacher
List $24.95........ Our price....$19.95
God’s Great Cov. NT 1 Student .......................................$18.35
God’s Great Cov. NT 1 Teacher .......................................$19.95
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Scripture Sleuth
Are you ready to catch villains, solve puzzles, and crack cases?
Concord investigates a new mystery in each chapter. But, instead
of revealing the solution at the end of the case, he gives readers a
Bible verse that holds the final clue to the mystery. Readers must
open a Bible, and look for the clue to crack the case. (Solutions
included.) These are well-written and my kids (ages 7-14) begged
for more! Each book contains 12 mysteries.

Scripture Sleuth #1
List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.19
Scripture Sleuth #2
List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.19
Scripture Sleuth #3
List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.19
Scripture Sleuth #4
List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.19
Scripture Sleuth #5
List $8.95.......... Our price......$7.19
Sleuth 5-book Set (22% off!) List $44.75........ Our price....$34.91
Philippians in 28 Weeks
What does it mean to love God with all your heart? It is
easier to share the Word of God when it is etched upon
your heart. Philippians in 28 Weeks is a delightful and
painless way to commit the entire book of Philippians
New!
to memory in 5 simple steps. This streamlined approach
uses memory cards (carefully constructed to present Philippians
thought-by-thought), copywork verses, journal questions, weekly
reflections, recitation charts to test your retention, and an optional
tracking tool called “The Log.” One day we will stand before our
Holy God and give an account for how we managed the liberty and
resources He entrusted to us. Let’s prepare. Are you ready to become
a “walking epistle”? Do Philippians in 28 Weeks as a homeschool
curriculum, a family devotional, or a personal devotional. Even
young children can do this! I’m taking the challenge. How about
you? (See our website for a digital edition.)
Philippians in 28 Weeks (Print edition)..............................$28.95
Other great Bible and inspirational resources for you!
Oh, there are so many wonderful programs and books to help you
disciple your children. Some can be used as you lead your kids
in devotions, while others can help your kids develop their own
devotional life. Still others are designed to be used as curriculum,
and you can have your children study the Bible as core curriculum.
Some help your child to shape his/her core set of values and
beliefs. Unfortunately, I just don’t have room to highlight all the
great resources available. We’ve used most of the books listed
below at some point with our kids and have appreciated their
impact so much! Please check our website for more information
on these resources.
A Closer Look at the Evidence List $11.95..........Our price......$9.59
Think on These Things
List $7.95.......... Our price......$6.39
Big Truths For Young Hearts List $15.99...........Our price.....$12.79
The Big Picture Story Bible List $29.99........ Our price....$23.99
Get Wisdom
List $8.99.......... Our price......$7.95
I Kissed Dating Goodbye 		
.......................................$10.95
Boy Meets Girl
List $14.99....... .Our price....$11.95
Do Hard Things
List $17.99........ Our price....$13.95
Growing Up Super Average List $9.95.......... Our price......$8.95
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Helps for Home and School
Educating the Whole Hearted
Child by Clarkson. God did not forget to include “school” in
his design for raising children. Educating the WholeHearted
Child is about rediscovering God’s original design for your
family, and then showing you how home education is a natural
expression of all that God intended for you and your children.
Four Sections: Home, Learning, Methods, and Lifestyle...$16.95
Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling
Debra Bell’s indispensable resource that belongs on the
shelf of every homeschooling family.
List $20..00...... Our price....$15.99
Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling Teens
Bell has helped numerous homeschooled students gain
college admission and win substantial scholarships. Now
she can help your child do the same......................$15.99
Big WHAT NOW Book of Learning Styles Carol Barnier.
A fantastic book, especially helpful for the mom
with non-typical learners. Full of great ideas and
encouragement.
List $19.99..........Our price.........$15.95
If I’m Diapering a Watermelon, Then Where’d I Leave
the Baby?
Funny! Barnier. The highly distractible mom has a real and
God-given edge. Learn strategies for coping in a world that
loves order but also, learn to celebrate how you’ve been made.
List $16.99........ Our prce....$13.59
How to Get Your Child Off the Refrigerator and
On to Learning
Funny! Barnier. How do you teach a child with
an impossibly short attention span? Why does 20
minutes worth of homework take 3 hours?
List $16.99..........Our price..........$13.59
Charlotte Mason
I consider this to be the definitive guide to the Charlotte
Mason method. If you are a fan of relational-style
education, you’ll want this companion at your side.
A Charlotte Mason Companion...........................$15.99
You can learn how to apply the Charlotte Mason method by
reading these 2 sweet novels of a homeschool mom as she gently
and naturally teaches her children. Delightful!
Pocketful of Pinecones
List $16.95........ Our price....$13.59
Lessons at Blackberry Inn List $16.95....... .Our price....$13.59
A Well Trained Mind
This is a huge book, filled with interesting and detailed
explanations of what the classical approach is and
how to apply it to your homeschool. The entire book
is a treasure!...One of the most useful features in it is
detailed lists of appropriate literature and skills to be
learned per grade level. I carried it around to conventions for years
as a reference.
List $39.95........ Our price....$31.99
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Unit Studies Made Easy
One of the first homeschool books I read 20+ years
ago. This book revolutionized my homeschool. This
book has been revised, and now includes four of
Valarie Bendt’s books in one big volume!
List $30.00........ Our price....$23.99
Homeschool Supermom...NOT!
(When Grace Meets Homeschooling) This book, 20
years in the making, is full of photos, ideas, tips,
Scripture, humor, and practical application. In it,
you will find help for your homeschool and hope for
your soul. I invite you to be the proverbial fly-onthe-wall in our homeschool. This highly-acclaimed
book will equip, strengthen and encourage you!
See photos of our house (unwashed dishes,
dirty laundry, and all). Read stories of how we’ve worked out our
problems (we all have them). Do Bible studies that will strengthen
your soul. Equip yourself with lots of great ideas. Learn about
resources that are available to you. Shore up your convictions. Cry
over your sin. Laugh at the comics (by Todd Wilson, FamilyMan)
and jokes. Most importantly, find strength in the grace that is
readily available to you.
And now we have a wonderful journal
(written by my mom, a godly older woman) to
accompany Homeschool Supermom...NOT! The
journal contains more lessons based on the things
being learned in Supermom, as well as places
to do additional Bible study and journaling your
“journey.” Thought-provoking, conveniently
arranged, and charmingly written, Come to the
Garden will help you to document your growth in the Lord as a
homeschool mom.
If you’ve been homeschooling any length of time, you already
know that it’s not your great curriculum, your clever chore chart,
or your organized life that make or break your homeschool. It’s
your heart. These books will help you to make those connections
and lead you to make changes that will impact your school, your
family, and your life.
Homeschool Supermom...NOT! .......................................$14.95
Come to the Garden Journal .......................................$12.95
Homeschool Supermom Set (both books)..........................$23.95
CD’s of Seminars by Susan Kemmerer.........................$6.00 each
(All of these appear as chapters in “Supermom”)

Homeschooling Distractible Children Who Don’t Like School!
What About Me? • Exploding the Supermom Myth
100% Mommy, 100% Teacher • Servanthood 101 - Teaching Your Kids to Serve
The Sarcastic Homeschooler - Duh! • Is Your Homeschool C.H.A.O.S?

Homeschooler’s Journal
Full of various charts – everything you need to keep
track of your school year! Use one journal per child or
one journal for all of your children. It features large
blocks for recording lots of information. The high
school journal allows you to track days or hours.
Regular Homeschool Journal
List $10.95...........Our price.......$8.95
High School Homeschool Journal
List $10.95...........Our price.......$8.95
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Helps for Home and School
Gladys Hunt’s Honey Series
I purchased Honey for a Child’s Heart
more than 20 years ago when I first started
homeschooling, carried it with me every
time I went to the library, and used it to
create my wish list of books I wanted for
my own personal library. “A good book is a gateway into a wider
world of wonder, beauty, delight, and adventure...Author Gladys
Hunt discusses everything from how to choose good books for your
children to encouraging them to be avid readers.” Our personal
library now numbers in the hundreds of books - beautiful classics
and modern favorites. Many of my ideas came from Gladys’s book
lists. 20+ years later, our library has a multi-generational purpose
as well, as now I have grandkids that can enjoy the great wealth
of good books.
Honey for A Child’s Heart List $12.99........ Our price....$10.39
Honey for a Teen’s Heart List $12.99........ Our price....$10.39
Daylight
The Busy Homeschool Mom’s Guide to Managing
Your Days Through the Homeschool Years. Have
you ever experienced days, weeks or even months
when you felt like you just could NOT get on top
of all you had to do? Have you ever had to choose
between doing school and making dinner? Or
maybe you gave up trying to do school so that everyone can have
matching socks again! If this sounds familiar, you are not alone.
Juggling homeschooling and homemaking can be challenging—or
so we’ve heard! Encouraging, funny, great!.........................$12.95
Shopping For Time by Carolyn Mahaney
and her daughters.
I love this book! It’s full of practical wisdom – not on
arranging schedules and organizing space, but on utilizing
your time in ways that best glorify God and serve you and
your family. It’s a quick read, too. Fun and encouraging!
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.50
Sink Reflections
The FlyLady will guide you through tiny baby steps, to
establish order in as painless a way as possible.
List $15.00........ Our price....$12.75
Done!
When asked, “how do you do it all?” I never had a
good answer. I’ve never followed a schedule. I’m
project-oriented. Find out how this increases your
productivity. Read it for yourself or assign it to your
student as a mini-course in time-management.
List $9.95.........Our price.........$7.95
Help! Around the House
Full of charts, encouragement, advice, application, and more.
Involve the entire family (even hubby). Teach the kids the
basics of cleaning and clutter control. Learn how to make
it fun and how to win everyone over.
List $9.95.......... Our price......$7.95
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The Log
This innovative record-keeping journal will make
your job easier. The Log is designed to keep records
for one student for 200 days. It provides 2 levels of
record-keeping: Space for more detailed projects,
as well as a simple method for daily tasks. These 2
levels are presented side-by-side, so you can track
all your academic needs easily with the detail you
desire. The Log also contains a reading log, a video
log, a project log, a phys ed log, a field trip log, a grading log, and a
course-planning log. As an extra bonus, we’ve even included The
Creative Writing Score Card right inside The Log! (If you aren’t
familiar with the Score Card, you can see a description of it below.)
The entire log is only 28 pages long, making it slim enough to tuck
inside your student’s portfolio.
..........................................$6.50
This sample from The Log was “typed in” for readability. It actually
comes blank so you can customize it with your child’s subjects.

Kim’s Lesson Planner
This excel-based planner makes homeschool record-keeping easier
than ever! I spend only about 1/4 of the time on recordkeeping
that I used to. It’s easy to learn (I know nothing about excel) and
easy to use. The program features a master planner in which you
can enter as much detail as you want. If you’re entering sequential
information (like “lesson 1,” “lesson 2,” etc), just enter the 1st
lesson, and it automatically fills in the rest with a simple drag of
the mouse! A whole year’s records done in 10 seconds! Then, the
program automatically fills in a daily assignment sheet, a weekly
planner (at a glance) and a monthly planner. The monthly planner
is designed to print out and turn in to your school district (if you
live in a state that requires it). In the daily assignment screen
(pictured above), your student can see his assignments for the day
and mark them off when he completes them. There are so many
other wonderful functions, including the ability to track days or
hours, and much more. And
it actually archives your
logs from year to year, so it
gets EASIER the longer you
use it: If you used Apologia
Biology 2 years ago (for
example) with an older
student, and will be using
it this year for a younger
student, just pull up the
archive, click the button,
and you have your year’s
plan in place. Brilliant! This one-time investment will track all
your students for all your school years, saving you both time and
money.		
.......................................$49.95
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Helps for Home and School
The books offered here are among the best we’ve read. Each has
proven to be a help to us...even life-changing! I cannot overstate
the value of these books. Set a goal of reading one a month!

Age of Opportunity
Our teens are subjected to temptations of all kinds. This season
of life is marvelously designed by God not to frighten and dismay
us, but to teach our kids of their need of a Savior. Even their
“failures” as they try to figure out what life is all about and what
they believe - are all opportunities to see God’s hand busily at
work, the Gospel coming alive right in our family. A hope-filled
book for parenting teens.
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.99
The Busy Homeschool Mom’s Guide to Romance:Nurturing
Your Marriage Through the Homeschool Years
Do you ever wonder where the girl your husband married went?
This book is for every mom who has collapsed into bed at the
end of the day, looked into the eyes of her husband and promised
tomorrow, she’d have time for him. Trouble is, tomorrow finds her
more exhausted than the day before. If you have ever felt caught
between the demands of homeschooling and meeting the needs of
your husband, you’re not alone. It’s not as hard as you think and
more important than you may realize. .................................$12.95
Don’t Make Me Count to 3
A mom’s look at heart-oriented discipline. Concrete picture of how
these shepherding issues might look, and helps moms apply ideas
from Shepherding a Child’s Heart to the ordinary moments of life.
List $12.99....... Our price....$10.39
Don’t Waste Your Life
Our chief purpose in life is to glorify God and to enjoy Him
thoroughly. A joyless existence does not glorify God! Appropriate
for adults and older teens.
List $13.99........ Our price....$11.49
Feminine Appeal - 7 Virtues of a Godly Wife and Mother
A treasure: What does Titus 2 look like today in the 21st century?
What about self-control? Have I ever looked at lack of control in
areas such as diet, sleep, and my thought life? How do I truly enjoy
my kids and my family?
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
Get Offa My Case: Godly Parenting of An Angry Teen
This is about transformation of an angry, defiant teen. First, though,
it’s about transformation of that teen’s fearful, exasperated, and
hurting parents. There is no silver bullet that will transform an angry
teen into a respectful, responsible young adult. However, there is a
God who can transform us, the way we parent, and the atmosphere
we allow to develop in our home .......................................$12.95

wide the door to evangelizing the unsaved teen and to helping the
Christian teen grow in holiness and wisdom. This book will teach
you how to build a bridge to young adults on the basis of the ways
in which their desires and actions reflect the image of God and the
blessing of common grace. List $13.95........... Our price....$12.95
Girl Talk by Carolyn Mahaney and her daughters
Will equip and encourage you in your role as your mother’s
daughter, but as her friend and her role model as well. What does
true biblical womanhood look like? How can you improve and heal
the relationship between you and your daughter? What can you talk
about? Written like a chatty conversation, for you and your to work
through together.
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.49
Give Them Grace
Every way we try to make our kids “good” is simply an extension
of OT Law - a set of standards that is not only unable to save our
children, but also powerless to change them. No, rules are not the
answer. What they need is GRACE. We must tell our kids of the
grace-giving God who freely adopts rebels and transforms them
into loving sons and daughters. My daughter-in-law has chosen
this as one of her favorite parenting books!
List $13.95....... .Our price....$11.19
I’m a Grandparent! Now What!
This book is written to you, Homeschool Mom! There is a whole
generation of grandparents who have abdicated their responsibility for
the purpose of self-gratification. Yet God has called that generation
to pass on a legacy of biblical proportions to the next generation.
We can do it differently than previous generations! We’ve already
started applying the ideas to our own family............ $9.95
Instructing a Child’s Heart
This new book takes Shepherding a Child’s Heart to the next level.
You’ve already learned the “why.” Now learn the “how to.” A
practical guide to child training.
List $13.95........ Our price....$11.15
Shepherding A Child’s Heart
This book has changed our lives. It teaches you to look beyond
the child’s sinful action to the heart condition that motivates the
action.
List $13.95........ Our price....$11.49
You Never Stop Being a Parent
Parenting books typically take you to the point of the empty nest.
Some of us look forward to that event with the sense of ‘job done’
- but you never really stop being a parent! Learn to maintain healthy
relationships with our adult children.
List $14.99........ Our price....$12.99

Get Outa My Face: How To Reach Angry, Unmotivated Teens
With Biblical Counsel
Far from dismissing or sugar-coating sin, this approach opens
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Powerful Alternatives to Traditional College
Okay, seriously. I have nine kids. If we were to put all nine of them through college, we’d be nearly a million dollars in debt. Or they
would be. And, no, we do not have college funds for our kids. And, no, we do not feel obligated to provide college funds for them,
nor do we feel guilty about not doing so. No one should go into debt if they can help it - certainly not tens of thousands of dollars - for
something that can be done just as well in other ways. Let me tell you some of the things we’ve done to insure our kids are launched
successfully to become productive citizens capable of paying those tax dollars and, of course, being able to provide for their own families.
We felt, first and foremost, that a work ethic is the most important thing we could provide for our kids. We have taught
them to work joyfully and diligently. We encouraged them to get a job as soon as they could (most of them had jobs when they
turned 14), and taught them how to save and be content and to plan ahead for things they desired. Learning to juggle a job and
school built great character into them. We also told them that school came first, so if school suffered, the job would have to go. We
required each of our kids to pay for their own cars, gas, insurance, and cell phones. Again, there was no physical way we could
provide these luxuries for 9 kids. My kids have all come out being diligent workers, with a great work ethic, and very grateful for
what they have since they had to work for it. Of course, with a good work ethic, they’ve alread won half the battle!
All six of my boys started in apprenticeships. Some were successful, some weren’t, but each son learned something from
these opportunities. Some of these were initiated by the boys, seeking out someone they wanted to emulate and asking if they’d
take them on as an apprentice. Some were initiated by my husband. Three of my boys learned small-engine repair at a local
shop, because my husband took the initiative to walk in and ask the owner if he’d consider it. We didn’t know the owner, but he
was excited to provide that type of education for the boys. One of my sons worked for this man for nearly 10 years, eventually
becoming his store manager. One of my sons apprenticed with a mason for a summer...and quickly realized that it was not his
calling. One of my boys apprenticed with a local painter. He learned so much, then went on to launch his own business. Another
son apprenticed with a local landscaper. He also launched his own business. One son apprenticed with a local garage. They have
already helped him to get his emissions certification and inspection certification. It never hurts to ask at local businesses.
Since all of our kids have had to pay their own way through college, the cost became the primary determining factor. Getting
a great education at the best price was the focus, rather than paying $$$ for the prestige of a certain university. In other words,
quality over “name.” Here are a number of options you may want to consider. College at home is great for self-motivated kids.
Look into programs such as College Plus or Western Governor’s University for two such reputable, non-scam programs. Western
Governor’s University is highly acclaimed. All of my kids chose colleges within commuting distance so they could take advantage
of room and board at home. Room and board is the one way we were able to provide for our kids while they were in college.
One of my boys chose to attend a tech school. His program was the costliest of all of my kids’, costing over $30,000. He,
on his own, researched scholarships and grants, and managed to win 2/3 of what he needed to pay. He graduated at the top of his
class with certifications as a master mechanic and an opportunity at a fantastic career, which he has enthusiastically pursued.
Another son (one of my dyslexic sons) knew that doing college full time would be academically too challenging for him.
Basically, he hated school and saw college as a necessary evil. He went to business school. However, he decided to work full
time during the day and take one course at a time. He felt he could handle one course at a time in the evening. Even though he is
dyslexic, this non-traditional plan was perfect for him! Also, one course at a time was much more affordable. It took him 5 years
to get his 2-year degree, but he graduated with honors. I can’t tell you what an accomplishment this was for him! Don’t be afraid
to choose non-traditional ways to get the job done!
One of my boys went through community college. Community college is always a great way to get started. Another tip: not
one of my kids has taken college SAT’s. Trade schools don’t require it. Neither does our community college. It was simply one
of those unnecessary expenses that we chose not to do...and it didn’t stop any of my boys. Just a thought.
I mentioned earlier on that two of my sons have started their own businesses. Both have been very successful. Both were married,
became fathers, and became homeowners in their early twenties. They started as apprentices. If you have college money set aside, but
your child would rather start his own business, you could invest in his
business. We didn’t have college funds, but we did provide a graduation
gift. For several of our boys, they chose for us to put that money into
the tools they needed for their trade. We were honored to do this.
Lastly, starting at the bottom in a company and working your
way up is a time-honored way of doing things. One of my sons is
currently doing this. He already has a business degree and is currently
working on other courses (one at a time) while working his way up in
his company...and he’s doing great (being married and a homeowner).
I know this is lots of basic information, but I am continuously
amazed at how many homeschoolers believe college (often
accompanied by an incapacitating debt burden) is the only viable
way to do things. I’m telling you - with hindsight as proof - that it is
NOT. Don’t be duped by the college-is-the-only-way thinking. You
homeschool because you don’t believe in traditional education. In
the same way, you can tailor your child’s higher education to his and
Dwayne works on college assignments while feeding his baby brother.
your family’s needs without going into debt, while building genuine
The traditional college experience offers the party lifestyle as a
life skills. That’s the truth.
distraction. Rooming at home offers actual lifeskills in learning to deal
with real life. Dwayne graduated from college, successfully manages a
shop, and is a competent father of four.
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Science
The Zoo Guide, Museum Guide or Aquarium Guide
When I take my kids
to the zoo, I find it
frustrating that all the
educational content
is permeated with
evolutionary content.
Answers in Genesis had
the brilliant idea of creating books with more than 100 animals
each, arranged alphabetically, each with a full-color photo, essential
(educational) information on that animal, and a paragraph about
how the amazing design of each critter points to our creator rather
than random processes. Aquarium and museums get the same
treatment. Take these books with you when you go to the museum,
zoo, or aquarium and enjoy your field trips! Gorgeous photos.
Zoo Guide
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.99
Aquarium Guide (Mini)
List $12.99........ Our price......$9.95
Museum Guide
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.99

“World Of” books
B o t h b o o k s a r e g o rg e o u s ,
captivating, loaded with colored
photos and illustrations, brief
explanations, and more. In
World of Science, you’ll find
mini biographies of scientists,
cut-away diagrams, and over 60
science activities to do with your
students. In World of Animals these
intricately-designed animals are
presented with indepth scientific
information from a creationist point
of view. These could supplement
any biology or physical science
curriculum.
World of Science
List $12.99....... .Our price....$10.95
World of Animals
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.95

Compare your science program
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**
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Natural
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* In the programs listed here that are marked as not requiring a key, the answer key is included.
** It's hard to put a grade level on science because it's so adaptable. All of these programs can be adapted up or down to suit your needs. Several of them include additional
work for older students, such as Considering God's Creation.
@ These programs cover different subjects in separate books, so you have to purchase the particular subject matter you want to cover.
#I have not yet used this program, so my information may not be accurate. It comes highly recommended by a dear friend.
L Though designed to be self-directed, I found that my kids preferred my participation with these programs.
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New!

Jay Wile’s Science in the Beginning
Oh, ladies, you are going
to love this new science
curriculum! Where to begin...
Science in the Beginning (for
grades K-6) is built around the
6 days of the creation week,
with 15 lessons per creation
day. For example, the first 15
lessons revolve around Day 1,
and involve studies about light and energy. The next 15 lessons
are about air and water, and so on. Each text in the series has 90
lessons, but the last 3 in each unit are challenge lessons. What this
means is that the course is totally flexible. Do you love science?
Then do all the lessons, every other day. Is science not your thing?
Then do science twice a week, skipping the challenge lessons.
Do you have younger students? There are 2 questions per lesson
geared just to the younger students. There are more-challenging
assignments for older students, and a third level for your oldest
elementary students. You’re going to love it (and that is, of course,
relative to how much you ‘love’ science). The text is engaging.

New!
Young Explorers Series
Since I don’t have a “science brain,” I’m always on the lookout
for science programs that can teach the non-scientific…I mean
really teach it so it is interesting and understandable. These
gorgeously-illustrated books use an “immersion approach.” They
contain engaging text with narration prompts for you (Charlotte
Mason style). Worksheets and tests are replaced with notebook
assignments, experiments and activities. Also, if you aren’t
the creative type and prefer not to make your own, there are
notebooking journals available that have done all the work for you!
The notebooks come in 2 levels: Junior (less writing involved on
larger lines) and regular.
Exploring Creation With Botany
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Exploring Creation With Astronomy
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Flying Creatures of the 5th Day (Zoology 1)
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Swimming Creatures of the 5th Day (Zoology 2)
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Land Animals of the 6th Day (Zoology 3)
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Human Anatomy and Physiology
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
Human Anatomy and Physiology Audio MP3
List $29.00........ Our price....$21.25
NEW!! Exploring Creation With Chemistry and Physics
List $39.00........ Our price....$27.95
All Junior Notebooking Journals (Please specify title)
List $24 each..... Our price....$17.95
All Regular Notebooking Journals (Please specify title)
List $24 each..... Our price....$17.95
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The lessons are short (great for wiggly kids - especially since each
lesson begins with an activity). Learning is measured by the child’s
notebook, built one lesson at a time, very impressive. Though
tests aren’t encouraged, Mr. Wile understands that for many
homeschoolers, tests are essential, so he includes tests and answer
key in the teaching materials. The second volume is Science in
the Ancient World, an entire study on ancient scientists and their
contributions to us with fun activities and experiments. Additional
volumes will be released each year, resulting in a chronological
and complete study of science. Imagine coordinating your science
with your history! Wow! Other great features that make this new
curriculum extremely homeschool-friendly: It contains hundreds
of beautiful photos. It has engaging, mom-friendly activities with
a master supply list included. It’s academically sound, providing
an excellent foundation for further study. It’s probably the easiest
elementary curriculum to implement that I’ve yet seen.
Science in the Beginning (hardcover text).........................$34.50
Science in the Beginning Teacher Booklet ..........................$4.50
Science in the Ancient World (hardcover text).................$34.50
Science in the Ancient World Teacher Booklet................... $4.50

Christian Kids Explore Series
(Creation, Chemistry and Physics now include a resource CD
with lesson plans, materials lists, literature study guides, and all
reproducibles)!!! Your student will explore while learning to record
labs/experiments (elementary level - 8th grade), learn to journal
their findings and create wonderful notebooks. Overall, this series
has been one that the kids ask for. For more info, see our website.
NEW!! CKE Creation Science (2nd Ed)
List $39.95........ Our price....$29.95
CKE Chemistry (2nd Ed) List $39.95........ Our price....$29.95
CKE Biology
List $34.95........ Our price....$27.95
CKE Physics (2nd Ed)
List $39.95........ Our price....$29.95
CKE Earth/Space
List $34.95........ Our price....$27.95

New!
Becca is challenged to build a bird
nest using the same materials a bird
does. She has the added benefit of
having two hands with opposable thumbs
and a brain that can reason. Can she do as
good a job as a bird?...Obviously not! Simple
projects like this from Flying Creatures of
the Fifth Day (page 53) constantly points
your child to God, the Creator. He does all
things so well...including giving birds the
ability to build intricate nests, even though a
bird can’t reason and doesn’t have hands and
fingers. So many fun science experiments
in all the programs on these pages...

A tip..
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Big Book of Earth & Sky
Let your child take an exciting, visual journey from
Earth’s core to the outer atmosphere! Explore the
elements that make up the world. Examine detailed
charts about the earth’s crust, caves, and clouds. Scan
facts about weather, mountains, and more, based
on the Wonders of Creation series (see pg 56)! Big
Book of Earth and Sky unfolds as a 15-foot chart. It
can be viewed either as a book or hung on the wall as
a full-length display. Teacher’s guide included. This
stunning chart will pique the interest of children and
bring a study of God’s world to brilliant life!
Big Book of Earth & Sky List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
Answers in Genesis

God’s Design Science Books - Answers in Genesis.

My kids
r e a l l y
enjoyed
this series
of science
books! The
text is divided (in each lesson) for the various grade levels (the
first few paragraphs are for the younger students, the next few
paragraphs with vocab are for the older students, etc.). Each book
in the series has a separate teacher’s book that contains a CD copy
of the tests/quizzes/worksheets as well as the answer key and master
supply list. Each book in the series has approximately 35 lessons,
making it possible to complete 2-3 books per year. When you sit
down with one of these books, you’ll appreciate the engaging,
conversational style of presentation - sort of like sitting down with
the professor for a good chat. Here’s another bonus: These books
are well-suited to multi-level teaching (you can all go out for icecream with the money you just saved).
Please check our website for more information about individual titles.

Stephen enjoys hands-on science. Building water molecule
models is fun. Painting your face in camo to demonstrate
God’s provision for insects and animals - well, that’s just
right up his alley - from The Human Body.

God’s Design For Life (for grades 1-8) - There are 3 books in
this series:
The World of Plants
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
The Animal Kingdom
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
The Human Body
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Teacher Supplement/CD (specify title)........................$7.99 each
Special! God’s Design For Life Series (the 3 texts and 3
Teacher’s Supplements with CDs listed above)
List $104.96...... Our price....$79.95
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God’s Design For the Physical World (for grades 1-8) - There
are 3 books in this series:
Heat and Energy
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Machines and Motion
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Inventions and Technology List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Physical World Teacher Supplement/CD (specify title)
		
.................................$7.99 each
Special! God’s Design For the Physical World Series (the 3
texts and 3 Teacher’s Supplements with CDs listed above)
List $104.96..... Our price....$79.95

God’s Design for Chemistry & Ecosystems (for grades 1-8) There are now three books in this series:
Properties of Matter
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Properties of Atoms/Molecules
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
The Human Body
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Chem/Eco Teacher & CD (specify title)......................$7.99 each
Special! God’s Design For Chemistry & Ecosystems Series
(3 texts + 3 Teacher’s )
List $104.96...... Our price....$79.95

God’s Design For Heaven and Earth (for grades 1-8) - There
are 3 books in this series:
Our Universe
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Our Weather and Water
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Our Planet Earth
List $24.99........ Our price....$19.99
Heaven & Earth Teacher Supplement/CD (specify title)
List $9.99....Our price...$7.99 each
Special! God’s Design For Heaven & Earth Series
(3 texts + 3 Teacher’s)
List $104.96...... Our price....$79.95
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Middle and High School Science
101 Series
At long last I found a high school science course
that is in-depth and thorough, but geared to students
who aren’t skipping right from junior high science
to college-prep science. I’ve spent 20 years looking
for an actual high school science course that WAS
a high school science course, not a brainiac college
New!
course. The 101 Series is wonderful! My 9th Grade
daughter is using it this year and LOVES it! The
NEW Chemistry 101 DVD course takes an often
avoided and boring subject and makes it an exciting,
easy to understand, visually rich experience. (For
more complete labs, I recommend adding Cooking
and Science [below].) The film is full of accurate
and fascinating information coupled with hundreds
of eye-catching visuals and graphics. Taking God’s
word as the starting point, Biology 101 divides all life according
to the days of creation. Both courses are designed specifically for
high school. The 4-DVD sets are accompanied by a printable (pdf)
guidebook, allowing the student to easily review all the information
covered in the films. Each guidebook segment includes a multiple
choice quiz and discussion questions. A 12-page lesson plan is
included on the CD for a year-long biology course. The 101 Series
was developed by Wes Olson, veteran filmmaker and homeschooling
father. He says, “Our highest goal for our children is to love God.
We also want them to enjoy the process of learning about God’s
world. We decided to devote ourselves to the task of creating rich
and exciting programs of study that are Biblically-based, challenging,
and filled with fascinating information.” See samples on our website.
Chemistry 101 or Biology 101 (Specify title)
List price $69.95 each........Our price.........$52.95 each
Cooking & Science
A cleverly designed chemistry lab book, designed
to supplement your current studies in chemistry. I
highly recommend using this lab book with the video
series Chemistry 101 or turn the Answers in Genesis
Chemistry set (pg40) into a high school level chem
course. In a clear and interesting style, the author
explains the chemistry behind, for example, yeast
in baking bread--complete with vocabulary, application questions,
and formulas. The student is led through the process of creating a
hypothesis. Then, for the lab, the student will actually bake the bread
(recipe included) to test it. There are also ideas for additional research.
This is well-suited to block-study: Spend lots of time on 1 day doing
science (Bread takes time!), then do other studies on alternate days.
Lessons in the high school level include freezing point (ice cream),
crystals (maple sugar candy), colloid formation (pecan pie), oxidation
(fruit cobbler) - and more! There’s even a donut recipe that is 6
generations old (to study rates of reaction). By the way, this is a
serious course, despite the fun subject matter! What I like: I don’t
have a science brain, so I love how the author took a subject that, to
me, lacks pertinence to my life - and made it pertain. Wow! And,
look at the price! This is by far the most economically-priced science
curriculum out there of this caliber. What I don’t like: It’s too short!
There are only 10 labs in the high school level (10 weeks). Highly
recommended! Spiral bound. (See pg 38 for the elementary level.)
Cooking & Science High School (grades 7-12).................$12.95
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Elements of Faith by Richard D Duncan
It’s easy to see the wonder of God’s creation all
around us - but to truly appreciate the incredible
design and organization of the Creator, you have
to delve into the elements that make up our world.
Honestly, this is a really cool text book. The author
devotes a 2-page spread to each of the first 50
elements. Each element’s page has an applicable bible verse, basic
data, an analysis of that element, a bible lesson based on the key
verse for that element, a short quiz, and a response (a short prayer
to apply the bible lesson learned). The textbook also ends with 12
fantastic labs. (Also, an answer key is included.) I would consider
this to be appropriate for 8-12 graders. It would make a fantastic
supplement to any chemistry course. I would definitely recommend
this as a companion for the Chemistry 101 course (above), since it
is light on lab work.
List $14.99........ Our price....$10.49
The Grand Experiment
My daughter Monica used this curriculum as her
science for 11th grade. She loved it! She said, “It’s
easy to use, interesting, and deep. I feel like I’ve
learned so much, and this program has helped to
solidify what I already believed.” Monica feels as
if this added additional credence to her firm belief
in the biblical account of creation, and she could
confidently face doubters, college classes, etc. Author
Dr. Carl Werner was challenged in college by a
friend to prove evolution was true. “No problem,” he
thought. (He was the top student in the US, educated
in chemistry, genetics, anatomy, and biology.) He
set out on a 30-year quest, designed experiments,
applied scientific method, and traveled over 100,000
miles. This curriculum is the result. Stunning photo
layouts with startling pictorial proof that the theory of evolution is a
lie. In depth studies of all kinds of species. When I first started going
through these books, honestly, I only intended to glance through
them for reviewing, but ended up being completely captivated. I read
“Evolution” cover to cover. Let’s just say I HIGHLY recommend
these books! You can use the texts as a supplement to your current
curriculum or you can use it as your science for the year (biology)
by adding a teacher’s manual (lessons plans, tests, answers) and the
accompanying video. These would make an excellent college prep
course for students heading to secular college. In fact, I would insist
my kids take these with them when they go to college! There are 45
lessons total, each taking 2-3 days to complete, making it feasible
to finish each book in a single semenster (older students) or stretch
one out for the year (younger students).
GE Living Fossils Text
List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
GE Living Fossils DVD
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
GE Evolution Text
List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
GE Evolution DVD
List $19.99........ Our price....$15.95
Grand Experiment 6 piece set (Contains Living Fossils
and Evolution)
List $133.94...... Our price....$94.95
GE Living Fossils Teacher List $16.99........ Our price....$13.95
GE Living Fossils Set (all 3 pieces)
List $66.97........ Our price....$49.95
GE Evolution Teacher
List $16.99........ Our price....$13.95
GE Evolution Set (all 3 pieces) List $66.97........ Our price....$49.95
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Middle and High School Science

Creation or Evolution
Presents the scientific logic behind the creation
model. The information presented is so clear, it almost
seems simple - but it’s not. My 10th grader even
brought the book to tech school to use as a witnessing
tool! (One of the students got saved! Much of what
my son shared came from the lessons he learned in
this book.) Approximately 40 lessons, with work sheets, quizzes
and tests, photos and diagrams, and humorous cartoons. Your teens
will appreciate his sharp wit. If you don’t want to “consume” your
book, you can buy a separate workbook that contains the same
work sheets and tests.What I like: Complete with everything you
need - even an answer key. My kids enjoyed it, learned a lot, and
gained faith and confidence in their foundational beliefs. What
I don’t like: It’s too short! I hope Mike comes out with a part 2!
If you supplement this with perhaps a creation research paper or
with reading some creation science books, you could count this as
a semester’s worth of work. Grades 6-12.
Creation or Evolution
List $15.00........ Our price....$12.75
Creation/Evolution workbook/tests (black & white cover).....$5.00

Mission: Imperative! DVD Series
These high-quality videos teach the science and logic behind the
creation model thoroughly and often humorously. Filmed as a
seminar before a live audience, Mike Snavely uses illustrations
and props to make his points. He’s also spliced in graphics to
further enhance the professional quality of these DVD’s. A valuable
addition to your home library, use these DVD’s to complement
Creation or Evolution (page 42), as a witnessing tool, or to boost
your own faith. They’re wonderful! Buy them separately (List $15 - $15.95) or as a set. (For more info, please see our website.)
Grand Canyon, The Puzzle on the Plateau......................$15.95
The Pillars of Evolution, 4		 .......................................$12.75
The Return to Genesis, 1 		
.......................................$12.75
Aunt Lucy?, 5 		
.......................................$12.75
The Horror of the Flood, 2		 .......................................$12.75
The Hunters and Hunted, 6
.......................................$12.75
Mystery of the Dinosaurs, 3		
.......................................$12.75
Lost Secrets of the Ancient Civilizations, 7.......................$12.75
Special!! Mission: Imperative! DVD Series (includes all 7
DVD’s except Grand Canyon)
.......................................$78.75
The Lie by Ken Ham.
When I was born again I remember reading a tract that
talked about the ‘gap’ in the creation process, giving
credence to the millions of years theory. Being, as yet,
uneducated in the Word, it made perfect sense to me.
However, without any specific teaching on the subject, but
my opinion changed to a solid young earth, literal six-day
creation. I knew that if you can change only one thing in
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Scripture, you are free to change anything that doesn’t tickle your
fancy. Much can weaken or destroy a person’s faith, especially the
faith of children. I heartily recommend this book, especially as a
supplement to your high school creation studies. It will strengthen
you in your beliefs and teach you how to answer the critics as to
why you believe what you believe and not sound like an idiot….
trust me, they will try to make you feel like an idiot!
The Lie by Ken Ham
List $13.99........ Our price....$10.95
The Lie Study Guide
List $3.99.......... Our price......$3.49
Wonders of Creation Science Curriculum
This award-winning series of theme-specific
science books are full of colorful photos and
engaging text. Written for grades 6-9, they include
maps, charts, and more. Several include activities
(like how to build a weather station) or posters.
To further enhance these lovely books, you can
purchase a separate study guide. Each study guide
breaks the text down into separate lessons or chapters
(approximately 10). Some of the guides include
quizzes, some have activities, all include an answer
key, vocabulary and comprehension questions.
What I like about this system is that it takes a living
book (Charlotte Mason style) and turns it into a
documentable science program. If you wanted to use this for your
science for the year, your student could complete 3-4 books/guides
in a year - and you can customize it to your child’s interest.
The Astronomy Book. Examine planets, galaxies, and other
phenomena.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Cave Book. Discover the formations, ecology, and animals
of this ecosystem.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Fossil Book. Learning about fossils, their origins, and how
to collect them.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Geology Book. Climbing rocks or gazing at meteor
showers, we love geology! List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Ocean Book. The oceans may well be Earth’s final frontier.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Weather Book. Blizzards, hurricanes, tornadoes - such
incredible forces!
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Archaeology Book. Learn the techniques of the
archaeologist and the accounts of some of the richest discoveries
of the Middle East that demonstrate the accuracy and historicity
of the Bible.
List $16.99........ Our price....$12.79
The Ecology Book. Unveils how the harmony of God’s world
was broken by sin.
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.79
Wonders of Creation Study Guides. (Specify title)
List $3.99......... Our price......$3.49
Created Cosmos DVD
Our universe is truly an amazing thing. The vastness of
space boggles the mind, and the beauty and diversity we find
there points to a Creator. This fast-moving DVD probes the
reaches of space as you are taken on a journey beyond our
solar system to the edge of the known universe . . . and back New!
again! Combining eye-popping images and state-of-the-art
animation with faith-affirming facts from science and Scripture, this
awe-inspiring show explores planets, stars, nebulae, and galaxies to
discover the magnitude of our universe and of its Creator.
Created Cosmos DVD
List $14.99........ Our price....$11.95
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Middle and High School Science
Signs and Seasons
A classical approach to astronomy from a Christian
perspective for grades 9-12. The author quotes ancient
sources throughout the course, tying in centuries of
knowledge and understanding. This is a beautiful, hardcover book, full of pictures and diagrams. The first part
reads like a science text/devotional. The back of the book contains
field activities for each chapter so that your student (or your entire
family) can go outside, chart the skies and journal their way through
a classical study of the skies (which we did). “The heavens declare
the glory of God; and the firmament shows forth His handiwork...”
(Psalm 19:1). With Signs and Seasons, your student will be
continuously pointed back to the author of the skies. What I like:
It’s so thorough, with everything included. And now, with the new
Field Journal and test book, this is truly a complete, homeschoolfriendly course. The field activities are great. The Signs & Seasons
Field Journal and Test Manual is the companion workbook to the
textbook. It is designed to establish 120 hours of field work for a full
high school astronomy credit. The Field Journal section is designed
to promote field observations. It includes all the field activities from
Signs and Season, along with handy tables and sketch boxes for
recording observations of the night sky and sketching the appearances
of the Sun, Moon, stars, and planets. Also included are sky maps. A
separate template section is included for creating “volvelles” (moon
charts). A Test Manual and Answer Key. This is a lovely course!
Signs and Seasons Text Book List $39.00..........Our price....$31.19
Signs and Seasons Field Journal & Test Manual
List $16.00........ Our price......13.75
Stargazer’s Guide to the Night Sky by Dr. Jason Lisle
This is a gorgeous textbook, full of color
illustrations, clear in-depth explanations,
charts and diagrams, and tips and hints on the
best way to observe the night sky – whether
you’re enjoying a meteor shower, identifying
constellations, finding planets, or observing
phases of the moon. Stargaze with a telescope,
binoculars, or even your naked eye. I know
I called it a “textbook,” but you won’t find any of that in this
book. This is a “real” book. The text is engaging, very deep, but
oh so understandable. Create or expand the hobby of stargazing;
an outdoor, educational hobby to enjoy with friends or family.
Regardless of your circumstances and the economy, you will always
be able to marvel at the beauty of our night sky. To turn this into a
high school science credit, see the Lesson Planners below.
List $34.99........ Our price....$27.95
Our Created Moon
Check out this captivating mini-textbook. For eons the moon
has intrigued humanity. Open these pages and discover
those secrets for yourself. Our Created Moon is filled with
full-color images, facts and figures, and innovative teaching
resources:clearly-stated objectives; provocative questions
about the moon’s history, purpose, record in Scripture, as
well as a clear response to critics; unique and fascinating facts and
insights; practical, inexpensive activities at the end of each chapter;
and vocabulary. 80 pgs. Hardcover.
Our Created Moon
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.95
Our Created Moon DVD List $15.99........ Our price....$12.95
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Taking Back Astronomy
(Subtitle: The Heavens Declare Creation and Science
Confirms It.) This is an absolutely awesome book,
deeply scientific (high school level), full of scientific
proof that the Bible correctly explains the existence
of the universe - i.e. young earth, creation. I could not
put it down! Over 50 full-color, rarely seen photos
of stars, nebulas, and galaxies. Filled with facts that
challenge secular theories and models of the universe
- how it began and how it continues to amaze the
scientific community. Explores numerous evidences that point to
a young universe: magnetic poles of planets, the spiral shape of
galaxies, comets and how long scientists think they can last, and
much more. Dr. Jason Lisle is your guide to the universe beyond
our world in this remarkable book. Step out among the stars and
experience the truly awesome power of God through this glimpse
of His vast creation. 128 Pages. Hardcover.
Taking Back Astronomy
List $16.99........ Our price....$13.95

New!

Lesson Planners for Real Books!
Turn ‘real books’ into a compelling one year science credit for 7th12th grade! The Lesson Planner gives a weekly schedule, allowing
your student to work independently. Daily reading assignments,
worksheets, and vocabulary. Quizzes and tests, and answer key
included. In order to complete these courses, you will need a copy
of a Lesson Planner, plus the required “real” books. These are
brilliant! Think “Charlotte Mason.” Turn real books into complete
science courses, complete with worksheets and tests. Fascinating,
non-traditional science! (For more information on the books, see
pages 56 and 57. Prices below are for Lesson Planners only.)
Intro to Meteorology and Astronomy Lesson Planner
(1 year science for 7th-9th grade will require this lesson planner
plus The Weather Book and The Astronomy Book from pg 56.)
List $12.99........ Our Price....$10.39
Intro to Astronomy Lesson Planner (1 year science for 7th9th grade will require this lesson planner plus Taking Back
Astronomy shown above.) Lesson Planner
List $12.99........ Our Price ...$10.39
Survey of Astronomy Lesson Planner (1 year science for
10th-12th grade will require this lesson planner plus Taking
Back Astronomy, Our Created Moon, The Stargzer’s Guide,
Created Cosmos DVD and Our Created Moon DVD on pgs
56-57.) Lesson Planner
List $16.99........ Our Price ...$13.59
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Middle and High School Science

28% of
f
Sets

Apologia High School Science
Amazingly low prices! Apologia is considered to
be the finest science curriculum for homeschoolers. Designed to be
college prep, Apologia provides your student with a comprehensive
science program that will educate, teach him to think and question,
prepare him for college, and build his faith. It is truly the Cadillac
of science programs! Now available: Student Journals for General
and Physical Science! These are beautiful and may prove helpful if
you prefer the ease of having the journal laid out for your student.
Even if you don’t use these journals, your student will learn how to
create a science journal as he works through his text book. See our
website for a full review. Below are prices for the sets (including a
student text and a test book/answer key). We also have individual
text books, test books, audio books and companion CD’s and more!
Check our website for more info:
General Science (grade 7) or Physical Science (grade 8)
List $90.00........ Our price....$60.95
General Science Journal (grade 7) or Physical Science
Journal (grade 8)
List $33.00........ Our price....$25.95
Biology (grade 9), Chemistry (grade 10), or Physics (grade 11)
List $90.00........ Our price....$60.95
Advanced Physics in Creation or Adv. Chemistry in Creation
List $90.00........ Our price....$60.95
Marine Biology or Human Body Fearfully & Wonderfully Made
List $90.00........ Our price....$60.95
Biblical Archaeology Lesson Planner
Turn ‘real books’ into a compelling one year science
credit for 10th-12th grade! The Lesson Planner
gives a weekly schedule, allowing your
student to work independently. Daily
reading assignments, worksheets, and
vocabulary. Quizzes and tests, and
answer key included. In order to
complete this course, you will need
a copy of the Biblical Archaeology
Lesson Planner, Unwrapping the
Pharaohs, Unveiling the Kings, and
The Archaeology Book. Fascinating,
New!
non-traditional science! (For more
information on the books, see pages
28 and 56.)
Biblical Archaeology Lesson Planner............................... $13.95
Unwrapping the Pharaohs List $16.99....... Our Price....$23.95
Unveiling the Kings of Israel (Q)
List $16.99....... Our Price....$23.95
The Archaeology Book
List $16.99....... Our Price....$12.79
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Earth Sciences Lesson Planners
Not every student fits into the traditional textbook box - although,
once our kids reach high school, it seems to be ‘expected.’ But if
you have a non-traditional learner? Here is an option for you. Turn
‘real books’ into a compelling 1 year science credit for 7th-12th
grade! The Lesson Planner gives a weekly schedule, allowing
your student to work independently. Daily reading assignments,
worksheets, and vocabulary. The Lesson Planner contains quizzes
and tests on the material in the ‘real books,’ and an answer key
is included. In order to complete these courses, you will need a
copy of a Lesson Planner, plus the required “real” books. These are
brilliant! Think “Charlotte Mason.” Turn real books into complete
science courses, complete with worksheets and tests. Fascinating,
non-traditional science! (For more information on the books, see
pages 56 and 57. Prices below are for Lesson Planners only.)

New!
Intro to Archaeology & Geology (1 year science for 7th-9th
grade will require this lesson planner plus The Geology Book
and The Archaeology Book from pg 56.)
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.39
Intro to Oceanography & Ecology (1 year science for 7th-9th
grade will require this lesson planner plus The Ocean Book and
The Ecology Book shown on pg 56.) Lesson Planner
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.39
Intro to Speleology and Paleontology (1 year science for 7th-9th
grade will require this lesson planner plus The Cave Book and
The Fossil Book shown on pg 56.) Lesson Planner
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.39
Survey of Science Specialties Lesson Planner (1 year science
for 10th-12th grade will require this lesson planner plus The
Cave Book, The Fossil Book, The Geology Book, and The
Archaeology Book on pg 56.) Lesson Planner
List $16.99.....Our price........$13.59
Made in Heaven: Man’s Indiscriminant
Stealing of God’s Amazing Design
This is a cool junior-high or high-school level
coffee table book, full of spectacular close-up
color photos of God’s amazing creation and
man’s attempts to copy those designs. This
would make a perfect “real book” supplement
to a study in Physical Science. Absolutely fascinating! For example,
fly “ears” have been studied and the technology has been patented to
create a hearing system for those with hearing problems. Engineers
and inventors have long examined God’s creation to understand and
copy complex, proven mechanics of design in the science known as
biomimicry. We are surrounded daily by scientific advancements that
have become everyday items, simply because man is copying from
God’s incredible creation. 64 Pages. Hardcover.
Made in Heaven: Man’s Indiscriminant Stealing of God’s
Amazing Design
List $15.99........ Our price....$12.95
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Science Activities and Play
Cooking & Science
A cleverly designed chemistry lab book, designed
to supplement your current studies in chemistry. In
a clear and interesting style, the author explains the
chemistry behind common kitchen recipes--complete
with vocabulary, application questions, and formulas.
The student is led through the process of creating a
hypothesis. Then, for the lab, the student will actually
make some kind of food (recipe included) to test it. By
the way, this is a serious course, despite the fun subject matter! The
elementary level (ages 5-10) has 17 experiments (such as Scripture
Cake and Root Beer Floats) that teach the scientific method and
observation. Great addition to CKE Chemistry or YES Chemistry
(below). For the High School level, see page 55.
Cooking & Science Elementary (ages 5-10)......................$12.95
Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes
I believe this is probably the most fun and doable
science experiment book I’ve ever found - one of our
“finds” of the year! Nearly every page has beautiful
full-color photos (240+) of how to do the experiment
- and the results....but also has funny and engaging
text that actually teaches how and why it works. This
book is a work of art. Some of the fun experiments
(there are 30+ in the book) include making a simple potato bazooka,
creating a lava bottle, red cabbage chemistry, building a 7-layer
density column, the old egg-in-a-bottle trick, recipes for homemade
goo, and mentos in coke. One of the first experiments in the book
involves jamming drinking straws through a potato - a nifty trick that
will amaze your audience, because they won’t be able to duplicate
it without knowing the scientific principle behind it. Author Steve
Spangler says it like this, “You know exactly where to go next. Open
the refrigerator and search for your favorite fruits and veggies that
seem to be best suited for a straw attack. The real secret is inside the
straw- it’s air...” Well, you’ll have to get the book to find out how to do
this. This book would make a great lab
book for Chemistry 101 - or any of the
Chemistry books in this catalog. Note:
Ellen DeGeneres appears in 5 of the
photos to demonstrate an experiment.
Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes
List $14.95........ Our price....$11.95
Floor Puzzles
These huge floor puzzles are lots
of fun for little folk. The Human
Anatomy Puzzle, 4 feet long,
is actually 2 puzzles in one: a
creepy skeletal system on one
side, and gross-me-out organs
on the other in cartoon style. 100
Pieces. 11-year-old Becca poses
next to her skeleton friend. The
beautiful, 48-pc Solar Sytem puzzle, 2’ x 3’, gives
the perspective of standing on the moon. These puzzles are printed
on sturdy cardboard.
Human Anatomy Puzzle
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.40
Solar System Puzzle
List $12.99........ Our price....$10.40
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Science

Universe of Science Chemistry Kits
Check our website for the full details. Each kit comes in a plastic
tub and contains the “ingredients” for as many as 15 experiments
with enough to repeat the experiments over and over as well. Each
kit also comes with a booklet with instructions, as well as science
definitions, explanations of the chemical reactions, and further
instructions for how to use household ingredients to do even more
experiments. I thought these would be your typical do-it-just-onceand-kiss-your-money-goodbye type kits, but that’s not what we
got! I tried them on my kids (ages 8-15), but only the older ones
understood the science behind the experiments.

Super Water Absorber Kit. Do the Super Water Slurper trick,
make the Crystal Gel disappear, make dinosaurs grow and more.
List $9.00.......... Our price......$7.25
Rubber Flubber Experiment Kit. Make rubber balls, foam
rubber, rubber dinosaurs, and more. Contains rubber latex, citric
acid, and sodium bicarbonate. Note: This one has a “shelf life.”
List $9.00.......... Our price......$7.25
Goofy Glowing Gel Experiment. Make “silly putty” and
“gak.” Make it glow in the dark. Contains borax solution, guar
gum, white glue, and zinc sulfide.
List $9.00.......... Our price......$7.25
Blue Wizard and Jammin’ Jelly Reaction Kit. Edible
chemistry! Make soda pop, gummi balls, and polymer pudding.
Contains baking soda, citric acid, calcium acetate and sodium
alginate.
List $9.00.......... Our price......$7.25
Cool Blue Light Experiment Kit. Make a cool blue light
appear in the dark. Make a “dirty” penny glow. Contains
luminol mixture, perborate mixture, and copper sulfate crystals. .
List $9.00.......... Our price......$7.25
Presto! Clock Reaction Kit. Mix 2 solutions together, wait
a few seconds, then wow!...The famous iodine clock reaction!
Contains starch, sodium iodate, sodium sulfite, citric acid and
sodium thiosulfate. 		
.........................................$7.25
Special!! Chemistry Kit Special Buy all 6 kits and get a 25%
discount!
List...$54.00...... Our price....$40.50
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Electives
Crime Scene Investigations:
Real-Life Science Labs for Grades 6-12. “What
could be more motivational than turning your
students into super sleuths to learn scientific
principles and techniques? This unique resource
gives students the chance to become crime scene
investigators with 68 lessons and labs in life,
physical, and earth sciences as well as critical
thinking. Like real-life forensic scientists, students
observe carefully, think critically, conduct lab tests, document
results, and try to meet the burden of proof to solve crimes ranging
from check forgery to murder! All 68 lessons and labs include
complete background information for the teacher and reproducible
student worksheets. The first section of the text is a critical thinking
course. It includes 17 lessons and labs that reinforce skills of
observation, experimentation, and logical thinking. The second
section is the chemistry/physics section. It includes 14 lessons
and labs that apply the principles of chemistry/physics to identify
unknown substances, recognize patterns, and determine the chain
of events. In the third section, your student will study life sciences.
It includes 20 lessons and labs focusing on evidence left at crime
scenes by living things and teaches principles of inheritance, DNA
analysis, skeletal structure, and characteristics of hair and skin.
The final section of the book covers earth science, archaeology,
and anthropology. It includes 17 lessons and accompanying labs
that feature unidentified remains, mummies, skeletons, and more,
and demonstrate how reconstruction of past events can influence
the outcome of a criminal investigation. Caution: This curriculum
would require some teacher prep. As the teacher, you have to prepare
the crime scenes for your students. The lesson is presented as a
mystery surrounding a crime, and it needs to be solved through
research and forensic investigation. The vast majority of the labs
require normal household items. There are maybe 4-6 labs that
require special equipment (see list on our website, which contains
some weird stuff that can be purchased through science supply
stores, but most of those weird items and chemicals will only be
used for those few labs). If you were to purchase all of the lab
equipment, you might find yourself spending a couple hundred
dollars. I have two suggestions: 1) Do this curriculum as a co-op
and split the costs with other homeschool families, or 2) skip those
labs. Reading them will still be fun, even if you can’t do them.
Crime Scene Investigations, grades 6-12.
List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
Crime Scene Investigations, elementary.
List $29.99........ Our price....$23.95
Fix It and Forget It Kids Cookbook
This is the kids version of the bestselling
Fix It and Forget It. I love this book! It
features 50 kid-friendly crockpot recipes for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and dessert.
Each 2-page spread features a single recipe
and a color photo of the finished product. Each recipe is laid out
in easy step-by-step fashion. There’s even a journal page to record
your budding chef’s cooking journey. Moms, give this book to your
children, allow them to fix dinner first thing in the morning, and
call it school! It’s a win-win!
Fix It and Forget It Kids List $19.99........ Our price....$15.99
For Mom: Fix It and Forget It .......................................$12.79
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Total Health
A science curriculum and a Bible study, too...
one filled with practical, usable knowledge.
In fact, my son liked it so much, he put aside
several other subjects so he could concentrate
on this one! Readable and interesting, it has 16
units broken into 3-5 smaller units each, for a
full year of science/health. What makes Total
Health so unique is the perspective that a person
is not truly healthy unless he is spiritually healthy
as well. For example, when the heart is covered, your student will
be taught the importance of diet and exercise to a healthy heart.
Your student then will be reminded that a truly healthy heart is
one that is ruled by Jesus (a simple plan of salvation is presented).
When nutrition and the food pyramid is covered, your student is
reminded that a devotional life is also of utmost import - because
man doesn’t live by bread alone. Many diploma programs count this
course as a semester of science (human anatomy and physiology)
and a semester of health (it will take a full year to cover this course).
Covers systems of the body (the reproductive system is covered in
the most general of terms without going into any detail concerning
sex), nutrition, fitness, relationships (including a courtship-type
model without using that term), first aid, your relationship with
Christ and more! I personally found the test book to be of great
value. There are reviews that are exactly like the tests in the text
book, but no answer key. I didn’t bother with the reviews, but gave
my kids the quizzes and tests - and appreciated having the answer
key (included in test book).
Total Health High School Text
List $37.15........ Our price....$28.95
Total Health High School Test .......................................$17.80
Total Health Jr High Text List $35.65........ Our price....$27.70
Total Health Jr High Test List $22.90........ Our price ...$17.80
Auto Upkeep
Oh, Moms, I’m so excited about
this curriculum. After all, two
of my adult sons are mechanics,
and a third one is a parttime
mechanic. So, do you have
a son who hates school and
would rather tinker with cars? Here’s a program designed for
homeschoolers that actually teaches your kids about the fascinating
world of auto mechanics. It contains everything from the incredibly
practical to the do-it-yourself complicated repair. The set comes
with a textbook, a CD, and a student workbook. Tests and quizzes
included. The workbook is loaded with step-by-step illustrations.
Some of the units your son will enjoy include: buying a car,
safety, basic auto care, electrical systems, changing oil, cooling
systems, tires, brakes, emissions, drivetrain, filters, detailing a car,
and much, much more. Each unit has an activity to be completed.
Early activities include simple projects such as finding the VIN
number and opening the hood. Later activities include changing
spark plugs and wires.
Auto Upkeep Set
List $75.95........ Our price....$60.95
Auto Upkeep Student Workbook
List $25.95....... Our price....$20.95
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Visit Schoolhouse Publishing at these
homeschool events...
We love meeting and visiting with other homeschooling
families. After all, we’re homeschooling right
alongside you!
• 3/20-22, Great Homeschool Conventions SouthEast,
Greenville, SC (vending, speaking)
• 4/24-26, Great Homeschool Conventions MidWest,
Cincinnati, OH (vending, speaking)
• 4/25-26, MACHE, Frederick, MD (vending)
• 5/9-10, CHAP, Harrisburg, PA (vending)
• 5/16-17, ENOCH, Edison, NJ (vending, speaking)
• 6/5-7, HEAV, Richmond, VA (vending, speaking)
• 6/13-14, SEARCH of PA,
S o u d e r t o n , PA ( v e n d i n g ,
Great specials
speaking)
at each
convention!

www.simply7skincare.com
All-natural soaps and lotions made by a Christian homeschooling family.

After a day of homeschooling, come home to
the Homeschool Supermom...NOT! blog...
A cozy, friendly, fun place for you - a typical
homeschool mom. We need each other! We invite
you to join us at www.susankemmerer.com:
• Be part of this new community committed to
transparency and true biblical encouragement.
• Read helpful articles.
• Share great ideas
• Make friends with other like-minded moms
• See photos of real homeschooling
• Know that your experience IS normal
• Be encouraged, seek God, and grow together.
• Find out when a Homeschool Supermom...
NOT! event is coming to your area
Find practical ideas, yummy recipes, fun
activities, and hope for your heart while sharing
what you’ve learned along the way. We look
forward to meeting many new friends!

The Homeschool Housewife Falls Wa-a-ay Behind
Oh, my. I have really dug myself a pit, and it will be a challenge to climb out of it! I took a lot
of time off from school because of holidays, then medical emergencies, which left me little time
to ‘play with.’ No days off. No long weekends. We will have to do school every single day for
the rest of the year - even on holidays! Even with all this sustained work, we won’t be through
until the first or second week of June, leaving me only a week or 2 to compile portfolios, have
evaluations, and so on! (The joys of living in Pennsylvania...)
Of course a by-product of all this sustained schooling is a gradual falling-behind of regular
household upkeep. Let’s just say that for this year we are hygienically challenged. The question
is, how do I dig myself out from under this mountain of housework? Saturday’s are generally
my big catch-up day, but after catching up on general housekeeping and record-keeping, there
is little time left for organizational tasks. The piles of stuff just pile up higher and higher.
YUCK! And my spirits tend to sink lower and lower. Can you relate to the vicious cycle?
My answer: Deal with it. Don’t think about it. Just do the next thing. Those piles aren’t
going anywhere. They’ll still be there tomorrow. Simplistic. I know. But currently I have
no choice. I catch up when and where I can. Apart from those times, I need to adjust my
attitude and not allow the pressure of mountainous housework ruin my attitude or my day.
God, help me to remember that my peace and joy is not found in my circumstances
(such as a clean organized home), but in YOU.
Some day I will catch up. Really, I will. This IS just a season, and it will pass. In the
Monica does
her school w
meantime, the humility of having guests see my house as it truly is is good for my pride (or
ork ch
even though th
er
e are pillows an eerfully,
lack thereof).
books and new
d crafts and
spapers and bl
So, plan to stop by. It will encourage you to know that my house is worse than yours.
ankets all pile
at her feet....W
d
e WILL catch
Then, at least my mess will be good for something! (I like that!: Redemptive mess!)
up.
“And we know that for those who love God all things work together for good, for
those who are called according to his purpose.” Romans 8:28
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Thank you for your order. God bless you as you homeschool your children.
Make checks payable to:
Schoolhouse Publishing
659 Schoolhouse Road
Telford, PA 18969
www.shpublishing.com

For our Canadian and international customers, please
contact us for shipping charges. We ship US Postal
Service, which offers the lowest-priced shipping options.
Please keep in mind that you will be responsible
for your country’s customs charges if there are any.

Though we try to honor prices as long as
possible, publishers may change prices at any
time without prior notice to us. Please check
our website for up-to-date pricing. Thank you!

Here’s what you’ll find in
Homeschool Supermom...NOT!:
• Exploding the Supermom Myth
• Grace-Drenched Homeschooling
• I’m German, Have PMS...and Other Excuses
• C.H.A.O.S. (Constant Heckling Always
Over Something)
• The Sarcastic Homeschooler -Duh!
• What About Me?
• Marriage...Homeschool Style
• Servanthood 101 - Teaching Kids to Serve
• Confessions of a Disorganized Homeschool Mom
• 100 % Mommy, 100% Teacher
• Homeschooling Distractible Kids Who
Don’t Like School
• Enjoying Homeschool is NOT an Oxymoron
“Compared to so much of what I’ve seen in our homeschooling years, you seem so ‘normal,’ so down-to-earth, so real, and yet - so
full of the joy of the Lord. I bought your book, which was the most wonderful, terrible examination of the attitudes of my heart.
It has yielded tons of repentance, fruit, and joy. I’ve since bought your book for several other tired moms and moms who can’t
seem to live up to the bread-baking, skirt-wearing, perfectly-clean-home external measures of ‘good mommery.’ They, too, have all
commented on how life-giving your book is. So, thank you, thank you, thank you!!!”
									Blessings, from one very rejuvenated Mama!
“Just a quick update to let you know how we are doing in our Sunday School class with your book. I cannot even begin to tell you
what a HUGE blessing it has been for all the woman that are attending. Many are coming and our bonds of christian fellowship
and support and encouragement are growing that much deeper. Last night we had our monthly homeschool prayer meeting. It was
a huge turnout at the meeting. I truly believe, it all stems from how the Lord is using your book and His Word in the SS class and
in the hearts of the ladies. The superintendent of the SS classes has even received emails telling him how the class is helping them
etc. I could go on and on.......”
										Thank you so very much

Welcome to the wonderful world of homeschooling...
		 It’s a Family Affair!		
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Caleb re-creates a scale model of the solar
system, a lab project in Exploring Creation With
Astronomy (page 53). A simple, fun project!
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